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The rising fuel prices, environmental concerns over the emission of greenhouse
gases, and the limited availability of fossil fuels led to the current focus on developing
alternative fuel sources that are sustainable and environmentally benign. Lignocellulosic
biomass, due to its high carbon value, abundance and for being greenhouse gas neutral, is
a promising alternative energy resource. Fast pyrolysis of lignocellulosic biomass
produces high energy density liquid fuel, called bio-oil, which has the potential as
transportation fuel. But, crude bio-oils are chemically complex liquids with high oxygen
contents (40 % oxygen content), high viscosity, low pH, low thermal stability, and poor
heating values (20 MJ/Kg). Therefore, bio-oils must be substantially upgraded (deoxygenated) to highly stable, non-corrosive, and high calorific value liquid fuels prior to
their use as transportation fuels.
This research was conducted to investigate the efficiency of various acid catalysts
in upgrading (cracking) the oxygenated pine wood pyrolysis vapors to high quality liquid
fuel. Initial catalyst screening studies proved that zeolite acidity and pore structure is
essential for effective cracking of pyrolysis vapors. Low space velocities and moderate
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temperatures were found to be favorable for the deoxygenation of pyrolysis vapors.
Various zeolites were tested, of which HZSM-5 with low Si/Al ratio was found to be an
effective cracking catalyst. But the use of zeolites resulted in poor liquid yields. Zeolites
were promoted with transition metal ions in order to inhibit the secondary cracking
reactions occurring on Brönsted acid sites. The metal-promoted bi-functional catalysts
were found to be the most effective catalysts, among all the catalysts employed in this
research, in promoting hydrocarbon forming reactions without adversely affecting the
liquid yields. Catalyst coking was unavoidable but the addition of metal ions to zeolites
lowered the extent of coking. TG analysis of used catalysts indicated that the catalysts
can be regenerated by calcining at 600-650 °C.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Introduction
Fossil fuels are the major source of transportation fuels. A significant increase in

population growth has led to increase fuel usage rates. These increases have resulted in a
heightened awareness of the potential depletion of fossil fuel reserves, in particular,
petroleum (Figure 1.1). The use of fossil fuels also generates greenhouse gases including
CO, CO2, and NOx among others. Even though coal reserves are plentiful in the U.S., use
of coal as a liquid fuel requires liquefaction and generates greenhouse gas emissions at
levels of twice the amount typically produced with conventional fuels. The economic
viability of coal liquefaction has not yet been demonstrated.1 Therefore, the growing
crisis in the oil sector and emphasis on environmental considerations have resulted in
increased research on abundant renewable fuels that offer lesser/no adverse impact on the
environment.2 According to McKendry,3 biomass is the only form of renewable energy
that can meet energy demand without having adverse environmental effects. Biomass has
been used for energy since primitive times; fuels from biomass have the potential to
significantly reduce and/or eliminate fossil fuel dependency.3
A major question is what constitutes biomass and how abundant is it? Biomass
encompasses any plant and/or plant derived material (e.g. forest residues) to industrial
wastes, municipal solid waste, and food processing residues.3, 4 The value of the biomass
depends upon its physical and chemical characteristics. A recent assessment of biomass
1

abundance (forestry and agricultural resources) by the U.S. DOE and USDA revealed that
U.S. land resources are capable of producing a sustainable supply of biomass sufficient to
displace at least 30% of the country’s present petroleum consumption.5 Another study
reported that the global biomass yields vary from 8 dry Metric tons ha-1 yr-1 (willow in
Sweden) to 10-22 dry Metric tons ha-1 yr-1 for short rotation woody crops in the U.S.
Yields up to 20 dry Metric tons ha-1 yr-1 were reported by Brazilian commercial
plantations.6

Figure 1.1

Primary energy production by major source

Production of bio-fuels in the U.S. is currently dominated by the conversion of
first generation feedstocks, i.e., sugar, starch, and oil crops, to fuels. The most utilized
pathway is the fermentation of corn sugars to ethanol. However, the need for high-quality
arable land for the cultivation of first generation feedstocks has resulted in competition
2

between food and energy requirements and resulted in a rise in food prices.7 Therefore,
production of biofuels from feedstocks or materials that are indigestible by humans, and
that doesn’t require high quality land for their growth, is favored.
1.2

Lignocellulosic Biomass

Figure 1.2

Biomass components8

Biomass is a heterogeneous material comprising of cellulose, hemicellulose,
lignin, inorganic minerals, and some extractives. Compositions of these components vary
from hardwoods to softwoods.9 Cellulose is usually the largest component, comprising
40-60 wt% of biomass, while hemicellulose constitutes 20-40 wt%, and the lignin
constitutes 20-30 wt%.3 Figure 1.2 shows the major biomass components and their
respective monomer products possible when subjected to different reactions.
3

1.2.1

Cellulose
Cellulose is water insoluble, linear homo-polysaccharide of 1,4-beta-D linked

anhydroglucose with an average molecular weight of approximately 100,000-200,000.
Cellulose consists of a repeated unit ‘Cellobiose’, a disaccharide (C12H22O11) of glucose.
The degree of polymerization of cellulose is about 10,000-15,000.10 The cellulose
polymers orient parallel to one other, and are held together by intra- and intermolecular
hydrogen bonds forming crystalline and amorphous segments. The linear structure of
cellulose and the presence of strong hydrogen bonding make cellulose more resistant to
hydrolysis and also thermally more stable compared to hemicellulose.
Thermogravimetric studies have indicated that the degradation of cellulose starts
at approximately 300-310 °C, is an endothermic process, and reaches a maximum weight
loss at 350-360 °C.11, 12 Cellulose pyrolysis was studied extensively to elucidate the
reaction mechanism, and also the major reaction products. Arseneau interpreted the
reaction pathway13 for the combustion of cellulose as consisting of three primary
pathways: a) dehydration of cellulose that takes place endothermically in the temperature
range of 200-280 °C to form anhydrocellulose; b) depolymerization of cellulose, an
endothermic reaction that takes place at 280 °C, resulting in the formation of tar via a
levoglucosan intermediate; and c) anhydrocellulose and levoglucosan further
decomposing via one or more exothermic reactions to form gaseous products and char.
Shafizadeh and Fu (1973) studied cellulose pyrolysis in vacuum and at atmospheric
pressure and identified 1,6-anhydro-β-D-glucopyranose, 1,6-anhydro-β-D-glucofuranose,
α- and β-D-glucose, 3-deoxy-D-erythro-hexosulose, oligo- and polysaccharides, as the
main reaction products.11

4

Figure 1.3

Mechanism of cellulose pyrolysis14, 15

In general, cellulose pyrolysis is believed to follow the Broido-Shafizadeh model,
which involves the formation of active cellulose (AC) in the first step, followed by two
competing reactions: one reaction forming char and non-condensable gases and the other
reaction producing volatiles, particularly levoglucosan, via a transglycosylation reaction.
13, 16-19

Recently, Luo et al.14 proposed a modified Broido-Shafizadeh model (Figure 1.3)

by concluding that the decomposition of active cellulose (AC) is accompanied by three
competing reactions instead of two as observed in the Broido-Shafizadeh model. The
third reaction is the formation of hydroxyacetaldehyde and 1-hydroxy-2-propanone from
AC. The modified Broido-Shafizadeh model was also supported by Wang et al.15 who
studied the catalytic effect of metallic salts (K+, Fe2+) on cellulose pyrolysis. Wang et
al.15 observed that K+ addition facilitated the formation of active cellulose more strongly
by decreasing the cellulose activation energy. They also observed that the addition of K+
or Fe2+ hindered the formation of levoglucosan and enhanced the formation of
hydroxyacetaldehyde and gaseous components. Hydroxyacetaldehyde was observed to be
formed through secondary cracking reactions of levoglucosan. The presence of K+
resulted in the formation of char whereas the presence of Fe2+ catalyzed the production of
more gaseous components in cellulose pyrolysis.
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1.2.2

Hemicellulose
Hemicellulose is a hetero-polysaccharide of five sugars: D-glucose, D-galactose,

D-mannose, L-arabinose, and D-xylose. Unlike cellulose, hemicellulose is a branched
polysaccharide and binds non-covalently. Steric hindrance offered by side branches and
axial hydroxyl groups of hemicellulose is responsible for its non-crystalline nature. The
non-crystalline nature of hemicellulose makes it susceptible to thermal degradation at
temperatures lower than those where cellulose decomposition occurs.20
The type and amount of sugars in hemicelluloses vary from softwoods to
hardwoods. Softwood hemicelluloses consists of glucomannan, galactoglucomannan,
arabinan, and a minor amount of arabino-(4-O-methylglucurono)-xylan. The back bone in
the principle softwood hemicelluloses, i.e. galactoglucomannans, is a linear, or slightly
branched, chain of β-(1→4)-linked D-mannopyranose and D-glucopyranose units in a 3:1
ratio. As shown in Figure1.4a, D-galactopyranoses are linked to the back bone by α(1→6)-bonds to form single unit side chains. The C2, C3 hydroxyl groups of the
mannosyl units in the backbone are partially substituted by O-acetyl groups; on the
average, one acetyl group occurs per every 3-4 pyranose units.21, 22 The minor
hemicellulose in softwood is arabinoglucuronoxylan, also known as xylan. Xylan has a
back bone of β-(1→4)-linked D-xylopyranose units, to which single unit side chains of 4O-methyl-D-glucuronic acid units and L-arabinose units are linked by α-(1→2) and α(1→3) bonds, respectively. On the average, a glucuronic acid side chain unit occurs per
every 5-6 xylose units and an arabinose side chain unit occurs per every 5-12 xylose
units. No acetyl group substitutions were reported in xylans of softwood hemicelluloses.
The hardwood hemicelluloses mainly consist of O-acetyl-4-O-methylglucurunoβ-D-xylans. Glucomannans are present, but only in minor amounts in hardwood
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hemicelluloses. As observed in softwood xylan, the backbone of hardwood xylan also
consists of β-(1→4)-linked xylopyranose units. This backbone is linked to 4-O-methylD-glucuronic acid units by α-(1→2)-bonds at every 10th xylose unit (Figure 1.4 b). No
arabinose side chains are observed in hardwood xylans. Unlike softwood xylans, most of
the C2 and/or C3 hydroxyl groups of the xylose units in hardwood xylans are substituted
by acetyl groups.

a

Figure 1.4

a) Softwood hemicelluloses

b

b) Hardwood hemicelluloses

Kjeldsen et al.23 studied hemicellulose pyrolysis properties using a
thermogravimetric analyzer as well as a packed-bed pyrolyzer. Decomposition of
hemicelluloses began at 200-220 °C, and reached a maximum weight loss rate at 260 °C.
The weight loss was negligible when the temperature reached 315 °C, and, overall,
resulted in 30 wt. % char yield. Thermogravimetric studies of hemicellulose were carried
out under inert conditions12, 20 and under syngas24 to understand its pyrolysis
7

characteristics. Wang et al.24 studied the impact of heating rates on hemicellulose
pyrolysis and concluded that the maximum value of weight loss rate decreased with
increasing heating rate.
Raisanen et al.25 studied the pyrolysis behavior of hemicellulose model
compounds (arabinose, xylose, and mannose) and that of a sugar alcohol (arabinitol) at
500 and 550 °C. The product composition of sugars and sugar alcohols remained the
same at both pyrolysis temperatures, but the selectivity changed. The main products of
pentoses (arabinose, xylose), hexose (mannose), and sugar alcohol (arabinitol) differed
from each other (Figure 1.5). Furan-2-carboxaldehyde, (2H)-furan-3-one, furanmethanol
at 500 °C and α-angeligalacton at 550 °C were the principle compounds formed from
pentoses, hexose, and arabinitol, respectively. Mannose (hexose) resulted in the
formation of a high number of compounds than pentoses and sugar alcohol. 5hydroxymethyl 2-furaldehyde was formed only from mannose (hexose) pyrolysis.
Aho et al.19 studied the pyrolysis of galactoglucomannan (GGM) in a batchoperating fluidized bed reactor at 490 °C. Acetic acid was the principle compound
formed due to the removal of O-acetyl groups substituted in the place of C2, C3 hydroxyl
groups of mannosyl units in the GGM back bone. This conclusion is supported by
Raisanen et al.,25 where pyrolysis of mannose formed no acetic acid due to the absence of
acetyl group substitutions. 2-Furanmethanol and levoglucosan were the other major
compounds formed in GGM pyrolysis but, in contrast to mannose pyrolysis, no trace of
5-hydroxymethyl-2-furaldehyde formation was observed.
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Figure 1.5

1.2.3

Decomposition products from pyrolysis of D-arabinose, D-mannose, and
D-arabinol

Lignin
According to Pearl, lignin is “a system of three dimensional polymers, which

permeates the membranous polysaccharides and the spaces between the cells, thereby
strengthening them”.26 In general, lignin is defined as an amorphous aromatic polymer of
9

phenyl propane units that contains minor amounts of extractives and inorganic materials.
In contrast to cellulose and hemicellulose, lignin contains a larger percentage of carbon
(about 60%) and a smaller percentage of oxygen (30%). Softwoods contain 25-35% of
homogenous lignin whereas hardwoods have 18-25% of variable lignin.26 The basic
constituents of lignin, as shown in Figure1.6,27 are p-hydroxyphenyl propane,
guaiacylpropane and syringyl propane, which are the derivatives of p-coumaryl alcohol,
coniferyl alcohol and sinapyl alcohol, respectively.

Figure 1.6

Basic constituents formed from depolymerization of lignin

Thermogravimetric analysis studies by Yang et al.12 showed that the
decomposition of lignin was the most difficult and occurred over the entire temperature
range from ambient to 900 °C with a very low mass loss rate of 0.14 wt. %/ °C. The
solid residue left from lignin pyrolysis, i.e. 45.7 wt. %, was also the highest. Lignin
exhibits a complex chemical structure (Figure 1.7)9 involving various ether (α-O-4 and βO-4), and C-C (phenyl-phenyl) linkages. Kawamoto et al., using model compounds,
studied the reactivity of different linkages present in lignin.28 They reported the order of
depolymerization and condensation reactions as:
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a. Depolymerization: α -O-4 [phenolic (ph), nonphenolic (nonph)], β-O-4(ph) > βO-4 (nonph), β-1 (ph, nonph) > biphenyl (ph, nonph);
b. Condensation/carbonization: β-1 (ph) > β-O-4 (ph)> α-O-4 (ph) > β-O-4 (nonph),
biphenyl (ph, nonph), α-O-4 (nonph), β-1 (nonph).

Figure 1.7

Partial chemical structure of hardwood lignin from European beech (Fagus
sylvatica)

The beta-ether linkage is the most important structure in lignin pyrolysis because
it is the most abundant structure in lignin. Under heat treatment, this β-ether linkage is
cleaved resulting in depolymerization of lignin.29 The effect of side chain hydroxyl
groups on pyrolytic β-ether cleavage of phenolic lignin was studied by using model lignin
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dimers and was reported that the presence of at least one hydroxyl group in the side chain
is required to maintain high cleavage possibility of β-ether linkage.29, 30 Pyrolytic
cleavage mechanisms (homolytic or heterolytic) of α- and β-ether linkages in lignin were
further studied31 using lignin model dimers and trimers with various p-substituted groups
by comparing the reactivity with Hammett’s substituent constant (σp) or ΔBDE. It was
demonstrated that, in dimers, the non-phenolic α-ether linkage is cleaved homolytically
and the phenolic α-ether is cleaved heterolytically through the formation of a quinine
methide intermediate. In trimers, the α-ether cleavage is the rate determining step for the
cleavage of the β-ether linkage.31
Evans et al.32 proposed a possible mechanism of cleavage of β-ether linkages
during lignin primary pyrolysis; where the initial step of elimination of alkyl hydroxyl
groups in α-position from the propane side chain followed by β-ether homolytic cleavage
forms monoligols as shown in Figure 1.8. Transfer of hydrogen from Cγ- OH to free
radical species results in the formation of methoxy phenols (predominantly 2-methoxy
phenol), dimers and HCHO. Evidence for the formation of these compounds is apparent
in Hwang’s work,33 which synthesized and studied the pyrolysis reactions of lignin β-O-4
compounds. Karagoz et al.34 also supported the reaction mechanism of β-ether linkages
by comparing the products formed in the hydrothermal treatment of lignin to the possible
products of the proposed reaction mechanism. Britt et al.35 studied flash vacuum
pyrolysis of methoxy-substituted β-O-4 lignin model compounds and elucidated different
reaction mechanism schemes possible in the primary reaction pathways that occur under
the conditions of fast pyrolysis.
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Figure 1.8

Possible reaction mechanism for cleavage of β-ether linkages during lignin
primary pyrolysis

Since lignin is a polymer of substituted phenyl propane units, it is considered a
potential renewable feedstock for the production of phenolics and its derivatives.
Depolymerization (by hydrogenolysis or hydrocracking or thermal cracking) of lignin to
phenol and its derivatives was carried out as a function of catalyst and hydrogen donor
solvent/ hydrogen partial pressure. Selective hydrogenolysis of wood meal to lignin
monomers (4-Ethylguaicol and 4-Ethylsyringol) was achieved at 8-12 hours reaction time
using nickel boride as the catalyst.36 The depolymerization of lignin to phenolic
compounds was influenced by the presence of hydrogen donor solvents or hydrogen
pressure and the yield of phenolics increased with the capacity of the hydrogen donor.37
Hydrocracking of lignin carried out by Thring and Breau38 using tetralin as a hydrogen
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donor solvent in the presence of nickel tungsten catalyst at 370-410 °C resulted in
conversion of lignin at no more than 50 wt.%.
Liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons were also obtained from lignin using HZSM-5
catalyst in a temperature range of 500-650 °C in a down-flow fixed bed microreactor.39
The effects of temperature and WHSV (2.5-7.5 h-1) were studied. Liquid and coke yields
decreased and gas yields increased with temperature. The maximum liquid yield (43 wt.
%) was attained at 550 °C with a WHSV of 5 h-1. The liquid product consisted of
aromatic hydrocarbons including benzene, toluene (predominant), and xylene. The
amount of char and coke ranged between 15 to 50 wt. percent of the starting lignin. At
higher temperatures (>600 °C), secondary cracking reactions led to a tremendous
decrease in the amount of coke formed. Major components of the gas stream were
propane, ethylene, propylene, CO2, and CO. Gas yields were greatly enhanced with an
increase in temperature, but only moderately with increased WHSV. Friderichsen et al.40
chose anisole as a model compound representing lignin to study thermal decomposition
of biomass. A hyperthermal nozzle attached with a flow tube reactor was employed for
the studies. The hyperthermal nozzle facilitated the production of high temperatures and
short residence times and also allowed the trapping of primary products from thermal
reactions, while reducing secondary reactions. The authors, with the aid of TOF mass
spectrometry and matrix IR spectroscopy, concluded that aromatics formation from
anisole takes place via phenoxy and cyclopentadienyl radical intermediates. They also
demonstrated the formation of naphthalene via cyclopentadienyl radical intermediates as
a probable pathway for the formation of aromatic compounds in biomass pyrolysis.
During biomass pyrolysis, decomposition of lignin results in the formation of
anisole, guaiacol, syringol, vanillin, and phenolic compounds.27, 33 When subjected to
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catalytic upgrading, these compounds are responsible for the deposition of carbon residue
on the catalytic sites by the formation of polyaromatic compounds (PAH’s).41 Gayubo et
al.42 studied the catalytic upgrading process and noticed the deposition of thermal coke
on catalytic sites by the condensation of guaiacol. An insight into the mechanisms
involved in the formation of PAH’s from such compounds would be advantageous for
efficient catalytic upgrading. The formation of char and PAH’s depend on the presence of
inorganic components such as sodium and potassium in lignin.43 Partial removal of
inorganic components found to decrease the char yields and the PAH’s formation.43
1.3

Conversion of Biomass to Fuels
Biomass to energy conversion depends upon many factors including the type and

quantity of biomass feedstock, the desired form of energy, existing environmental
standards, and project specific factors. More specifically, the form in which energy is
required determines the process route, followed by other factors.44 Broadly, conversion
technologies can be categorized into bio-chemical and thermo-chemical pathways. Biochemical pathways include pre-treatment of biomass followed by the action of enzymes
or microbes for the conversion of pre-treated biomass to fuels. Lignocellulosic feedstocks
are generally pre-treated with acids like H2SO4 or H3PO4 to break down the
hemicellulose fraction and make the cellulose fraction more accessible for the
saccharification process. Hydrolysis of carbohydrate material by cellulase enzymes
generates a variety of sugars which are fermented to produce ethanol. The lignin portion
of the original biomass feedstock is generally unreacted throughout this biochemical
process. Therefore, the lignin fraction can be recovered, used as a fuel or feedstock for
the thermo chemical processes.2 Recalcitrance of lignocellulosic materials to chemical
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and/or biological degradation, variability of biomass feedstocks, improved effectiveness
of cellulose enzymes and fermentation organisms are considered to be the major barriers
to the biochemical pathway.2 The major thermo-chemical pathways for biomass
conversion into fuels and chemicals include combustion and gasification for gaseous
fuels and liquefaction and pyrolysis processes for liquid fuels.45 A schematic of different
methods of fuel production from lignocellulosic material is shown in Figure 1.9.8

Figure 1.9

Possible technologies for the conversion of lignocellulosics to fuels

The research studies included in this dissertation involves the use of pyrolysis
technology for the production of liquid fuels. Therefore, only the details regarding
pyrolysis are mentioned here.
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1.4

Pyrolysis
The thermal decomposition of biomass in the absence of air to produce solid

(char), liquid (bio-oil) and gaseous (CO, CO2, H2, CH4, etc.) products is called pyrolysis.
Pyrolysis is also the first step in both combustion and gasification processes where it is
followed by partial or total oxidation of the pyrolysis products.46 Biomass pyrolysis
involves complex reactions of carbohydrates, lignin, and/or a combination of both.
According to the published literature,9, 47, 48 the general pyrolysis steps are:
1. Increase in biomass temperature by the transfer of heat from a heat source;
2. Release of volatiles and char due to primary pyrolysis reactions;
3. Heat transfer from hot volatiles to cooler unpyrolyzed fuel;
4. Formation of tar due to the condensation of some volatiles in the cooler parts and the
initiation of secondary pyrolysis reactions;
5. Primary pyrolysis reactions and autocatalytic secondary pyrolysis reactions occur
simultaneously;
6. A series of thermal reactions, initiation-combination-decomposition-recombination of
free radicals, reforming, water-gas shift reactions, and dehydration reactions, take
place, although as a function of process conditions.
Pyrolysis processes, depending upon the experimental parameters (Table 1.1),49, 50
may further be categorized into slow (or conventional), fast, and flash pyrolysis.
Table 1.1

Operating parameters for pyrolysis processes

Pyrolysis Temp (K)
Heating Rate (K/s)
Particle Size (mm)
Solid Residence Time (Sec)

Slow Pyrolysis
550-590
0.1-1
5-50
450-550
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Fast Pyrolysis
850-1250
10-200
<1
0.5-10

Flash Pyrolysis
1050-1300
>1000
<0.2
<0.5

Fast pyrolysis, carried out using moderate temperatures, low residence times and
high heating rates, produces liquid fuels, called as bio-crude or bio-oil or pyrolysis oil, in
yields up to 75 wt.% dry feed.47 Unlike bio-oil from liquefaction, pyrolysis oil is water
soluble and has a very high oxygen content (up to 45 wt. %). The yields and quality of
bio-oils from fast pyrolysis depend upon many process parameters like biomass
reception, biomass drying and grinding, storage and handling, processing conditions,
product collection, storage and, when relevant, upgrading. But the heart of a fast
pyrolysis process lies in the reactor configuration. The majority of research and
development has focused on the reactor, although it represents at most 10–15% of the
total capital cost of an integrated system. Even though the ‘best' method has not yet been
established, the majority of existing processes yield between 65-75% liquids based on dry
wood input. Fluidized beds and circulating fluidized beds are the most popular
configurations due to their ease of operation and ready scale-up. The essential features of
a fast pyrolysis reactor are the generation of very high heating and heat transfer rates,
moderate and carefully controlled temperature, and rapid cooling or quenching of the
pyrolysis vapors.47 Among the many other reactor types designed and operated,47 fluid
beds, considered an ideal R&D tool, have been most extensively used and have been
scaled up to pilot plant size.51 In addition to the reactor types detailed by Bridgwater and
Peackoke,47 other reactor configurations used for biomass pyrolysis include the free fall
reactor52-54 and the auger-fed reactor.55, 56 Bridgwater46-48, 50, 57, 58 has published
extensively on fast pyrolysis technology. Venderbosch and Prins recently published an
extensive review59 on fast pyrolysis technology development.
Augers fed reactors have recently been developed for fast pyrolysis. The auger
design is portable and is well suited for pyrolysis systems in a highly decentralized
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biomass processing scheme. The auger fed reactors are compact, doesn’t need a carrier
gas, but heat transfer rates and liquid yields are relatively low. However, Ingram et al.55
reported that, even though the auger reactor in their study involved longer solid residence
times and slower heat transfer rates than are typical for fast pyrolysis, the bio-oils
obtained were very similar to bio-oils formed using a variety of other reactors where the
biomass heating rates were substantially higher. A recent study,56 which employed an
auger reactor for pyrolysis, also showed similar product composition of the bio-oils to
those observed by Ingram group.55
1.5

Bio-oil
Rapid and simultaneous depolymerization and fragmentation of cellulose,

hemicellulose, and lignin with a rapid increase in temperature forms pyrolysis vapors,
which upon rapid quenching, preserves the intermediate products of the fast degradation
of biomass components. This produces a condensate, called as bio-oil that is not at
thermodynamic equilibrium at storage temperatures; therefore, during storage, the
chemical composition of the bio-oil tends to change in an attempt to achieve
thermodynamic equilibrium.60 Rapid quenching of pyrolysis vapors facilitates in
condensing the intermediate products that would further react (degrade, cleave, or react
with other molecules) if exposed to higher residence times. Bio-oil, also called as biocrude or pyrolysis oil, is a viscous, dark brown liquid product. According to Piskorz et
al.,61 bio-oil is a microemulsion in which an aqueous solution of holocellulose
decomposition products and small molecules from lignin decomposition act as a
continuous phase that serves to stabilize the discontinuous phase that is largely composed
of pyrolytic lignin macromolecules. The stabilization of microemulsion is achieved by
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hydrogen bonding and nanomicelle and micromicelle formation.61 Gracia-perez et al.
proposed that the presence of waxy materials (fatty acids, fatty alcohols, sterols, and
aliphatic hydrocarbons), an extractive rich upper phase, heavy compound micelles, and
the presence of char particles and aqueous droplets give pyrolysis oil a multiphase
structure.
Bio-oil is a complex consortium of more than 300 chemical compounds including
carboxylic acids, esters, aldehydes, ketones, phenolics and an appreciable fraction of
water from both the original biomass moisture content as well as a reaction product.9
General analysis techniques like gas chromatography (GC) or gas chromatography-mass
spectroscopy (GC-MS) cannot completely detect the oligomeric structures. Marsman et
al.62, 63 used two dimensional GC-MS aided with time of flight spectrometry (2D-GCTOF-MS) to identify nearly 1000 components in pyrolysis and upgraded oil.
The exact molecular mass distribution of bio-oil is dependent on the process
conditions including biomass species,64-67 initial moisture content of the biomass,68, 69
inorganic metal ions in the feed stock,70-72 heating rate,73-75 sweep gas flow rate,76-78
residence time,79 temperature,76, 80, 81 condensation temperature,82, 83 and catalysts.84, 85
Diebold86 in his extensive review on chemical and physical mechanisms of the storage
stability of fast pyrolysis bio-oils mentioned different factors that influence the chemical
composition of bio-oil. For most of the feedstocks, the optimum conditions for
maximizing the liquid yield as well as to obtain good quality bio-oil from fast pyrolysis
of biomass include temperature in the range of 450-500 °C, particle size of 1-2 mm, high
heating rate (varies with reactor configuration) and low moisture content. The particle
size is generally assumed to exert a major influence on the process rate. It is believed that
an increase in particle size causes greater temperature gradients inside the particle, and
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therefore at a given time, the core temperature is lower than that of the surface, possibly
resulting in higher solid/char yields with a concomitant decrease in liquid/gas yield. In
much of the literature76, 87, 88 where pyrolysis of biomass was carried out using 1-3 mm
sized particles (dp), particle size exerted no influence on the main pyrolysis process
variables aforementioned, the small differences obtained probably being due to
experimental error. Therefore, it can be understood that, inside the particles with diameter
up to 2-3 mm. there exists no temperature gradient leading to heat transfer limitations.
Bio-oils, due to the presence of high carbon content and various chemical groups,
are considered as potential fossil fuel substituents and also a source for value added
chemicals.4 Aden et al.89 and Bozell et al.90 provided extensive reports on the possibility
of producing value added chemicals from biomass components, namely sugars and
lignin, respectively. However, the crude bio-oils are highly oxygenated, viscous,
corrosive, relatively unstable, and chemically complex liquids that have low heating
value and poor miscibility with petroleum fuels.60, 91 The adverse properties of bio-oil are
mainly due to the presence of oxygenated functional groups such as water, carboxylic
acids, carbonyl compounds, phenolics, etc. Therefore, the bio-oils have to be
substantially deoxygenated (upgraded) to highly stable, non-corrosive, and high calorific
value liquid fuels prior to their use as transportation fuels. The typical properties of wood
pyrolysis oil, as reported by Bridgwater,46 are shown in table 1.2.
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Table 1.2

Typical properties of wood pyrolysis bio-oil

Physical property
Moisture content
pH

Typical
value
25%

2.5
1.20

Density

Elemental analysis
Ash
HHV as produced
(depends on water)
Viscosity (at 40 °C
and 25% water)
Solids (char)
Vacuum distillation
residue

0%
18
MJ/kg
50 cp

0.2%
50%

Appearance
Odour
Miscibility

1.6

Notes
Water comes from moisture in the feed and
reaction water and cannot be separated. Values
can range from15 to 35%
The low pH comes from organic acids
Very high at around 1.2 kg/l compared to light
fuel oil at around 0.85 kg/l. Bio-oil has about
40% of the energy content of fuel oil on a weight
basis, but 60% on a volumetric basis
Typically: C: 57%, H: 6.0%, O: 37%, N: trace;
Ash;
trace depending on char content
All ash is associated with the char
Bio-oil has a higher heating value of about 18
MJ/kg as produced with about 25% wt. water that
cannot be separated
Viscosity as produced can vary from 20 cS to as
high as 1000 cS (measured at 40 °C ) depending
on feedstock, water content, light and ageing
0.1 wt.% is a good level and 1% is often
encountered
Cannot be completely vaporized. Heating to 100
ºC causes production of a solid residue of around
50 wt.% of the original liquid and distillate
containing volatile organics and water
Typically a dark brown free flowing liquid
A distinctive smoky smell
Water addition can be tolerated up to about 35%
wt. Bio-oil is miscible with polar solvents such as
methanol, but totally immiscible with petroleumderived fuels

Upgrading of Bio-oil
The upgrading of bio-oil can be performed using both catalytic and non-catalytic

pathways. The non-catalytic processes to improve the bio-oil stability such as the
physical methods, including solvent addition,92, 93 emulsification,94 and hot gas filtration,
and super-critical treatment (in the presence of catalysts) of bio-oil,95-97 etc. are either not
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very successful or/and economically feasible. While the addition of olefins to bio-oils
increases their calorific value by increasing the H/C ratio, addition of solvents such as
methanol to bio-oils increase their storage stability by diluting the reactive functional
groups.93 However, it is only a stabilization step but not a deoxygenation process.
Catalytic processes such as aqueous phase reforming,98-101 hydrodeoxygenation,102-105 and
catalytic cracking106 are widely employed upgrading techniques to convert crude bio-oils
or pyrolysis vapors to a variety of end products107, 108 including hydrogen,98, 109, 110 value
added chemicals like sugars,111 alkanes,99, 110 olefins,112, 113 gasoline range aliphatic and
aromatic hydrocarbons,114 etc. Aqueous phase reforming is mainly used to convert the
sugars and acids of bio-oil aqueous fraction to hydrogen and other oxygenates.109
Hydrotreatment (HDO) and catalytic cracking are the most widely employed
deoxygenation methods to remove/reject oxygen from bio-oil organic compounds. On
one hand, catalytic hydrodeoxygenation employs the use of hydrogen to remove oxygen,
mainly in the form of water.115 On the other hand, catalytic cracking is the rejection of
oxygen in the form of water and/or carbon oxides by the use of shape selective catalysts
(like silica-alumina and zeolites), mostly in the absence of hydrogen. Requirement of
excess hydrogen and high pressure reactors makes the hydrotreating process
economically more expensive compared to the catalytic cracking process. Moreover,
recent research efforts116 have shown that hydrogen itself can be used as a transportation
fuel. The principles of the catalytic hydrotreating process and a review of the different
approaches used in hydrotreating bio-oil are available in the literature.103, 105, 115, 117
The catalytic upgrading of bio-oils has been mainly concentrated on catalytic
vapor cracking rather than hydrotreating because of low operational costs (no use of H2
and ambient reaction pressures). Moreover, a wide variety of inexpensive cracking
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catalysts can be used for catalytic vapor cracking either for simple stabilization of biooils or to obtain high quality fuel products. Catalytic cracking experiments were either
performed by condensing liquids from pyrolysis experiments and upgrading the
condensed bio-oils in a secondary unit (ex-situ or secondary upgrading)118-126 or by
directly treating the pyrolytic vapors coming out of pyrolysis reactor127 (in-situ/ primary
upgrading). In-situ upgrading eliminates the bio-oil condensation and re-evaporation
steps otherwise required for ex-situ upgrading and therefore, is relatively cost effective.
Moreover, ex-situ upgrading of bio-oil will also result in lower liquid yields due to the
loss of liquid products to coke (when heated to reaction temperature) due to bio-oil’s poor
thermal stability.
Since Diebold and Scahill proposed integrated catalytic pyrolysis,127 extensive
research has been carried out on in-situ cracking of pyrolysis vapors. Various catalysts,
including alumina-Si/Al,114, 128-132 zeolites,85, 133-146 M41S family,147-156 mesoporous MFI
zeolite,157-160 basic catalysts,161-163 and metal oxides,164-167 have been employed to convert
the pyrolysis vapors to hydrocarbon rich liquid fuels. The compositions of the upgraded
bio-oils were highly dependent on the employed catalyst type. While Si-Al catalysts
produced low yields of aliphatic compounds,121, 168 zeolites resulted in significant yields
of aromatic hydrocarbons.75, 114 Catalysts belonging to M41S family, though effective in
deoxygenating the pyrolysis vapors to phenols and aromatic hydrocarbons, produced
higher polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH’s).150-152 Moreover, M41S family catalysts
exhibited lower hydrothermal stability than the conventional zeolite catalysts.
Mesoporous MFI catalysts, prepared by combining the properties of zeolites (Brönsted
acidity, hydrothermal stability) and MCM family catalysts (mesoporous nature),
markedly enhanced the deoxygenation of bio-oil while selectively producing
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monoaromatics, including benzene, toluene, and xylene (BTXs), but resulted in poor
organic fraction yields.157, 158 While the catalysts with low Si/Al ratios produced bio-oils
with higher aromatic hydrocarbons and phenolic yields,152 high reaction temperatures and
high surface area catalysts lowered the liquid yields.169
Recently, Park et al.106 published an elaborated review on the use of zeolites,
mesoporous catalysts and metal oxide catalysts for catalytic vapor cracking. Zeolites, due
to their acidity and shape selective catalysis, are reported to be the most effective
catalysts for the production of deoxygenated liquid fuel consisting of gasoline range
aromatic hydrocarbons.114, 141 The product composition of the upgraded bio-oils varied
with Si/Al ratio146, 170 and the pore structure137, 138, 146, 171 of the zeolites. Low organic
product yields and rapid deactivation of the catalysts are the drawbacks associated with
zeolite catalysis. Recently, Carlson et al.75 demonstrated that high catalyst to feed ratios
and high heating rates attenuate the catalyst deactivation despite improving organic
product yields. Poor organic product yields (due to secondary cracking reactions) and the
deactivation of HZSM-5 catalysts can be attributed to their high Brönsted acidity. The
Brönsted acidity of the HZSM-5 catalysts can be attenuated, without inhibiting the
catalysts activity towards hydrocarbon reactions, by addition of transition metal ions to
the catalysts. Addition of transition metal ions like Co,172 Mo,173, 174 Fe,175 Ni,141,124
Ga,172, 176, 177 Re,178 etc. enhances the product yields (by decreasing the number of
Brönsted acid sites and therefore the secondary cracking reactions) as well as the
selectivity towards hydrocarbons. Addition of metal ions to the acidic supports give
catalysts bi-functional behavior, where acidic supports catalyze the formation of olefins
through carbonium/carbenium ion mechanisms and the metal ion sites catalyze the
dehydrogenation, cyclization, and isomerization reactions of the olefins produced on the
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acidic support. Recently, French and Czernik141 obtained a maximum yield of 16 wt.%
hydrocarbon products, including 3.5 wt.% toluene, using Ni/ZSM5 catalyst for catalytic
pyrolysis of biomass. Antonakou et al.152 and Nilsen et al.155 observed that the
introduction of metals like Cu, Fe, Zn into the MCM-41 catalysts increase the upgraded
bio-oil yields (by attenuating the catalyst’s bronsted acidity) and also the phenolic yields
besides significantly decreasing the formation of PAH’s.
The type of reactor employed in the upgrading studies also influences the yields
and the chemical composition of the end products.51 While fluidized bed reactors are the
widely used and commercialized reactor configuration,19, 65, 179-186 auger conversion
technology is also gaining increased market attraction due to its easy-scale up, portability,
and also for being relatively cost-effective.50, 51 Recent studies concentrated on the use of
µg to mg scale reactors such as py/GC-MS,75, 114, 146, 154, 159, 164, 166, 187-189, or molecular
beam mass spectrometry (MBMS)141 for in-situ catalytic pyrolysis. MBMS and py/GCMS, though offers rapid catalyst screening and online analysis of upgraded bio-oils, the
yields of catalytic pyrolysis cannot be ascertained. Moreover, these studies involve the
use of very high heating rates (1000 °C/min) and high catalyst to biomass ratios (1520).75, 114, 141 Use of such high heating rates and catalyst to feed ratios is quite feasible in
conventional processes. Therefore, the composition of upgraded bio-oils from py-GC/MS
µg to mg-scale studies vary from the upgraded oils obtained using conventional bench
scale reactors.56, 189, 190
The literature review of catalytic vapor cracking studies shows that the effective
deoxygenation of pyrolysis vapors and the selective production of gasoline range
aromatics can be achieved, a) by using proper catalyst composition, preferably shape
selective catalysts such as zeolites; b) by using a catalyst that has high hydrothermal
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stability, moderate Brönsted acidity; and mesoporous nature; c) by promoting acidic
supports with transition metal ions like Ni, Fe, or Ga; and d) most importantly, by
employing high heating rates and catalyst to biomass ratios.
1.7

Research Objectives
The overall research objective of this research is to upgrade the pinewood

pyrolysis vapors to hydrocarbon-rich liquid fuels by catalytic cracking. The project is
organized as a series of tasks beginning with the installation of a three zone packed bed
catalytic reactor on the top of the auger reactor so that the pyrolysis vapors coming out of
the auger reactor pass through the catalyst bed before being condensed. An initial set of
experiments were performed to screen four different catalysts to check their efficacy in
upgrading pyrolysis vapors. Then, taking the best catalyst from the catalyst screening
step, the effect of process variables (catalyst bed temperature and WHSV) on the yield
and quality of upgraded bio-oil was studied. Following the initial experiments, by taking
the optimized process variables, various zeolites, bi-functional catalysts, and the metal
oxide catalysts were tested for their efficacy in deoxygenating the pyrolysis vapors.
Finally, the upgraded bio-oils were characterized using physical and chemical analysis
techniques. While GC-MS analysis characterized the chemical compositions, physical
analysis determined the elemental composition, stability (viscosity), density, water
content, acid value and pH of the upgraded bio-oils. Catalysts were characterized using
techniques such as BET, TPR, XRD, TEM and TGA.
1.8

Dissertation Format
This dissertation is comprised of four research chapters: Initial catalyst screening

studies and the effect of process variables on the deoxygenation of pyrolysis vapors
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(Chapter 2), effect of zeolite type on upgrading pyrolysis vapors (Chapter 3), effect of bifunctional catalysts on the deoxygenation of pyrolysis vapors (Chapter 4), and the use of
metal oxide catalysts for upgrading pyrolysis vapors (Chapter 5). Each of these chapters
is formatted to be the basis for a stand-alone manuscript, and the submission of these
chapters for publication is planned. Therefore, there is necessarily some redundancy in
introductions, references, materials and methods, and figures.
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CHAPTER II
IN-SITU CATALYTIC UPGRADING OF PINEWOOD PYROLYSIS VAPORS:
EFFECT OF PROCESS VARIABLES
2.1

Abstract
In-situ catalytic upgrading of pine wood pyrolysis vapors was performed using an

integrated reactor set-up where the fast pyrolysis of pine wood chips was carried out in an
auger reactor followed by catalytic upgrading in a packed bed reactor mounted vertically
at the exit of the auger reactor. The pyrolysis process was carried out at 450 °C under
nitrogen. The effect of process variables such as catalyst composition (γ-Al2O3, Si/Al,
HY, HZSM-5), temperature and weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) was studied
during upgrading of pyrolysis vapors. The WHSV was varied by changing the biomass
feed rate while holding the amount of catalyst material constant. Compared to noncatalytic experiments, de-oxygenated products increased over all acid catalysts examined.
While Si/Al and γ-Al2O3 catalysts yielded higher liquid products, the zeolites (HZSM-5,
HY) favored the formation of aromatic hydrocarbons and generated higher gaseous
yields. The GC-MS results, elemental analysis, acid value and Karl-Fisher titration
analysis showed that the most deoxygenated liquid fuel containing the largest
concentrations of gasoline range hydrocarbons was obtained using the HZSM-5 catalyst
at low WHSV (6 h-1) and moderate reaction temperatures (370-400 °C). The
Deoxygenation was realized through the elimination of oxygen in the form of H2O
(significant increase in water yield), CO, and CO2.
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2.2

Introduction
Depletion of fossil fuel resources, combined with increased dependence on

petroleum fuels as well as, the political, economic, and environmental concerns
associated with fossil fuels have sparked the scientific/engineering community’s research
and development activities on alternative energy resources. Lignocellulosic biomass has
attracted much attention as an alternative energy resource because of its vast abundance,
sustainability and its environmentally benign nature. Fast pyrolysis of lignocellulosic
biomass produces high energy density liquid fuels, called bio-oils, that have potential as
transportation fuels.1-4 However, crude bio-oils are highly oxygenated (40 % oxygen
content), viscous, corrosive, relatively unstable, and chemically complex liquids that have
low heating value and poor miscibility with petroleum fuels. 5, 6 Therefore, bio-oils must
be substantially upgraded (deoxygenated) to highly stable, non-corrosive, and high
calorific value liquid fuels prior to their use as transportation fuels.
Various upgrading techniques have been employed to convert bio-oils to a variety
of end products7, 8 including hydrogen,9-11 value-added chemicals like sugars,12 alkanes,10,
13

, olefins,14 and gasoline range aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons,15 etc. Catalytic

processes such as aqueous phase reforming,11, 13, 16, 17 hydrodeoxygenation,18-21 and
catalytic cracking22 are widely used upgrading processes. Aqueous phase reforming is
mainly used to convert the sugars and acids in the bio-oil aqueous fraction to hydrogen
and other oxygenates.9 The catalytic upgrading of bio-oils has mainly concentrated on
catalytic vapor cracking rather than hydrotreating because of low operational costs ( no
use of H2 and ambient reaction pressures). Moreover, a wide variety of inexpensive
cracking catalysts can be used for catalytic vapor cracking either for simple stabilization
of bio-oils or to obtain high quality fuel products. Catalytic cracking experiments have
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either been performed by condensing liquids from pyrolysis experiments and upgrading
the condensed bio-oils in a secondary unit (ex-situ or secondary upgrading)23-25 or by
directly treating the pyrolytic vapors coming out of a pyrolysis reactor22 (in-situ/ primary
upgrading). In-situ upgrading eliminates the additional bio-oil condensation and reevaporation steps otherwise required for ex-situ upgrading and therefore, is more cost
effective. Moreover, ex-situ upgrading of bio-oil will result in the loss of liquid products
to coke (when heated to reaction temperatures) due to the poor thermal stability of biooil, therefore, giving lower liquid yields.
Amorphous Si/Al catalysts, crystalline Si/Al catalysts such as zeolites, and metal
substituted zeolites are the most widely employed cracking catalysts. While Si/Al
catalysts produced low yields of aliphatic compounds,23, 26 zeolites resulted in significant
yields of aromatic hydrocarbons.27 Recently, mesoporous aluminosilicate catalysts
belonging to the MCM family (MCM-41) have been tested in upgrading pyrolysis
vapors.28-35 High phenolic yields were obtained but the formation of polyaromatics
(attributed to the mesoporous nature of the catalysts) and low hydrothermal stability of
the catalysts were the associated drawbacks associated.28, 29 Mesoporous MFI catalysts
were prepared by combining the properties of zeolites (Brönsted acidity, hydrothermal
stability) and MCM (mesoporous nature) family catalysts to obtain mesoporous catalysts
with higher acidity and hydrothermal stability than MCM-41 catalysts. MFI zeolites,
compared to MCM-41 and HZSM-5catalysts, markedly enhanced the deoxygenation of
bio-oil while selectively producing monoaromatics, including benzene, toluene, and
xylene (BTXs), but resulted in poor organic fraction yields.36, 37 Zeolites, due to their
Brönsted acidity and shape selective catalysis, are reported to be the most effective
catalysts; however these catalysts are also associated with drawbacks such as low organic
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product yield and rapid catalyst deactivation. Recent studies27 proved that rapid heating
rates and high catalyst to feed ratios attenuate the catalyst deactivation while improving
organic product yields. Poor organic product yield (due to secondary cracking reactions)
and the deactivation of HZSM-5 catalysts can be attributed to their high Brönsted acidity.
The Brönsted acidity of the HZSM-5 catalysts can be attenuated, without inhibiting the
catalyst's activity towards hydrocarbon reactions, by addition of transition metal ions to
the catalysts. Addition of transition metal ions like Co,38 Mo,39, 40 Fe,41 Ni,41, 42 Ga,34, 38, 43
and Re,44 enhanced the product yields (by decreasing the number of Brönsted acid sites
and therefore, the secondary cracking reactions) and selectivity towards hydrocarbons.
Antonakou et al.30 and Nilsen et al.32 reported that the addition of metal ions such as Cu,
Fe, and Zn to MCM-41 catalysts decreased the formation of PAH’s significantly,
increased the phenolic yields, and also enhanced liquid yields.
Liquid product yield and the selective formation of high octane number
hydrocarbons can be varied with process variables such as WHSV45 and reaction
temperature. The present studies concentrated on testing the effects of process variables
including catalyst composition, WHSV, and reaction temperature on the yields and
selectivity of pyrolysis products. Four different catalysts (Si/Al, γ-Alumina, Zeolite-Y,
and HZSM-5) were used in catalyst screening experiments and the best performing
catalyst was chosen for studying the role of process variables (WHSV and reaction
temperature) in deoxygenation reactions.
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2.3
2.3.1

Materials and Methods
Reactor Configuration
An auger reactor pipe (7.6 cm in diameter and 102 cm in length) was employed

for the purpose of producing bio-oil vapor. The distance between the screws (i.e.,
between the augers) was about 3 inches. The auger speed was 11-12 RPM at the desired
auger pyrolysis temperature. The particle size of the pine sawdust used in the pyrolysis
was ~2-3 mm. According to the literature in which the same auger reactor was employed,
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approximately 45 sec were required for the initial feed to move to the char exit point.

The auger reactor employed for bio-oil production had four temperature zones, which
facilitated the decomposition of different wood constituents including cellulose,
hemicellulose and lignin in the appropriate temperature range, thereby forming liquid,
gaseous, and solid (char) products. The feed first passed through a 4” heating
(preheating) zone kept at ~200-220 °C, then entered two pyrolysis zones, 10” and 8” in
length, respectively, with temperatures in the range of 450 °C, and finally reached an 8”
zone kept at ~150-175 °C. The initial feed is converted to char by the time it reached this
8” fourth zone. Upon exit, the char was collected in a collection pot through a 3” long
insulated zone. The gases produced from biomass pyrolysis then passed through a 1”
diameter, 24” long packed bed reactor (PBR) mounted vertically at the exit of the auger
reactor. This packed bed reactor was enclosed in a three zone furnace. The first two zones
were kept at the desired catalytic upgrading reaction temperatures whereas the third zone
was maintained at a temperature lower by 50-75 °C than the first two zones. This allowed
the pyrolysis vapors to begin cooling before reaching the condensers.
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2.3.2

Feedstock
Pine wood tree stems were debarked and then reduced to 19-32 mm sized paper

chips. The chips were ground to smaller sized particles in a hammer mill and finally
sieved to the required particle sizes (2-3 mm) for the pyrolysis experiments. The pine
wood chips were oven dried at 105 °C overnight to about 8-10% moisture content and
stored in sealed plastic buckets prior to use in the experiments.
2.3.3

Catalysts Employed
Four catalysts namely Si/Al (Si/Al =5.15), γ-alumina (99% alumina), Zeolite-Y

(ZY; SiO2/Al2O3 =30), and HZSM-5 (SiO2/Al2O3 = 23) were used for the in-situ
treatment of pyrolysis vapors. The zeolite supports, HZSM-5 and ZY, were commercially
available from Zeolyst International. Si/Al and γ-alumina catalysts were also purchased.
Table 2.1
Catalyst

Catalysts used in the in-situ treatment of pine wood pyrolysis vapors
SiO2/Al2O3
ratio

Surface
Area
(m2/g)

Average
Pore Size
(nm)

CBV2314HZSM-5

23

425

0.52 – 0.55

CBV720Zeolite Y

30

780

0.74

Si/Al
γ-alumina

5.15
99% alumina

436
245

-

Structure
3-D pore system; Cubic crystal
structure with straight 10membered ring channels (5.3 x
5.5 Å) connected by sinusoidal
channels (5.1 x 5.5 Å)
3-D pore system; Cubic crystal
structure with 12-membered
ring channels (7.4 Å) connecting
spherical 11.8 Å cavities
(supercages)
-

The HZSM-5 catalyst in NH4+ form was purchased from Zeolyst International.
The ammonium form was calcined in an oven at 550 °C for 8 hrs. This calcination step
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was used to activate the HZSM-5 by converting the ammonium form to the proton form.
The temperature was initially held at 120 °C for 4-5 hours to remove any residual
moisture from the catalyst. The temperature was then increased in 150 °C intervals to the
final temperature of 550 °C. The calcined catalyst was stored in a desiccator to avoid
moisture absorption prior to use. The calcined catalyst was pelletized using a mechanical
press. Each batch of pellets contained 1-1.5 g of the calcined catalyst. The pressed
catalyst was later cut into smaller pieces.
2.3.4

Experimental Procedure
The fast pyrolysis of pine wood particles was carried out at 450-470 °C. The

pyrolyzed bio-oil vapors were allowed to pass through a bed of ceramic filter (30 g) to
remove the very fine char and inorganics before reaching the catalyst bed. The ceramic
filter is followed by a bed of catalyst (20 g). Then, another bed layer of ceramic filter (20
g) was placed before the final bed of catalyst (30 g) in the packed bed reactor. This
catalyst dilution with the ceramic filter material helped to mitigate issues with reactor
plugging. All the fixed bed catalytic experiments had the same amount of ceramic filter
(50 g) and catalyst loading (50 g). A flow of N2 gas controlled at 1L/min by a mass flow
controller was used to maintain an inert atmosphere and to facilitate bio-oil vapor flow
through the catalyst bed. A blank run, where the packed bed reactor was not loaded with
any catalyst, was performed to compare the thermal treatment of pyrolysis vapors with
the catalytic upgrading experiments.
The effluent pyrolysis vapors from the PBR were condensed by passing them
through a 5’ long stainless steel tube (½” I.D) enclosed by a jacket of coolant (50%
ethylene glycol solution maintained at -8 °C) before reaching a set of five glass
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condensers (a round bottom flask followed by four impingers) kept in the constant
temperature bath having coolant maintained at -8 °C. To maximize the condensation of
upgraded pyrolysis vapors in the first condenser (two-mouthed round bottom flask), the
exit of the round bottom flask was attached to two long condensers connected in series
(to provide more surface area for vapors to condense) before connecting to the second
condenser.
Initially, four different catalysts were screened for their pyrolysis vapor
deoxygenating efficacy. An experiment without catalyst was performed in order to test
the effect of thermal treatment on deoxygenating the pyrolytic vapors, whereas the
experiment carried out using only the α-alumina support was used to evaluate the activity
of the support on bio-oil vapor composition. The screening experiments were performed
at 550 °C at a weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) of 40 h-1, except in the case of
HZSM-5 where the WHSV was kept at 25 h-1. The best performing catalyst from the
screening experiments was chosen to investigate the effect of process variables like
weight hourly space velocity (WHSV; h-1) and reaction temperature (°C). Three WHSV’s
(6 h-1, 12 h-1, and 25 h-1) and three reaction temperatures (370 °C, 400 °C, and 450 °C)
were examined. First, the effect of WHSV was tested at 450 °C and then, the best of the
three WHSV’s was chosen to optimize the reaction temperature for deoxygenating the
pyrolysis vapors. WHSV was varied by varying the feed rate of the pinewood biomass.
WHSV’s of 6, 12 and 25 h-1 over a 50 g of catalyst bed were achieved by feeding the pine
wood into the fast pyrolysis reactor at 5, 10, and 21 g/min feed rates, respectively, for one
hour (experiment run time).
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2.3.5
2.3.5.1

Characterization of Upgraded Pyrolysis Products
GC/MS Analysis
Analysis of the organic fractions of the upgraded bio-oil samples was carried out

on a Hewlett Packard 5890 series II gas chromatograph/5971 series A mass spectrometer.
The injector temperature was 270 °C. A 30 m x 0.32 mm internal diameter x 0.25 µ ﬁlm
thickness silica capillary column coated with 5% phenylmethylpolysiloxane was used for
the separation of bio-oil compounds. The initial temperature of the column was set at 40
°C (4 min hold) followed by heating at 5 oC/min to a ﬁnal temperature of 280 °C. The
mass spectrometer employed a 70 eV electron impact ionization mode, a source
(detector) temperature of 250 °C and an interface temperature of 270 °C.
Samples 0.1 mg in size representative of the bio-oil organic fractions were diluted
with 10 ml of methanol. Only 1 ml of the solutions was then transferred to the
autosampler vial and 10 µl of internal standard (4000 µg/ml concentration) were added.
Then 2.0 µl of this sample was injected into the GC to acquire the respective
chromatogram. Six isotopically labeled compounds (US 108N, Ultra Scientiﬁc),
including 1, 4-dichlorobenzene-d4, naphthalene-d8, acenapthene-d10, phenanthrene-d10,
chrysene-d12 and perylene-d12, were employed as internal standards to verify the retention
times and quantitate the amounts of thirty known compounds from a previously published
list.46 The quantitation of some of the aromatic hydrocarbons and alkanes produced from
catalytic upgrading of pyrolysis vapors was carried out using a series of saturated
hydrocarbon standards (ASTM D2887 quantitative calibration solution). From the
quantitative data, the mass (g) of the compound of interest present in 1 g of organic liquid
product is calculated using:
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Eq. 1
Where C is the concentration (µg/mL) of the compound of interest obtained from
the quantitative analysis of the liquid sample using GC-MS and S is the amount of liquid
product sample dissolved in 10 mL of solvent for GC-MS analysis (g). These
computations were performed for the organic fractions of the liquid products from each
catalytic run as well as from the blank run.
2.3.5.2

Physical Analysis
The percent water, viscosity, density, pH and acid values of the upgraded bio-oil

organic fractions were determined. Karl Fisher titration (Cole-Parmer Model C-25800-10
titration apparatus) was carried out to measure the water percentage in these products. A
200 5B viscometer (Stony Brook Scientiﬁc) measured the viscosity and the pH was
acquired with an expanded ion analyzer EA 920 on 1 g of bio-oil fraction mixed with 50
ml of water. Density was calculated according to ASTM standard D4052. The acid value
was determined by titrating 1 g of the bio-oil fraction dissolved in 50/50 v/v
isopropanol/water with 0.1 N NaOH to a pH 8.5. At pH 8.5, over 99.9% of the carboxylic
acids are titrated. Less than 4% of phenols (pKa of 9.89 or higher) are converted to
phenoxides. The predominant phenolics in bio-oil are less acidic (methylated and
methoxylated phenols) and have pKa values greater than 9.89, decreasing the extent of
over-titration. A pH of 8.5 is in the range where the clear to red color change of
phenolphthalein begins to occur during strong base titration. The acid value indicates the
amount of NaOH (mg) required to neutralize the acid content in 1 g of bio-oil.
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2.4

Results and Discussion

2.4.1

Influence of Catalyst Composition

2.4.1.1

Yields of Pyrolysis Products
The effect of catalyst composition on the yields of gas and liquid products is

shown in Figure 2.1. Char yield shown in Figure 2.1 is a byproduct of pyrolysis produced
in the auger reactor and, therefore, the use of catalysts does not influence the char yields.
From Figure 2.1, it is evident that the amorphous Si/Al catalyst and γ-alumina catalyst
produced higher liquid yields compared to the crystalline zeolite catalysts HZSM-5 and
ZY. The liquid yield varied from 41-52%, with Si/Al and HZSM-5 catalysts producing
the highest and lowest liquid yields, respectively. The low liquid yields using HZSM-5
can be attributed to the Brönsted acidity of the catalyst, which promotes the cracking of
large molecules to low molecular weight compounds and gaseous hydrocarbons.

Figure 2.1

Influence of catalyst composition on the product distribution
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Figure 2.2

Acid values and water contents of upgraded bio-oils

The cracking activity of the HZSM-5 catalyst is also evident from the water
content and the acid value results shown in Figure 2.2. The water content in the liquid
phase varied from 42.8 (thermal treatment) to 66.4 %, with the HZSM-5 upgraded bio-oil
having the highest water content. The raw bio-oil produced in the auger reactor (i.e.
without passing the pyrolysis vapors through the packed bed reactor) had 20 % water. As
upgrading proceeded and more gasification and deoxygenation occurred, one would
expect more water to form. The % water values for the catalytic experiment samples
(Figure 2.2) indicate that dehydration reactions occurred. Dehydration reactions are one
of the favorable reaction types on the surfaces of the acid catalysts possessing Brönsted
acidity, resulting in the formation of more water in the bio-oil product. With regard to
acid values of the upgraded bio-oils, compared to the raw bio-oil, all catalytic
experiments resulted in a decrease in the acid value (except when α-alumina was used, no
change in acid value was observed). The catalysts γ-alumina, ZY and especially HZSM5, lowered the acid value of the liquid product significantly via promotion of
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decarboxylation of carboxylic acids. These results also indicated an increase in the water
content of the upgraded oils as the acid values decreased. This implies that the
deoxygenation of acids also occurred through dehydration reactions. From the acid values
of the product oils, it is evident that HZSM-5, among all catalysts, reduced the greatest
amount of carboxylic acids by decarboxylation and decarbonylation reactions resulting in
the formation of CO and CO2 in the gas phase. Therefore, from the acid value and water
content analysis of the product oils, it was concluded that highest amount of
deoxygenation was attained using the HZSM-5 acid catalyst.
2.4.1.2

Distribution of Furans and Cyclopentenones
The pyrolysis reactions of the cellulose and hemicellulose components of biomass

produce anhydrosugars like levoglucosan, levoglucosenone, furans, cyclopentenones,
char, and non-condensable gases. In general, the cellulose pyrolysis was found to follow
the Broido-Shafizadeh model, which involves two competing reaction pathways.48-50 The
first step is the formation of active cellulose that later transforms to either char and noncondensable gases (NCG’s) or depolymerizes and dehydrates to form levoglucosan via
transglycolysation reactions.51-53 Recently, a third reaction pathway for the conversion of
active cellulose to hydroxyacetaldehyde and 1-hydroxy-2-propanone, both present in biooil was also shown.54 Hemicellulose, is assumed to follow cellulose in its pyrolysis
mechanisms.55 However, due to the structural differences between hemicellulose and
cellulose, hemicellulose forms furan derivatives and carbonyl compounds such as
cyclopentenones instead of levoglucosan and related compounds.52, 56-59 The cellulose and
anhydrosugars are reactive at high temperatures. These compounds undergo ring scission
reactions to form furan compounds and decomposition reactions to form char and NCGs.
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Figure 2.3

Distribution of furans and cyclopentenones

The GC-MS analysis showed no anhydrosugars in any of the upgraded bio-oils.
The high reaction temperatures (550 °C) were most likely responsible for the complete
conversion of anhydrosugars to furan compounds, carbon residue and NCG’s. Shen et
al.60 also observed that high reaction temperatures decreased the yield of anhydrosugars
while the yields of furan compounds and NCG’s were increased. The ring scission
reactions of cellulose result in the formation of 5-hydroxymethyl furfural (HMF),52 which
is further converted/cracked to 5-methyl furfural, furfuryl alcohol, furfural and
furanone.61 The yields of these compounds may vary depending on the cracking activity
of the catalyst employed. Greater conversion of anhydrosugars to furfural derivatives is
also a result of the formation of more water at higher catalyst temperatures; conversion of
levoglucosan to furfural was shown to be facilitated by the presence of water in the
reaction medium.62 Of the furan compounds, 5-methyl furfural (dehydration product of
HMF) was the most dominant product in all the experiments except when HZSM-5 and
γ-alumina catalysts were used. More furfurals were produced using zeolite catalysts ZY
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and HZSM-5, indicative of the higher cracking activity of these catalysts. ZY was also
active in the formation of 5-methylfurfural. No specific trends were noticed in the
formation of cyclopentenones and furanones.
2.4.1.3

Distribution of Compounds Formed by Cracking of Pyrolysis Vapors
Figure 2.4 shows the effect of catalyst composition on the distribution of certain

compounds (formed by the cracking of pyrolysis vapors) in the upgraded bio-oils.

Figure 2.4

Effect of catalyst composition on the distribution of functional groups

Catechols were the most dominating compounds in all catalytic experiments
except when Si-Al catalyst was used. The Si/Al catalyst favored the formation of furans
and cyclopentenones, but was least effective in converting the heavy compounds such as
guaiacols, eugenols, vanillins, and catechols to low molecular weight phenols. This low
cracking activity of the Si/Al catalyst may also be the responsible for this catalyst
producing the highest liquid yield. On the other hand, the γ-alumina catalyst produced the
lowest yields of furans and cyclopentenones, but formed the highest yields of catechols.
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The conversion of guaiacol-type heavy compounds to catechols could be the reason for
this high yield. Similar to γ-alumina, HZSM-5 and ZY catalysts also reduced the yields
of guaiacols. But, unlike γ-alumina, zeolites showed higher conversion of catechols to
phenolics, clearly indicating the higher cracking activity of zeolites.
Cracking of guaiacols, eugenols and vanillins to catechols, which then undergo
further conversion to phenols, is the predominant reaction pathway that leads to the
formation of phenolics during in-situ catalytic upgrading of pyrolytic vapor. Phenols
were earlier reported25 to be the primary reaction products in cracking of pyrolytic oil
over acidic HZSM-5 catalyst. The present results differed in that, diols (catechols) were
identified as the predominant products compared to phenols. Use of much lower
WHSV’s (3.75 h-1) in the prior studies25 may be responsible for this variation in the
chemical composition of the upgraded bio-oil. With regard to the non-oxygenated
aromatic hydrocarbons, HZSM-5 was the only catalyst that gave rise to the formation of
toluene, xylene and indene, as well as polyaromatic hydrocarbons such as naphthalene
and 2-methyl naphthalene. The formation of such aromatics is believed to be through a
carbenium ion mechanism, i.e., by oligomerization, alkylation, isomerization, cyclization,
followed by aromatization of cracked fragments. However, the yields (GC peak area 7%) of non-oxygenated hydrocarbons were poor. Such poor yields of hydrocarbons may
be due to the high WHSV’s (40 h-1) and high reaction temperatures (550 °C) employed in
the experiments. High space velocities (low residence times) did not allow the pyrolytic
vapors to spend enough time on the catalyst reaction sites present on the surface or with
in the catalyst pores for deoxygenation to occur and therefore, resulted in poor
hydrocarbon yields.
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The catalyst screening experiments resulted in only mild deoxygenation of
pyrolytic vapors through dehydration (main route), decarboxylation, and decarbonylation
reactions. Of the four catalysts, γ-alumina and HZSM-5 catalysts performed well to
decrease the carbonyl functional groups and to convert the heavy oxygenates like
guaiacols to either catechols or phenols. Carbonyl groups (aldehydes, ketones) are one of
the very reactive functional groups present in the bio-oil and their elimination increases
thermal/storage stability of the upgraded bio-oil. HZSM-5 was most effective in
decreasing the acid value as well as obtaining value-added chemicals like phenols. In
addition, HZSM-5 also favored the formation of hydrocarbons, though the yields were
poor. From these results, it can be inferred that HZSM-5 is an effective cracking catalyst.
Since the deoxygenation reactions and the production of non-oxygenated hydrocarbons
were poor, further investigation on the efficacy of HZSM-5 catalyst was carried out by
varying the process variables like WHSV and reaction temperature.
2.4.1.4

Gas Analysis
A larger amount of gas is expected to be produced during the combined auger

reactor pyrolysis plus vapor phase catalytic treatment because the catalytic reactor (550
°C) subjected the vapors to temperatures higher than the 450 °C fast wood pyrolysis
temperature, thereby further gasifying some of the products. While the entire gaseous
product was not collected, Tedlar bags were used to periodically to sample the effluent
gas during the run with HZSM-5 catalyst. Two gas samples were collected and analyzed
using GC equipped with TCD and FID detectors. The gas compositions, shown in Table
2.2, accounted to 87% and 78% of the total gases of sample 1 and sample 2 respectively.
The remainders of each gas sample was assumed to be C2+ gaseous hydrocarbons, and are
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not reported because the GC was not calibrated for their quantitative analysis. CO was
the dominant component of the gas samples followed by CO2, indicating that the main
routes for deoxygenation of pyrolytic vapors occurred through decarbonylation and
decarboxylation reactions. The formation of the aqueous fractions and the presence of
water in the upgraded oil fraction indicated the occurrence of dehydration reactions.
Decarbonylation, decarboxylation, and dehydration reactions were indicative of
deoxygenation of pyrolysis vapors.
Table 2.2

Product distribution of gas samples

Gas

Sample-1

Sample-2

Hydrogen (%)

8.368

7.02

Carbon monoxide (%)

40.829

27.71

Carbon dioxide (%)

15.44

12

Methane (%)

9.85

6.41

Nitrogen (%)

13

25

2.4.2
2.4.2.1

Effect of WHSV and Temperature
Yields of Pyrolysis Products
The effects of the process variables, WHSV and reaction temperature, on the

product distribution were studied and the results are shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. The
presence of a catalyst does not influence the char production since it is a pyrolysis
byproduct produced in the auger reactor and not produced during upgrading of pyrolysis
vapors.
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Figure 2.5

Influence of WHSV on the product distribution

Figure 2.6

Influence of temperature on the product distribution

As evident in Figures 2.5 and 2.6, the amount of char produced is uniform (1718%) across all the catalytic experiments. The distribution of reaction products was found
to be a function of both WHSV and the reaction temperature. While increasing space
velocity increased the liquid product yield, increasing reaction temperature had the
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reverse effect. Increasing space velocity decreased the residence time of the pyrolysis
vapors on the catalyst surface, and therefore limited the amount of cracking reactions that
occurred. At higher temperatures, cracking of larger molecules, condensation reactions,
and cleavage of side chains are expected to occur on acid catalysts,63 favoring the
production of higher gas yields. High reaction temperatures and low space velocities
produced high yields of aqueous fractions. With respect to acid catalysts, the presence of
Brönsted acid sites results in the formation of more water due to hydrolysis and
condensation processes.64 Thermal cracking also contributes to the formation of water
and gaseous products.42 As upgrading proceeds and more gasification and deoxygenation
occurs, one expects more water to form. Formation of more water is an indication of
deoxygenation reactions.
2.4.2.2

Distribution of Furans and Cyclopentenones
Figure 2.7 and 2.8 demonstrate the influence of WHSV and reaction temperature

on the distribution of hemicellulose and cellulose breakdown products, respectively.
Previous research has shown that levoglucosan, an anhydrosugar, is the primary product
of cellulose pyrolysis. Shafizadeh et al.65 performed cotton cellulose pyrolysis and
obtained levoglucosan yields as high as 58%. Dobele et al.66 reported yields as high as
46% levoglucosan and 24% levoglucosenone from pyroprobe fast pyrolysis of acidpretreated cellulose. Research carried out on the pyrolysis of levoglucosan alone showed
that both cellulose and levoglucosan follow similar reaction pathways.61, 67 On the other
hand, Sasaki et al.68 and Huber et al.69 reported the formation of hydroxymethyl furfural
(HMF) from glucopyranose, a monomer of cellulose. Cyclopentenones are also produced
by the pyrolysis of hemicellulose and cellulose components of the biomass.56-58.
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Figure 2.7

Influence of WHSV on the distribution of furans and cyclopentenones

Figure 2.8

Influence of temperature on the distribution of furans and cyclopentenones

From Figures 2.7 and 2.8, it is evident that the distribution of compounds was
clearly a function of both process variables. The maximum conversion of anhydrosugars
was obtained at a WHSV of 12 h-1, with a relative increase in the yield of furan
compounds and cyclopentenones. Kawamoto et al.67 proposed that anhydrosugars
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(levoglucosan and levoglucosenone) are unstable and tend to undergo ring opening
polymerization reactions, key reactions in determining product selectivity between low
molecular weight products and residual coke. These observations explain a strong
correlation between the disappearance of anhydrosugars and with the appearance of furan
derivatives like HMF, furfural, furfuryl alcohol, furanone, etc.
While the highest WHSV employed (25 h-1) resulted in poor conversion of
anhydrosugars, the experiments performed at the lowest WHSV (6 h-1) showed moderate
conversion. By lowering the WHSV and thereby permitting the pyrolytic vapors to
experience longer residence times on active catalytic sites, higher conversion of
anhydrosugars to furan derivatives and subsequently, to aromatic hydrocarbons is
generally expected. The present results indicate that the moderate WHSV’s allowed
better conversion of anhydrosugars compared to low WHSV’s. With regard to the
influence of reaction temperature on the distribution of furans and cyclopentenones,
experiment performed at 370 °C resulted in the lowest yields of anhydrosugars while
experiments performed at 400 and 435 °C showed greater yields. The catalyst screening
experiments, though performed at much higher WHSV (~ 40 h-1), resulted in the
complete elimination of anhydrosugars. The catalyst bed temperatures used for the
screening experiments were also much higher (580 °C). This indicates that the
anhydrosugar yields were influenced to a greater extent by the catalyst bed temperature
compared to the WHSV.
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2.4.2.3

Influence of WHSV on the Distribution of Certain Chemical Compounds
and the Physical Properties of the Upgraded Bio-oils

Figure 2.9

Effect of WHSV on the distribution of various functional groups

Figures 2.9 summarize the effect of WHSV on the distribution of functional
groups in the oil fraction of the upgraded bio-oils. High yields of furan compounds and
cyclopentenones were obtained in experiments conducted at a moderate WHSV (12 h-1),
whereas experiments carried out at high (25 h-1) and low (6 h-1) WHSV’s resulted in
relatively lower yields of furan compounds and cyclopentenones. Enhancement in the
conversion of furan compounds and cyclopentenones to hydrocarbons and NCG’s due to
extended contact time with the catalyst reaction sites available at low WHSV (6 h-1) and
relatively poor conversion of precursor molecules like anhydrosugars to furan compounds
at high WHSV (25 h-1) were possible reasons for such low yields. With regard to lignin
breakdown compounds, while the yields of heavy guaiacol type compounds were
significantly decreased at all WHSV’s, catechol yields increased with space velocity and
the phenol yields increased slightly when the WHSV was increased from 6 to 12 h-1, but
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substantially decreased with a further increase in WHSV to 25 h-1. Low phenolic yields
with increasing biomass feed rate (high WHSV’s) were due to the limited residence time
available for the conversion of phenolic precursors such as catechols. At high biomass
feed rates, a higher concentration of pyrolytic vapors contact the catalyst surface and may
rapidly deactivate the catalyst, thereby, limiting the cracking efficiency of catalysts to
convert catechols to phenols and non-oxygenated hydrocarbons.

Figure 2.10

Effect of WHSV on the elemental compositions and the acid values

Since the reaction pathway for the production of phenols follows the order:
guaiacols, eugenols, vanillins→ catechols→ phenols, it is obvious that the phenolic
yields increase, though not linearly, with decreasing yields of their precursors. However,
in case of experiments performed at low and medium WHSV’s, though the use of low
WHSV significantly decreased the catechols, the yields of phenols were not increased
simultaneously and in fact, was found to be lower than the yields obtained from medium
WHSV experiments. The yields of aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons obtained from
the low WHSV experiments were considerably greater than compared to the high WHSV
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experiments. These observations indicate that, in the low WHSV experiments, significant
amount of phenols were converted/ cracked to aromatic hydrocarbons. Figure 2.10 shows
that the organic fractions of the bio-oils obtained from experiments conducted using low
and medium WHSV’s have substantially lower acid values (33 and 35 mg NaOH/g oil,
respectively) as well as lower oxygen contents (22and 23.14, respectively) than the biooil organic fractions (acid value of 52.4 mg NaOH/g oil and an oxygen content of 39%)
obtained using high WHSV’s. These data provide evidence that high residence times
(low WHSV) are favored for effective deoxygenation of pyrolytic vapors.
2.4.2.4

Influence of Temperature on the Distribution of Certain Chemical
Compounds and the Physical Properties of the Upgraded Bio-oils
Low biomass feed rates (low WHSV’s) were favorable for effective

deoxygenation of the pyrolytic vapors but resulted in poor liquid product yields. From
Figure 2.5, it is clear that changing the WHSV from 25 h-1 to 12 h-1 substantially
decreased the liquid product yield from 53.8% to 24.2%. Brönsted and Lewis acid sites
on the HZSM-5 catalyst are the active sites where the cracking of heavy oxygenated
molecules of the pyrolytic vapors to non-oxygenated hydrocarbons, non-condensable
gases, and coke occur. Increasing the residence time (lowering WHSV) of pyrolysis
vapors on the catalyst surface enhanced secondary cracking reactions, and therefore,
more gasification and condensation reactions occurred; hence, gas products were favored
over liquids. High reaction temperatures also favored gasification reactions. Low space
velocities when combined with high reaction temperatures might substantially increase
the secondary cracking reactions. Therefore, to improve the liquid yields while not
affecting the deoxygenation reactions that occurred when low WHSV’s were used, lower
reaction temperatures were tested, maintaining the WHSV at 6 h-1. The distribution of
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certain chemical compounds and the production of aromatic hydrocarbons as a function
of reaction temperature are shown in figure 2.11. The elemental compositions and the
acid values of the upgraded bio-oils are summarized in Figure2.12.

Figure 2.11

Effect of reaction temperature on the distribution of functional groups

Figure 2.12

Effect of temperature on the physical properties of the upgraded bio-oils
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Pyrolysis of biomass at 450-500 °C was shown70 to maximize the yield of lignin
oligomers in the product bio-oil, and therefore maximize the bio-oil yield. During in-situ
catalytic treatment of the pyrolytic vapors produced at 450 -500 °C, catalyst bed
temperature influences the conversion of lignin oligomers. Figure 2.11 demonstrates that
increasing catalyst bed temperatures from 370 to 450 °C increased the conversion of
lignin oligomers to guaiacols, catechols and phenols. The yields of lighter compounds
such as phenols were also found to be a function of catalyst bed temperature. Keeping the
catalyst temperature at 370 °C did not effectively convert the catechols to phenols while
higher temperatures (400-450 °C) enhanced such conversion. It is interesting to note that
the highest temperature employed (450 °C), though able to produce the highest yield of
phenols, showed lower yields of aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons compared to the
lower reaction temperatures (370 and 400 °C).
The yields of aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons shown in Figure 2.11 and in
Table 2.3 (GC-MS qualitative analysis results -GC peak area %), indicate that 400 °C
was the optimum catalyst bed temperature for maximizing hydrocarbon yields.
Decreasing the reaction temperature from 450 to 400 °C limited the secondary cracking
reactions of aromatic hydrocarbons, thereby enhancing hydrocarbon yield (%total GC
peak area of 34.2 at 450 °C to 42.3 at 400 °C) and therefore the liquid product yield. A
decrease in catalyst bed temperature from 400 to 370 °C increased the liquid yields from
27% to 29.8%, but the hydrocarbon yields dropped down from 42.3% to 36.75% (total
GC peak area). This could be due to lower cracking activity of the catalyst to convert
oxygenates (catechols and phenols) to hydrocarbons at such low temperatures. The use
of low to moderate reaction temperatures coupled with low WHSV (6 h-1) enhanced
liquid product yield (Figure 2.6) as well as the aromatic hydrocarbon yield (Figure 2.11).
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This infers that aromatic hydrocarbons (yields) are sensitive to high reaction temperatures
and are readily cracked to gaseous hydrocarbons.
Figure 2.12, showing the elemental composition of the upgraded bio-oils, indicate
that effective deoxygenation of pyrolysis vapors occurred at temperatures as low as 370
°C. A slight increase in the oxygen content of the bio-oils obtained at 450 °C (Figure
2.12) might be due to the transfer of carbon to gaseous products and the difference
reflected an increase in oxygen value. With regard to acid values, high reaction
temperatures of 400 and 450 °C were more favorable in decreasing the acid contents of
the pyrolytic vapors. Literature studies71, 72 also indicate that temperatures around 400 °C
were more favorable for effective conversion of carboxylic acids in bio-oil.
2.4.2.5

Distribution of Aromatic and Aliphatic Hydrocarbons in the Upgraded
Bio-oils
Table 2.3 summarizes the qualitative results corresponding to GC-MS peak area

percentages of the aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons obtained in the experiments using
HZSM-5 catalyst at different WHSV’s and temperatures. The upgraded bio-oils consisted
of alkylated benzenes, with toluenes and xylenes being the most common monoaromatic
hydrocarbons, and naphthalenes. The composition of aromatic hydrocarbons formed in
the present experimental set closely matched the results shown before by Diebold and
Scahill,73 who treated a slip stream of pyrolytic vapors coming out of pyrolysis reactor by
passing them over a bed of HZSM-5 catalyst. The results also closely matched those of
Srinivas et al.,26 who performed catalytic upgrading experiments on bio-oil in a
secondary unit. The advantage of the current experiments over those studies26, 73 is that
the in-situ catalytic upgrading was performed using the full stream of pyrolytic vapors
coming out of the auger reactor.
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Table 2.3 Qualitative report (GC-MS peak area %) of aromatic and aliphatic
compounds present in the oil fractions of the upgraded bio-oils obtained from in-situ
catalytic cracking of pine wood pyrolysis vapors at different WHSV’s and reaction
temperatures
Temperature (oC)
WHSV (h-1)
Toluene
o-Xylene
p-Xylene
Ethyl benzene
Propyl benzene
Benzene, 1-PropynylBenzene, 1-Butynyl
Benzene, 1-ethyl-4-methylBenzene, 1-ethyl-3-methylBenzene, 1-ethyl-2-methylBenzene, 1-methyl-3-propylBenzene, 1-propenyl-2-methylBenzene, trimethyl
Benzene, tetramethyl
3-phenylbut-1-ene
Indane
Indene
1-Me-1H-indene
1,3-Dimethyl-IH-indene
Naphthalene
Naphthalene, 1-methylNaphthalene, 2-methylNaphthalene, 1-ethylNaphthalene, 2,7-DimethylNaphthalene, 2,6-DimethylNaphthalene, 1,4-dimethylNaphthalene, 1,4,6-trimethyl1-pentyne
3-heptyne
1,6-heptadien-3-yne
Total (GC Peak area %)

370
6
3.37
5.55
1.71
0.65
1.32
1.2
3.43
0.76
3.48
-

400
6
4.94
10.21
2
0.33
1.07
1.3
4.22
3.96
0.33

450
6
3.87
7.29
1.55
1.05
0.19
0.16

450
12
3.49
3.5
1.29
1.11

2.62
3.03

1.94
0.97

450
25

2.9

2.11
0.27
1.39
1.24

0.82
1.09
1.43
1.87
1.98

1.16
1.15

1.15
0.98

1.05
1.7
2.31

2.01
0.76
3.87
-

0.85
2.64
0.31
0.66
1.17
0.35

0.84
0.61
36.75

42.3
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1.93
2.81
3.35
0.79
3.47
0.64
1.32

0.46
34.03

1.21
1.15
2.32
1.24

24.03

0.69
4.83

HZSM-5 catalysts, widely known for shape selective catalysis,74-76 favor the
formation of alkylated benzenes, because the nominal pore size of 0.55 nm matches
closely to the molecular size of alkylated benzenes such as toluene and xylene. Moreover,
molecules slightly bigger than the HZSM-5 pore size can also enter the catalyst pores due
to molecular vibration. On acid catalysts, the alkylated benzenes, by a series of
alkylation, cyclization, isomerization, and hydrogen transfer steps, are further converted
to naphthalenes and higher polyaromatic compounds.77
2.4.3

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
TGA was performed on used catalysts to determine the amount of residual carbon

deposited on the catalyst surface. A Shimadzu TGA-50 instrument was used to perform
the TG analysis. The required amount of catalyst was placed on an alumina pan and a
temperature program from room temperature to 1000 °C at a ramping rate of 5 °C/min
was used. The runs were performed under a N2 flow of 30 mL/min. The percentage
weight loss of the Si/Al and the γ-alumina catalysts (used in the catalyst screening
experiments carried out at 550 °C and a WHSV of 40 h-1) and those of HZSM-5 catalysts
used in the experiments performed at three different WHSV’s (6, 12, and 25 h-1) are
shown in Figure 2.13.
Coking of catalysts is significantly higher with crystalline HZSM-5 catalysts
compared to Si/Al and γ-alumina catalysts. The pore specific and shape selective
catalysis of HZSM-5 catalysts could give rise to their high coking activity. With regard to
the effect of WHSV on coking, decreasing space velocities increased catalyst coking. The
coke components were identified as polyaromatics at high temperatures (>350 °C) and
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their formation involves hydrogen transfer (acid catalysts) and dehydrogenation
(bifunctional catalysts) steps in addition to condensation and rearrangement steps.77

Figure 2.13

TGA of used catalysts

The most significant step in coking of zeolites, especially large pored zeolites, is
assumed to be the alkylation of aromatics.78-81 The GC-MS qualitative report (Table 2.3)
indicates that lower space velocities increased the formation of alkylated benzenes.
Increasing residence time of pyrolytic vapors on the active reaction sites (either catalyst
surface or within the pores) of HZSM-5 allowed more time for the alkyl aromatics to
cyclize or condense into fused-ring polycyclics, which eventually dehydrogenate to
coke.76 The mechanisms77 of the formation of polyaromatics that act as coke deposits are
shown in Figures 2.14 to 2.17. TGA results showed that the catalysts could be completely
regenerated at 650 °C.
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Figure 2.14

Conversion of monoaromatics to naphthalenes on acid catalysts

Figure 2.15

Conversion of alkylated benzenes to polyaromatics on acid catalysts

Figure 2.16

Conversion of alkylated aromatics to polyaromatics (e.g. anthracene) on
acid catalysts
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Figure 2.17

2.4.4

Conversion of alkylated aromatics to polyaromatics (e.g. fluorene) on acid
catalysts

Summary
The effect of process variables including catalyst composition, WHSV, and

temperature were determined for deoxygenation of pine wood pyrolytic vapors. The
catalyst screening studies indicated that, among Si/Al, γ-alumina, HZSM-5 and ZY
catalysts, the HZSM-5 catalyst is a superior deoxygenation catalyst with its upgraded biooil having lowest acid number, and high yields of phenols. Aromatic hydrocarbons,
though formed in scarce quantities, were observed only in the HZSM-5 upgraded bio-oil.
The efficacy of HZSM-5 catalyst was further tested by varying the process variables of
WHSV and temperature. Deoxygenation of pyrolytic vapors significantly increased with
decreasing space velocity, but at the expense of liquid product yield. Low reaction
temperatures were tested, using the best performed WHSV, in order to improve the liquid
yield. At a WHSV of 6 h-1, decreasing the reaction temperature from 450 to 370 °C
increased the liquid yield from 24.2 to 29. 8%. The aromatic hydrocarbon yield increased
with decreasing temperature from 450 to 400 °C (due to less secondary cracking
reactions) but decreased upon further decrease of temperature to 370 °C. The reaction
conditions of 400 °C and 6 h-1 WHSV were found to be the optimum to obtain high
aromatic compound yield using HZSM-5 catalyst. Moderate space velocities (12 h-1)
were favorable for better liquid product yield (35-40%) without significantly affecting
Deoxygenation reactions, but produced lower amounts of aromatic hydrocarbons.
Deactivation/coking of catalysts increased with residence time of pyrolytic vapors on the
76

catalyst surface. However, the catalysts could be completely regenerated by calcining
them at 650 °C.
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CHAPTER III
IN-SITU TREATMENT OF PINEWOOD PYROLYSIS VAPORS USING ZEOLITES
3.1

Abstract
Pine wood pyrolysis vapors were treated in-situ using zeolite catalysts. While an

auger fed reactor was used for the pinewood pyrolysis, a packed bed reactor mounted
vertically at the exit from the auger reactor housed the catalyst used to upgrade the
pyrolysis vapors. The pyrolysis vapors produced at 450 °C were passed through zeolite
catalysts maintained at 450 °C at a weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) of 12 h-1.
Seven zeolites, including three HZSM-5 catalysts of different SiO2/Al2O3 ratios (23, 55,
and 280), mordenite, ferrierite, HY, and beta were used as catalysts. The effect of catalyst
on the deoxygenation of the pyrolysis vapors was studied. Chemical characterization of
the upgraded bio-oils was performed using GC-MS. Water content, density, viscosity,
acid value, pH, and elemental compositions of the upgraded bio-oils were also evaluated.
Catalyst characterization was performed using XRD, TEM, and TGA.
Catalytic treatment of pyrolysis vapors decreased the liquid yield at the expense
of gaseous products. While all zeolites deoxygenated the pyrolysis vapors, HZSM-5
catalysts were found to be most effective in this regard. The HZSM-5 upgraded bio-oils
were less viscous, had lower acid number, higher pH, and had oxygen content half that of
untreated pyrolysis oil. HZSM-5 catalysts also produced the highest amount of phenolics
and aromatic hydrocarbons. Acidity, pore size, and the shape selective catalysis of
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HZSM-5 catalysts all contribute to their high activity. TG analysis indicated that the pore
size of the catalysts highly influenced the coking reactions. Regeneration of the catalysts
was successfully completed at 700 °C.
3.2

Introduction
The oil crisis and an emphasis on environmental issues have resulted in a search

for abundant renewable fuels that have no adverse impact on the environment. Bio-oil, a
liquid product from fast pyrolysis of plant biomass, is a potential fossil fuel substitute and
a source of value-added chemicals. Bio-oil is a high oxygen content mixture of more than
300 chemical compounds including water, carboxylic acids, esters, aldehydes, ketones,
and phenolics. While the high water content is primarily responsible for the low heating
value, the presence of reactive functional groups in bio-oil leads to its instability. When
bio-oil is stored, polymerization reactions occur that result in phase separation of heavy
compounds. Therefore, bio-oil has to be stabilized by converting the high oxygen content
intermediates to more stable hydrocarbons.
To improve the bio-oil quality, both physical methods (emulsification, solvent
addition, super-critical treatment, hot gas filtration, etc.) and catalytic conversion
methods (hydrotreatment, cracking) have been used. Since the latter approach produces
high value end products, much of the work has focused on this route. Of the catalytic
methods, hydrotreatment of bio-oil (HDO) involves the use of high pressure hydrogen
feed and high catalyst to feed ratios to remove oxygen in the form of water. Although the
HDO process produces a liquid fuel with high calorific value, it is not an economical
pathway. Moreover, hydrogen itself can be used as a fuel. Catalytic cracking is
advantageous because the processing occurs under ambient pressure conditions and does
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not require H2 addition. Catalytic cracking results in partial deoxygenation of bio-oil in
the form of water and carbon oxides and produces a stable liquid product that is suitable
for use in turbines and as a fossil fuel additive.
Since bio-oil is a complex liquid containing a variety of functional groups, initial
studies were performed on model compounds1-5 using a mechanistic approach by
elucidate catalyst performance for conversion of different functional groups. Alcohols,
acids, esters, carbonyl compounds (aldehydes, ketones), and phenols were the
functionalities studied using HZSM-5 catalyst. While alcohols were most reactive and
easily converted even at low temperatures, carbonyl compounds and phenolics required
high temperatures; at high temperatures, carbonyl compounds and phenols gave rise to
significant coking. More recently, silicalite, Si/Al, and zeolites (HZSM-5, beta, Y) were
used to convert model compounds like glucose, xylitol, cellobiose, and cellulose to
gasoline compounds in a Pyroprobe 2000 batch pyrolysis reactor.6 The HZSM-5 catalyst
produced the greatest amount of aromatic hydrocarbons. High heating rates (1000
°C/min) and high catalyst to feed ratios produced high aromatic hydrocarbon yields,
while decreasing the formation of thermal and catalytic coke.6
The catalytic upgrading of pyrolysis oil has been extensively studied, 7-18 mainly
using HZSM-5 and Si/Al catalysts. Low organic liquid yields and the transfer of fixed
carbon to thermal and catalytic coke were the major problems associated with catalytic
upgrading of pyrolysis oil.19 A dual stage method proposed by Samaloda et al. 20, where
thermal hydrotreatment was followed by catalytic cracking, reduced catalyst coke and
produced higher organic yields. Another study demonstrated that thermal treatment prior
to catalytic upgrading of bio-oil effectively minimizes the catalyst coking.21 To overcome
the thermal instability of pyrolysis oil (when heated to reaction temperatures) as well as
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to attenuate catalyst deactivation by reducing the formation of excessive thermal and
catalyst coke, an integrated fast pyrolysis/ catalytic cracking (in-situ) approach was
proposed.22 Catalytic pyrolysis, also called in-situ upgrading, is a promising alternative
with better economics through the elimination of the costly condensation/re-evaporation
step otherwise required for upgrading pyrolysis oil carried out in a secondary unit.
The in-situ upgrading of pyrolysis vapors has been studied using various catalysts
including alumina-Si/Al catalysts,23-27 zeolites,24, 26, 28-46 the M41S family,24, 39, 47-56
mesoporous MFI zeolite,39, 48, 57 basic catalysts,58-60 and metal oxide catalysts.38, 61-63 The
properties of the upgraded bio-oil were dependent on starting biomass material,64-66
reaction conditions66-68, and the catalyst type33, 35, 38, 43-50, 55 (pore size, acidity, and
stability). Zeolites, especially HZSM-5, were most effective in converting pyrolysis
vapors to aromatic hydrocarbons.69 Catalysts belonging to M41S family, though
effective in deoxygenating the pyrolysis vapors to hydrocarbons, produced greater
amounts of polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH’s).49-51 Catalysts with low Si/Al ratios
produced bio-oils with higher aromatic hydrocarbons and phenolic yields.50 Liquid yields
were highly dependent on the reaction conditions, acidity and the pore size of the
catalyst. High reaction temperatures and catalysts with high surface area resulted in lower
liquid yields.56 The M41S family of catalysts exhibited lower hydrothermal stability
compared to conventional zeolite catalysts. Mesoporous MFI zeolites39, 70-72 prepared by
combining the properties of mesoporous MCM-41 and zeolites exhibited better catalytic
performance compared to HZSM-5 and MCM-41 catalysts and showed high selectivity
towards the production of aromatic hydrocarbons.
Zeolites are widely studied and the most effective catalysts in upgrading pyrolysis
vapor to liquid fuels rich in phenolic compounds and aromatic hydrocarbons. However,
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the product distribution varied significantly with the type of reactor employed in the
studies. 33, 41, 59, 73 While fluidized bed reactors were the widely used reactor
configuration,16, 33, 35, 43, 73, 74 many of the recent studies involved the use of py/GC-MS,38
46, 48, 54, 61, 68, 69, 75

or MBMS40 (molecular beam mass spectrometry) for in-situ catalytic

pyrolysis. MBMS and py/GC-MS offer the advantages of rapid catalyst screening and
online analysis of upgraded bio-oils. However, with these reactors, the product yields of
catalytic pyrolysis cannot be ascertained. Moreover, these studies involve the use of very
high heating rates (1000 °C/min) and high catalyst to biomass ratios (15-20).6, 36, 40 Use of
such high heating rates and catalyst to feed ratios is not quite feasible in conventional
processes. Therefore, the composition of upgraded bio-oils from py-GC/MS µg to mgscale studies differ from the composition of upgraded oils obtained using conventional
bench scale reactors.57, 76 Auger fed reactors are reactors developed recently and used for
fast pyrolysis. The auger design is portable and is well suited for pyrolysis systems in a
highly decentralized biomass processing scheme. The auger fed reactors are compact, do
not need a carrier gas, but heat transfer rates and liquid yields are relatively lower.
However, characterization studies of bio-oil obtained from the fast pyrolysis of pine
wood using the auger reactor at MSU showed that their chemical composition was
similar to that of bio-oils produced using conventional fluidized bed reactors.77, 78
The present study uses an auger reactor for pine wood pyrolysis and a packed bed
reactor for upgrading the pyrolysis vapors leaving the auger reactor. Seven different
zeolites were tested for their efficiency in deoxygenating the pyrolysis vapors.
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3.3
3.3.1

Materials and Methods
Reactor Configuration
An auger reactor pipe of 7.6 cm in diameter and 102 cm in length was employed

for the purpose of producing bio-oil vapor. The distance between the screws (i.e.,
between the augers) was approximately 3 inches. The auger speed was 11-12 RPM at the
desired auger pyrolysis temperature. The particle size of the pine sawdust used in the
pyrolysis was ~2-3 mm. According to the literature in which the same auger reactor was
employed, 77 it takes approximately 45 sec for the initial feed to move to the char exit
point. The auger reactor employed for bio-oil production had four temperature zones,
which facilitated the decomposition of different wood constituents including cellulose,
hemicellulose, and lignin, in the appropriate temperature range, thereby forming liquid,
gaseous, and solid (char) products. The feed first passed through a 4” heating
(preheating) zone kept at ~200-220 °C, then entered two pyrolysis zones, 10” and 8” in
length, respectively, with temperatures in the range of 450-460 °C, and finally reached an
8” zone kept at ~150-175 °C. The initial feed was converted to char by the time it reached
the 8” fourth zone. Upon exit, the char was collected in a collection pot through a 3” long
insulated zone. The gases produced from biomass pyrolysis then passed through a 1”
diameter, 24” long packed bed reactor (PBR) mounted vertically at the exit of the auger
reactor. This packed bed reactor was enclosed in a three zone furnace. The first two zones
were kept at the desired catalytic upgrading reaction temperature (425 °C) whereas the
third zone was maintained at a temperature lower (by 50-75 °C) than the first two zones
to allow cooling of pyrolysis vapors to begin before they reached the condensers.
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3.3.2

Feedstock
Pine wood tree stems were debarked and then reduced to 19-32 mm sized chips.

The chips were ground to smaller sized particles in a hammer mill and finally sieved to
obtain requisite amounts of the desired particle size (2-3 mm) for the pyrolysis
experiments. The pine wood chips were oven dried at 105 °C overnight to about 8-10%
moisture content and stored in sealed plastic buckets prior to use in experiments.
3.3.3

Catalysts Employed

Table 3.1
Catalyst

Catalysts used in the in-situ treatment of pine wood pyrolysis vapors
Surface
SiO2/Al2O3
Area
ratio
(m2/g)

CBV231423
ZSM5
CBV552450
ZSM5
CBV28014280
ZSM5

425

Average
Pore Size
(nm)

Structure

0.52 –
0.55

3-D pore system; Cubic crystal
structure with straight 10membered ring channels (5.3 x 5.5
Å) connected by sinusoidal
channels (5.1 x 5.5Å)

CBV814CBeta

38

680

0.61 –
0.62

CBV21AMordenite

20

500

0.42 –
0.58

CP914CFerrierite

20

400

0.39 –
0.51

CBV720Zeolite Y

30

780

0.74
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3-D pore system; Tetragonal
crystal structure with straight 12membered ring channels (7.6 x 6.4
Å) with crossed 10-membered ring
channels (5.5 x 6.5Å)
Orthorhombic crystal structure
with straight 12-membered ring
channels (6.5 x 7.0 Å) with crossed
8-membered ring channels (2.8 x
5.7Å)
Orthorhombic crystal structure
with straight 10-membered ring
channels (5.4 x 4.2 Å) with crossed
8-membered ring channels (4.8 x
3.5Å)
3-D pore system; Cubic crystal
structure with 12-membered ring
channels (7.4 Å) connecting
spherical 11.8 Å cavities

Seven catalysts belonging to the zeolite family, including HZSM-5 with three
different SiO2/Al2O3 ratios (23/Z23; 50/Z55; and 280/Z80), Mordenite (ZM), Ferrierite
(ZF), Zeolite-Y (ZY), and Zeolite-beta (ZB) were used for the in-situ treatment of
pyrolysis vapors. All the zeolites were commercially purchased from Zeolyst
International. All catalysts except Zeolite-Y were purchased in ammonium form and prior
to their use, the catalysts were calcined in air at 500 °C to convert the ammonium form to
the active proton form of zeolite. Table 3.1 shows the SiO2/Al2O3 ratios, surface areas
and the structures of the catalysts used.
Table 3.2

Distribution of weak, medium, and strong Brönsted and Lewis acid sites in
the zeolites35

Catalyst SiO2/Al2O3 Ratio Brönsted acid sites (µmol/g) Lewis acid sites (µmol/g)
250 oC 350 oC 450 oC 250 oC 350 oC 450 oC
23
HZSM-5
416
395
284
36
8
3
25
ZB
219
187
125
82
43
25
20
ZM
378
305
153
30
12
3
12
ZY
255
205
129
123
75
58
3.3.4

Experimental Procedure
The fast pyrolysis of pine wood particles was carried out at 450-470 °C. The in-

situ catalytic upgrading experiments were performed at 450 °C maintaining a WHSV of
12 h-1. The pyrolyzed bio-oil vapors were allowed to pass through a bed of ceramic filter
(30 g) to remove the very fine char and inorganics before reaching the catalyst bed. The
ceramic filter was followed by a bed of catalyst (20 g). Then, another layer of ceramic
filter (20 g) was placed before the final bed of catalyst (30 g) in the packed bed reactor.
This dilution of the catalyst with the ceramic filter material helps to mitigate issues with
reactor plugging. All the fixed bed catalytic experiments had the same amount of ceramic
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filter (50 g) and catalyst loading (50 g). A flow of N2 gas controlled at 1 L/min by a mass
flow controller was used to maintain an inert atmosphere and to facilitate bio-oil vapor
flow through the catalyst bed. A blank run, where the PBR was not loaded with any
catalyst, was performed to compare the thermal treatment of pyrolysis vapors with the
catalytic upgrading experiments.
The pyrolysis vapors leaving the PBR were condensed by passing them through a
5’ long stainless steel tube (½” I.D) enclosed by a coolant jacket through which circulated
a 50% ethylene glycol solution maintained at -8 °C. The effluent then passed into a set of
five glass condensers (a round bottom flask followed by four impingers) kept in the
constant temperature bath having coolant maintained at -8 °C. To maximize the
condensation of upgraded pyrolysis vapors in the first condenser (the two-mouthed round
bottom flask), the exit of the round bottom flask was attached to two long condensers
connected in series (to provide more surface area for vapor condensation) before exiting
into the second condenser.
3.3.5
3.3.5.1

Characterization of Upgraded Pyrolysis Products
Gas Analysis
The analysis of the gas products was carried out by using a GC equipped with a

thermal conductivity detector (TCD) and a flame ionization detector (FID). The initial
temperature of the column was maintained at 35 °C, followed by a 10 °C ramp to a final
temperature of 180 °C and held for 30 min. Gas samples of the non-condensable
pyrolysis vapors were collected using 0.5 L Tedlar® gas sampling bags. Gas sampling
was done at different run times to check the effect of run-time on the catalysts activity.
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3.3.5.2

GC/MS Analysis
Analysis of organic fractions of the upgraded bio-oil samples was carried out on a

Hewlett Packard 5890series II gas chromatograph/5971 series A mass spectrometer. The
injector temperature was 270 °C. The separation of bio-oil compounds was accomplished
using a 30 m x 0.32 mm internal diameter x 0.25 µm ﬁlm thickness silica capillary
column coated with 5% phenylmethylpolysiloxane. The initial temperature of the column
was set at 40 °C (4 min hold) followed by heating at 5 °C/min to a ﬁnal temperature of
280 °C. The mass spectrometer employed a 70 eV electron impact ionization mode, a
source (detector) temperature of 250 °C and an interface temperature of 270 °C.
Samples, 0.1 mg in size, representative of the bio-oil organic fraction, were
diluted with 10 ml of methanol. Only 1 ml of each solution was then transferred to the
autosampler vial and 10 µl of internal standard (4000 µg/ml concentration) were added.
Then 2.0 µl of this sample was injected into the GC to acquire the respective
chromatogram. Six isotopically labeled compounds (US 108N, Ultra Scientiﬁc),
including 1, 4-dichlorobenzene-d4, naphthalene-d8, acenapthene-d10, phenanthrene-d10,
chrysene-d12 and perylene-d12 were employed as internal standards to verify the
retention times and quantitate the amounts of thirty known compounds from a previously
published list.77 The quantitation of some of the aromatic hydrocarbons and alkanes
produced from catalytic upgrading of pyrolysis vapors was carried out using a series of
saturated hydrocarbon standards (ASTM D2887 quantitative calibration solution).
3.3.5.3

Physical Analysis
The percent water, viscosity, density, pH and acid values of the bio-oil organic

fractions were determined. Karl Fisher titration (Cole-Parmer Model C-25800-10 titration
apparatus) was carried out to measure the water percentage. Viscosity was measured
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using a 200 5B viscometer (Stony Brook Scientiﬁc) while pH was measured using an
expanded ion analyzer EA 920 on 1 g of bio-oil fractions mixed with 50 ml of water.
Density was calculated according to ASTM standard D4052. The acid values were
determined by titrating 1 g of the bio-oil fractions dissolved in 50/50 v/v
isopropanol/water with 0.1 N NaOH to a pH 8.5. At pH 8.5, greater than 99.9% of the
carboxylic acids (formic, acetic, propanoic, oleic) are titrated. Less than 4% of phenols
(pKa of 9.89 or higher) are converted to phenoxides. The predominant phenolics in biooil are less acidic (methylated and methoxylated phenols) and have pKa values greater
than 9.89, decreasing the extent of over-titration. A pH of 8.5 is in the range where the
clear to red color change of phenolphthalein begins to occur during strong base titration.
3.4
3.4.1

Results and Discussion
Catalytic Effects on the Yields of Pyrolysis Products

Figure 3.1

Distribution of pyrolysis products
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Figure 3.1 shows the product distribution for the catalytic pyrolysis experiments.
Char yield shown in Figure 3.1 is a byproduct of fast pyrolysis produced in the auger
reactor and, therefore, the use of catalysts does not influence the char yields. As seen in
Figure3.1, the amount of char produced is uniform in all the experiments except during
thermal treatment. This may be due to the presence of slightly bigger feed particles that
led to a slight increase in the weight percentage of the char produced during thermal
treatment.
All catalysts, except Z23, showed improved yields of liquid product compared to
the thermal treatment of pyrolysis vapors, indicating that the thermal treatment leads to
secondary cracking of the primary pyrolysis vapors, and thus, converts the volatile
compounds to non-condensable gases (NCG’s). The liquid yield obtained using catalyst
Z23 was similar to that observed in the thermal treatment experiment. Among the tested
catalysts, HZSM-5 catalysts have the highest density of Brönsted acid sites (Table 3.2).
Of the three HZSM-5 catalysts employed, Z23 has the lowest SiO2/Al2O3 ratio (23). A
decrease the silica content leads to higher charge imbalance, and hence increases the
Brönsted acidity. Greater Brönsted acidity increases the cracking of pyrolysis vapors to
low molecular weight volatile compounds and, with increasing space time, to NCG’s.
The catalytic experiments showed a significant increase in the formation of GC-MS
quantifiable target compounds (Table 3.3). This result indicates that the thermal treatment
either substantially reduces the formation of target compounds or converts the pyrolysis
vapors to permanent gases.
Among the catalysts, while HZSM-5 catalysts with low SiO2/Al2O3 ratio (Z23 and
Z55) increased the yield of gaseous product at the expense of liquid products, high
surface area catalysts ZB (680 m2/g) and ZY (780 m2/g) produced higher liquid yields
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than the low surface area catalysts ZM (500 m2/g) and ZF (400 m2/g). This observation is
contrary to what Twaiq et al.56 observed (increasing catalyst surface area decreased liquid
yield) using MCM-41 catalysts for cracking palm oil. However, their study used
mesoporous catalysts and a different feedstock (palm oil versus pinewood pyrolysis
vapor). The distribution of liquid yields can also be related to the acidity of the zeolites.
The yield of liquid product decreased, according to the order HZSM-5<ZF<ZM<ZY=ZB,
with increasing catalyst acidity. As shown in the Table 3.2, the Brönsted acidity of the
catalysts follows the order: HZSM-5>ZM=ZF> ZY> ZB. The strong Brönsted acid sites
(at 450 °C) were found to be similar in ZB and ZY catalysts with densities of 125 and
129 µg/mol, respectively.33, 35 This could be why ZB and ZY produced similar liquid
yields (40.5 and 40%, respectively) in the current experiments. One notable exception
noticed was that although ZM and ZF had similar SiO2/Al2O3 ratios and therefore, were
assumed to possess similar acidity, the liquid yield from ZM (39%) was higher than ZF
(37.7%). This indicates that factors other than the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio influence the catalyst
acidity,79 and therefore the distribution of pyrolysis product yields.
To further study the influence of catalysts on the pyrolysis products, the chemical
composition of the upgraded bio-oils detected by GC-MS was categorized broadly into
the categories: hemicellulose-derived, cellulose-derived and lignin-derived compounds.
Furthermore, as the number of compounds formed from lignin breakdown are high, they
are further classified based on the functional groups present (guaiacols, diols, and
phenols) of the compounds.
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Table 3.3

GC-MS Quantitative results of target compounds (µg/ml methanol)

Catalyst
Furfural
2-methyl, 2Cyclopentenone
5-methyl-furfural
3-methyl, 2Cyclopentenone
Phenol
3-methyl,1,2Cyclopentane dione
2-methyl Phenol
3-methyl Phenol
Guaiacol
2,6-dimethyl Phenol
Levoglucosenone
2,4-dimethyl Phenol
3-ethyl Phenol
2,3-dimethyl Phenol
4-methyl guaiacol
1,2-Benzenediol
(Catechol)
3-methyl Catechol
4-ethyl guaiacol
4- methyl Catechol
2,6-dimethoxy Phenol
Eugenol
4-propyl guaiacol
Vanillin
cis- Isoeugenol
3,4-Dimethylbenzoic
acid
4-Ethyl resorcinol
Anhydrosugars
Acetovanillone
Oleic acid

Blank Z23
166.2 237.2

Z55
168.9

Z80
215.1

ZM
384.2

ZF
399.7

ZY
303.8

ZB
276.

30.3 130.7
62.73 201.8

88.55
168.2

85.84
305.3

106.8
775.3

103.4
427.9

115.3
404.5

84.1
280

27.61 198.4
302.4 585.8

125.2
640.8

130.7
370.8

144.1
483.7

161.9
471.2

167.1
479.1

95.9
346.

63.26
1248.
634.9
7.95
85.42
7.76
375.9
278.5
34.99
1.76

85.38
439.3
662.8
14.26
44.59
13.83
378.3
219.4
30.19
7.71

138.5
287.4
428.7
64.54
36.06
41
279.3
169.9
23.39
81.79

103.9
333.8
679.0
36.03
54.07
18.2
370.
291.6
34.95
3.63

93.59
348.8
675.5
8.45
50.34
0.97
355.7
301.9
37.13
4.67

111.2 91.1
384.0 272
631.4 343
16.49 32.3
54.98 31.9
35.85 16.5
384.8 258.
299.9 189.
41.29 25.62
10.59 53.76

191.3
275.1
1.08
21.33
124.0
75.4
19.17
0.18

1373.6 1102.4 878.94 1841.4 2067.6 1443.4 907.6
410.49 354.74 299.54 479.63 483.63 450.16 272.2
5.13
8.58 33.48
9.2
8.09 12.37 20.93
0.96 1479.2 1714.2 1516.4 1745.2 1759.4 2284.1 828.2
0.05
0.08
0.06 0.48
0.6
5.45 27.01 5.59
0.71
6.14 16.83
0.26
0.63
7.87 14.97 1.37
1.26 4.25
1.06 14.09 40.11 4.34
1.86
7.76 20.44
4.48 33.97 447.75 13.43 2.82 25.75 239.9

17.98
1.4

0.62
9.27
65.8
0.13
0.75

4.75
0.38
1.18
1.02
0.3
4.02
2.29
7.26
7.62
5.69
223.07 375.73 265.63 164.18 166.91
4.89 22.45 2.03
0.27
5.12
23.76 90.25 51.81
6.5
42.67
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0.76
3.42
213.6
11.16
47.68

3.4.2

Catalytic Effects on the Distribution of Hemicellulose and Cellulose Derived
Compounds

Figure 3.2

Degradation of cellulose and hemicellulose

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the influence of catalysts on the distribution of cellulose
and hemicellulose breakdown compounds. While anhydrosugars are fragmentation/
depolymerization products of pyrolysis reactions, the lower molecular weight furans and
hydrocarbons are predominantly formed from catalytic treatment of pyrolysis vapors.
Among the HZSM-5 catalysts, while the yield of anhydrosugars and levoglucosenone
improved with increasing SiO2/Al2O3 ratios, the production of furans and
cyclopentenones did not show a specific pattern. The decrease in SiO2/Al2O3 ratio
increases the catalysts Brönsted acidity80-82 and therefore, the cracking efficiency. The
catalysts with increasing acidity produced lower yields of anhydrosugars while increasing
the formation of furan compounds (furfural and 5-methyl furfural). This trend was
observed for both Z55 and Z23, but not extended to Z80. Z80 produced higher yields of
5-methyl furfural compared to Z23 and higher yields of both furfural and 5-methyl
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furfural compared to Z55. The higher cracking abilities of Z23 and Z55 might have led to
the cracking of anhydrosugars and furans to higher amounts of NCG’s compared to Z80,
and therefore be responsible for lower yields of furan compounds. The product
composition also suggests that the gas yield decreased with catalyst acidity.

Figure 3.3

Conversion of anhydrosugars to furan compounds

Comparing the zeolites with similar SiO2/Al2O3 ratios (23-38), the density of the
Brönsted acid sites decreases in the order: ZSM5>ZM=ZF>ZY>ZB (Table 3.2).35 Though
the yields of anhydrosugars increased with decreasing catalyst acidity, except in the case
of ZM, a similar trend was not observed for the formation of low molecular weight furan
compounds (Figure 3.3). Of all the catalysts, mordenite produced the highest yield of
anhydrosugars and 5-methyl furfural. Among ZF, ZY, and ZB catalysts, the yields of
both furan compounds decreased with catalyst acidity. HZSM-5 (Z23) catalyst, despite
having the highest density of Brönsted acidic sites, produced the lowest amount of furans.
This might be either due to the secondary cracking of these low molecular weight
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compounds to NCG’s (CO, CO2) or their conversion to aromatic hydrocarbons as shown
by Carlson et al.(2009). 36 Zhu et al.83 also showed the formation of aromatic
hydrocarbons by the catalytic pyrolysis of Xylan using a HZSM-5 catalyst.
3.4.3

Catalytic Effects on the Distribution of Compounds Formed by Cracking of
Lignin

Figure 3.4

Distribution of lignin degradation compounds

Pyrolysis of pinewood biomass results in depolymerization of the lignin polymer
into 4-hydroxyphenyl, guaiacyl (4-hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl), and syringyl (4-hydroxy3,5-dimethoxyphenyl) fractions.84 These fractions, due to thermal and catalytic effects
(temperature, space time, catalytic activity, etc.), are then further converted to phenols,
diols, guaiacols, polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH’s), and coke. Though the formation of
monomeric compounds begins during pyrolysis, their distribution and subsequent
breakdown to lighter compounds is strongly influenced by the catalyst acidity, pore size,
and surface area.
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In-situ catalytic treatment of pyrolysis vapors significantly modified the chemical
composition of lignin compounds. Thermal treatment of pyrolysis vapors significantly
decreased or eliminated most of the useful lignin compounds (Table 3.3), resulting in the
formation of low molecular weight compounds/gaseous products and coke. Though
aromatic hydrocarbons are formed, complete elimination of most of the useful phenolics
and hydrocarbon precursors like guaiacols and catechols (diols) prove that thermal
treatment is not an effective pathway to upgrade pyrolysis vapors to useful chemicals.
The composition of lignin polymer breakdown compounds in the upgraded biooils varied with catalyst composition (Figure 3.4). Since the formation of low molecular
weight compounds follows the route: Lignin polymer→ guaiacols, eugenols, vanillins→
diols→ phenols→ hydrocarbons→ low molecular weight compounds, a catalyst’s
efficacy can be interpreted by its cracking efficiency to produce the greatest quantity of
lighter compounds. Highly acidic HZSM-5 catalysts decreased the amounts of guaiacols
and diols with significant formation of phenols. On the other hand, while the catalysts
ZM, ZF, and ZY could reduce the amounts of guaiacols but not the diols, ZB could not
convert the guaiacols to low molecular weight compounds. Therefore, the ZB upgraded
bio-oils gave rise to highest concentrations of guaiacols (except seen in Z80 upgrade biooils), and lower amounts of diols and phenols. Among the three HZSM-5 catalysts,
increasing SiO2/Al2O3 ratio (decreasing Brönsted acidity) decreased the formation of
phenols. With increasing SiO2/Al2O3 ratio, a decrease in the efficiency of cracking the
high molecular weight guaiacols and diols to lighter phenols and aromatic hydrocarbons
can be expected. From table 3.2, it is also evident that the densities of weak, medium,
and strong Brönsted acid sites of the catalysts are strongly dependent on the SiO2/Al2O3
ratios; the catalyst with the lowest SiO2/Al2O3 ratio (HZSM-5) has the highest density of
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acid sites, and the highest SiO2/Al2O3 ratio containing catalyst ZB exhibited the lowest
density of acid sites. Therefore, the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio has a strong impact on the acidity of
the catalysts.
3.4.4

Catalytic Effects on the Distribution of Guaiacols, Eugenols and Diols
Figures 3.5 to 3.7 show the effect of catalysts on the distribution of guaiacols,

eugenols, vanillins and diols, respectively. Guaiacols, eugenols and vanillins were
relatively easy to convert to lighter compounds. Catechols (1,2-diols) were the most
dominant compounds present in all the upgraded bio-oils; this demonstrates their
resistance to the thermocatalytic reactions at the employed reaction conditions (450 °C,
WHSV=12 h-1). Among the catalysts, HZSM-5 catalysts (Z23 and Z55) showed the
highest activity in the conversion of all the heavy compounds, including diols.

Figure 3.5

Distribution of guaiacols in the upgraded oils
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Figure 3.6

Distribution of eugenols and vanillins

Figure 3.7

Distribution of diols in the upgraded bio-oils

The presence of lower amounts of diols in the ZB upgraded bio-oils may not be
due to the catalysts efficacy in cracking the diols, but instead due to the lower conversion
of guaiacols and eugenols to diols. Though the catalysts ZF and ZM have similar
SiO2/Al2O3 ratios (20) and closely related crystal structures (orthorhombic), the ZF
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catalyst exhibited higher activity in the conversion of guaiacols, eugenols, and vanillins
to diols. This could be due to the difference in the pore size distribution (large pores in
mordenite versus medium pores in ferrierite) of the catalysts, which hints that the pore
size also has an impact on the product distribution.
3.4.5

Catalytic Effects on the Distribution of Phenols

Figure 3.8

Distribution of phenols in the upgraded bio-oils

Phenols, due to their potential application as the value-added chemicals, are the
products of high interest from biomass pyrolysis. Formation of phenols may occur
through multiple pathways: 1.) due to the thermal/pyrolytic breakdown of the phenylphenyl bond of the 4-hydroxyphenyl fraction of the lignin polymer; 2.) hydrogenolysis/
cracking reactions, mostly catalytic, involving the cleavage of the aromatic C-C and C-O
bonds in vanillin or cleavage of the aromatic C-O bond in the guaiacols to form
phenols,85 3.) a step-wise approach including the reactions of dehydration of vanillins to
guaiacols, which further hydrolyze to diols and then the acid-catalyzed dehydration of
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diols to phenols.86 Therefore, the greater the amount of phenols in the upgraded bio-oils,
the greater the ability of the respective catalyst to crack the heavier compounds.
Table 3.3 shows that the thermal treatment of pyrolysis vapors significantly
reduces the formation of phenols compared to the catalytic experiments. At the pyrolysis
temperature of 450- 470 °C and PBR temperature of 450 °C, the phenols could either be
converted to hydrocarbons or to carbon residue, but not completely to permanent gases.
This shows that thermal treatment converted most of the lignin compounds including
phenols to carbon residue and, to a very low extent, to hydrocarbons and low molecular
weight compounds. From Figure 3.8, it is clear that among the catalysts, phenols were
most predominantly formed using HZSM-5 catalysts, specifically Z23, with others
following the order ZM = ZF > ZY > ZB. The formation of phenols decreased with
catalyst acidity, and therefore is clearly a function of the catalyst’s Brönsted acidity.
3.4.6

Catalytic Effects on the Formation of Aromatic Hydrocarbons
The presence of aromatic hydrocarbons (HC’s) was observed in all upgraded bio-

oils. Toluene and xylene were the most common aromatic hydrocarbons present in all
upgraded bio-oils (Table 3.4). While all catalysts deoxygenated the pyrolysis vapors to
form hydrocarbons, the bio-oils formed by HZSM-5-catalyzed reactions showed clear
dominance in the number and amount of hydrocarbons formed. The catalytic activity for
the formation of hydrocarbons followed the order: HZSM-5 >> ZB > ZY > ZM > ZF.
The higher activity of HZSM-5 catalysts is due to its pore structure, acidity, and shape
selective hydrocarbon reactions.82, 87, 88 The activity of ZB catalysts in the formation of
aromatic hydrocarbons is second only to the HZSM-5 catalysts. Interestingly, the ZM and
ZF catalysts, though exhibiting higher acidity than the ZY & ZB catalysts and possessing
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a pore size distribution similar to HZSM-5 catalysts, did not show high activity towards
the production of hydrocarbons. This difference in behavior could be due to two reasons.
On one hand, both catalysts have orthorhombic crystal structure, which is distinctively
different from the crystal structures of the other catalysts. On the other hand, the ZF pore
size is smaller compared to the other catalysts, and therefore, diffusion limitations cause
the restriction of molecules into the pores where hydrocarbon reactions occur. In a study
carried out by Mihalcik et al.46 using py/GC-MS, a similar trend was observed except that
ZY and ZF exhibited similar activity towards the formation of hydrocarbons.
Table 3.4

Qualitative report (GC peak area %) of the aromatic hydrocarbons in the oil
fractions of the upgraded bio-oils

Aromatic Hydrocarbon
Toluene
Ethyl Benzene
o-Xylene
p-Xylene
Benzene,1-ethyl-3-methyl
Benzene,1-ethyl-4-methyl
Benzene,1-ethyl-2-methyl
Benzene,1,2,3-trimethyl
Benzene, 2-propenyl
Benzene, 2-butenyl
Benzene, 1-me-3-propyl
Styrene
Indane
Indene
1H-Indene, 1-methyl
Naphthalene, 1-methyl
Naphthalene, 1-ethyl
Naphthalene, 1,6-dimethyl
Naphthalene, 2,6-dimethyl
Anthracene
Phenanthrene, 1-methyl
Total

Z23
3.49
1.11
3.5
1.29
0.97
1.94
2.11

Z55
3.17
0.87
4.65
1.62
0.78
1
2.42
0.11
0.51
0.24

Z80
2.08
0.35
1.71
0.87

ZM
1.82

1.04
1.11
1.21

1.35
1.01

2.81
1.21
2.32
1.15

3.25
0.95

24.03
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ZB
1.53
1
0.85

1.2
1.05

1.24

0.73
0.62
1.21
1.34

1.12

0.78

0.45

0.82

1.3

2.06

1.13
0.47

1.11
0.92

7.63

2.1
10.62

2.3
2.81
0.4
0.32
25.46

ZY
1.21
0.29
1.01
0.59
1.18

1.01
1.15
0.98

ZF
1.78

0.8
0.42
13.67

6.75

5.14

3.4.7

Chemistry of the Cracking Activity of Zeolites
The pinewood biomass, upon pyrolysis, undergoes homogenous thermal

decomposition (free radical mechanisms) to produce volatile organics, gases, and solid
char. The volatile organics undergo dehydration reactions at elevated temperatures
present in the pyrolysis reactor to produce water and the dehydrated species. The
dehydrated species, when in contact with the active sites of the catalyst, undergo different
reactions depending on the catalyst properties. Predominantly, these reactions involve
acid-catalyzed oligomerization, isomerization, dehydrogenation, dehydration,
decarboxylation, and decarbonylation reactions. The resultant products are noncondensable gases (CO, CO2, H2, and C2+), water, and low molecular weight oxygenates,
aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons, and coke. The product distribution depends on the
acidity, pore size, and pore structure of the catalyst.
In the case of zeolites, the formation of hydrocarbons generally takes place
through the carbocation/ carbenium ion reaction intermediates.82 The Brönsted acid sites
of the zeolites are believed to be the catalytic active sites. The donation of an acidic
proton (present at the active reaction site) to the visiting pyrolytic substrate, such as an
oxygenated compound or a hydrocarbon, forms a carbocation intermediate. The next step
involves the formation of olefins through a β-scission process. These olefins undergo
oligomerization, cyclization, isomerization, and hydrogenation reactions to form
aromatics. In addition, zeolites are known for shape selective catalytic reactions that
include diffusivity, reactant and product shape selectivity, restricted transition state-type
selectivity, and molecular traffic control.87 The formation of polyaromatics causes
catalyst coking, the extent of which depends on the pore size, acidity and pore structure
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of the catalyst. The bigger pore diameter of the Y zeolites was demonstrated to be
responsible for higher coking activity of the catalysts.89
The current studies indicate that the hydrocarbon production vastly depends on
the pore size, structure, and acidity of the catalyst. HZSM-5 catalysts, being the most
acidic among the tested catalysts, effectively produced the highest yields of aromatic
hydrocarbons. HZSM-5 catalysts are also widely known for their shape selective catalytic
reactions.90 An increase in SiO2/Al2O3 ratio of the HZSM-5 catalysts from 23 to280
decreased the production of hydrocarbons from 24 % to 13.7 % (GC peak area), which
emphasizes the role of catalyst acidity. ZF was least active in the formation of
hydrocarbons. Its relatively small pore size may be responsible for diffusion limitations
on reactant molecules’, preventing them from entering the catalyst pores where the
hydrocarbon reactions occur. This is supported by the fact that no hydrocarbons
containing more than one aromatic ring were produced using the ZF catalyst (Table 3.4).
The TGA results indicated high coking activity of ZY catalysts, attributed to its large
pore diameter (7.4 Å).
3.4.8
3.4.8.1

Catalytic Effects on the Physical Properties of the Upgraded Bio-oils
Elemental Composition
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the elemental composition and the C/H and O/C ratios

of the upgraded bio-oil organic fractions. Since the hydrogen contents of all upgraded
bio-oils are close to one another (6.9-7.6%), the C/H ratio was used to identify those oils
retaining higher carbon content after losing oxygen through catalysis. The O/C ratio
identifies those oils having the lower values as containing the lower amounts of oxygen
per unit carbon, thereby having highest heating value.
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Figure 3.9

Elemental composition of the upgraded oils

Figure 3.10

C/H, O/C ratios of the upgraded oils

Of all the catalysts, Z23 was the most effective catalyst in decreasing the oxygen
content of the pyrolysis vapor. Raw bio-oil has an oxygen content of 40-45%,91 whereas
the Z23 upgraded bio-oil, despite having 7.4% dissolved water, had only 23.1% oxygen
content (O/C=0.33) while possessing 70% carbon. The Z23 upgraded bio-oil also had the
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highest C/H ratio and the lowest O/C ratio, indicating that this bio-oil possesses the
highest heating value. These data, along with GC-MS characterization results,
demonstrates that Z23 was the most effective catalyst in upgrading the pyrolysis vapor to
deoxygenated liquid fuel. For HZSM-5 catalysts, although they were very effective, an
increase in their SiO2/Al2O3 ratio from 23- 280 decreased the deoxygenation efficiency.
The C/H and O/C ratios show that the catalysts ZM and ZF performed similar whereas
ZB (29.09%) performed slightly better than ZY (30.66%) in reducing the oxygen content.
These results are strong evidence for the conclusion that the SiO2/Al2O3 ratio and
therefore, the acidity of the catalyst has a strong influence on the cracking of pyrolysis
vapors. The upgraded oil from thermal treatment of pyrolysis vapors had the lowest
amount of carbon (52%) and the highest amount of oxygen (39%), showing that this
method results in loss of carbon in the form of carbon residue and permanent gases like
CO. This conclusion is also supported by two other observations: 1.) GC-MS data
showed the elimination of most of the chemical compounds; 2.) loss of carbon in the
form of CO2 would have resulted in decreased amount of oxygen content in the upgraded
bio-oil.
3.4.8.2

Water Content, Density, Viscosity, Acid Value, and pH
The oil fractions of the catalytically upgraded bio-oils had varied amounts of

dissolved water, ranging from 7.4% (Z23) to 14.7% (ZB). The upgraded bio-oil from
thermal treatment had the highest amount of water (15.6 %), showing that thermal
treatment promoted the secondary cracking (condensation reactions) of pyrolysis vapor,
and increased the water content of the oil phase. An increase in polarity of the oil
fraction could also favor the presence of dissolved water. The oil fraction of Z23
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upgraded bio-oil had the lowest water content showing that Z23 decreased the polarity of
the bio-oil, and therefore, the amount of bound water.

Figure 3.11

Water content, viscosity and density values

Figure 3.12

Acid values and pH’s of the upgraded bio-oils
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A decrease in catalyst acidity should also reduce the condensation reactions, and
therefore, the water content. However, the oil fractions obtained from processing with the
less acidic ZY and ZB catalyst had higher water contents. This might be either due to the
higher polarity of the respective oil fractions or due to the domination of thermocatalytic
reactions (higher secondary cracking) over catalytic reactions. From figures 3.11 and
3.12, it is apparent that the acid number and the water content of the upgraded bio-oils
follow similar trends to one another. This clearly implies that the presence of acids makes
the oils polar and, therefore, increases the bound water in the oil fractions.
The viscosities of the upgraded bio-oils are truly a function of catalyst acidity.
The Z23 upgraded oil had the lowest viscosity while the ZB oil, despite having high
water content, possessed the highest viscosity. Also, the ZB upgraded bio-oil had the
largest quantities of heavy compounds such as guaiacols, and the lowest amounts of
phenols and hydrocarbons (Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.8).
With regard to the densities of the upgraded bio-oils, a close similarity was
observed. The oil with the lowest density was obtained using thermal treatment of
pyrolysis vapors (1.01), which is expected because the thermal treatment eliminated or
converted the heavy compounds present in the bio-oil liquid fraction to non-condensable
gases or carbon residue. With catalysts, the densities of the upgraded bio-oils followed
the same pattern as the viscosities; the lone exception was the ZB upgraded oil (1.119)
which was slightly less dense than the ZY bio-oil (1.127). The densities and viscosities of
the ZM and ZF upgraded bio-oils were quite similar. The acid values of the catalytically
upgraded bio-oils were significantly different from each other. The HZSM-5 upgraded
bio-oils had low acid numbers, which means that the catalysts could significantly convert
the acids, and therefore, decrease the pH and polarity of the bio-oils.
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3.4.9

Distribution of Gas Products

Figure 3.13

Gas product yields

Figure 3.14

Compositions (mole%) of the gas samples

The in-situ catalytic treatment of pyrolysis vapors resulted in significant
production of gases (up to 49% using the Z23 catalyst) at the expense of liquid product.
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In general, fast pyrolysis of biomass resulted in ~15% non-condensable gases.91, 92
The significant enhancement in the yield of non-condensable gases is due to secondary
cracking of the pyrolysis vapors that occur because of increased residence time of
pyrolysis vapors in the heat zone of the catalytic reactor. It is to be noted that the 24”
PBR reactor (2/3rd of which was filled with catalyst) used in the current studies was
maintained at 400-450 °C, the temperature at which significant secondary cracking
occurs. In addition, the current experiments were carried out at a low WHSV (12 h-1),
which resulted in increased production of non-condensable gases by secondary cracking
of pyrolysis vapors. Previous studies also indicated that catalytic treatment enhances the
yields of non-condensable gas products.37, 39, 44, 49, 86
In order to study the effect of run time on the catalyst activity, gas sampling was
performed at different run times (at 5, 20, 40 and 60 min for Z23; at 10, 35, and 60 min
for ZM and ZF; at 20, 40 and 60 min for Z55, ZY, and ZB). Analysis of these samples
was performed using a GC equipped with FID and TCD detectors. The major
components present in the gas samples were CO, CO2, CH4, and H2 along with minor
quantities of C2+ hydrocarbons. Since the detectors were not calibrated for the C2+
gaseous hydrocarbons, no quantitative results for hydrocarbons apart from CH4 are
presented. Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show the conversion of the starting feed material to
respective gas components and the quantitative compositions of the gas samples,
respectively.
The main route for the deoxygenation of pyrolysis vapors via gaseous products is
through the elimination of oxygen in the form of CO. The HZSM-5-catalyzed
experiments resulted in the greatest amounts of CO in the gas fraction. This observation
can be supported by the presence of the lowest amount of anhydrosugars, furan
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compounds and cyclopentenones in the HZSM-5 upgraded bio-oils. No specific trend
was observed with regard to the effect of run-time on the evolution of non-condensable
gases. The gas compositions of the samples collected at different run times remained
almost uniform. This implies that the evolution of non-condensable gases primarily
occurs through the homogenous thermal decomposition (primary pyrolysis) reactions and
the secondary cracking of the pyrolysis vapors.
3.4.10 Catalyst Characterization Studies
3.4.10.1

X-Ray Diffraction

A Rigaku Ultima III X-ray diffraction system equipped with a 2.2kW long-fine
focus X-ray tube was employed for the XRD analysis. The XRD system has a measuring
range from 3° to 154° 2θ. XRD studies were carried out on calcined and uncalcined
samples of HZSM-5 (Z23) and Zeolite-Y (ZY). XRD patterns were recorded for angles
ranging from 5° to 70°. Figures 15 and 16 are the obtained XRD patterns.

Figure 3.15

XRD Patterns for HZSM-5
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Figure 3.16

XRD Patterns for ZY

The XRD patterns of both uncalcined Z23 and ZY show that the catalysts are
crystalline in nature. Sharp peaks at 2θ=8-10, 2θ=23-26 for Z23,93 and a high intensity
peak at 2 θ = 6-7, three peaks at 2 θ = 10, 11, and 16 for ZY indicate that the catalysts are
crystalline in nature. Calcination of the Z23 catalyst results in the strengthening of a peak
at a 2θ of approximately 22° (Figure 3.15). No significant changes in the XRD pattern
were observed after calcination of the ZY catalyst (Figure 3.16).
3.4.10.2

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

Thermogravimetric analysis was performed on the used catalysts to determine the
amount of residual carbon on the catalyst surface. A Shimadzu TGA-50 instrument was
using to perform the TG analysis. The required sample of catalyst was placed on an
alumina pan and a temperature program from room temperature to 1000 °C at a ramping
rate of 5 °C/min was used. The runs were performed under flowing nitrogen at 30
mL/min. The amount of residual carbon on the catalyst was quantified by calculating the
difference between the initial and final weight (total weight loss) of catalyst.
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Figure 3.17

TGA of the used catalysts

As shown in Figure3.17, weight loss by decomposition of the residual compounds
from the catalyst's surface occurred between 425 - 670 °C for all catalysts examined,
except for the ZM and ZF catalysts. For these catalysts, the weight loss commenced at
500 °C and stopped at 670 °C for ZF catalyst and at 750 °C for ZM catalyst. High
temperature regeneration of ZM indicated that high-boiling point compounds were
deposited on the catalyst surface and within its pores. The weight loss of the used
catalysts followed the order: ZY> Z23> ZB > Z55 = Z80 >ZM> ZF.
In general, catalyst coking is assumed to be proportional to the catalyst acidity
and the formation of hydrocarbons. However, in the present work, the maximum weight
loss was observed for ZY catalyst. The presence of large pore diameters (7.4 Å), which
favor the formation of coke precursors like polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and large
surface area (780 m2/g) could be responsible for the catalyst’s high coking activity.
Previous studies also proved that, while rapid coking (deactivation) occurs in large-pored
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zeolites due to minimal steric constraints, medium-pore zeolites inhibit coking reactions
and slowly deactivate in hydrocarbon reactions.88 The second largest weight loss was
observed for the Z23 catalyst. Both high acidity and shape selective hydrocarbon
reactions 87 are expected to result in the deposition of carbon residue both on the surface
and within the pores of the HZSM-5 catalyst.90
Following Z23, ZB catalyst had the next largest weight loss. Its high surface area
(680 m2/g), large pore diameter (0.62 nm), and high activity for the formation of
hydrocarbons (next to HZSM-5 catalysts – Table 4) could be why coking of the ZB
catalyst occurred. The ZF and ZM catalysts, though more acidic than the ZY and ZB
catalysts, exhibited lower coking activities. Their low surface areas (400 m2/g for ZF and
500 m2/g for ZM) and small sized pores could have restricted the coking of the catalysts.
Among all the catalysts, ZF had the lowest surface area (400 m2/g) and smallest diameter
pores (0.39 – 0.51 nm), and hence showed the least coking activity. From the TG analysis
of the used catalysts, it was confirmed that catalyst coking depends on the acidity, pore
size, and the surface area of the catalysts. Pore structure also plays a large role in catalyst
coking.89 From TGA experiments, it was evident that all the catalysts, except ZM, could
be completely regenerated at 670 °C.
3.4.10.3

Transmission Electron Microscopy Characterization

A JEOL transmission electron microscope operating at 80 kV, with a lattice
resolution of 2.0 Å was used for catalyst characterization studies. Samples were prepared
by suspending 10 mg of catalyst powder in 3-4 mL ethanol and depositing a drop of this
suspension on a formvar coated copper grid. The grid was allowed to dry for 20-30
minutes before being placed in the TEM sample holder. The present study involved
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commercially -purchased crystalline aluminosilicate catalysts, HZSM-5 and ZY. TEM
characterization of fresh Zeolite catalysts did not reveal the pore size, but did show that
the catalysts were multilayered with highly organized porous structures. Characterization
of spent zeolites using TEM revealed that the catalysts were not entirely poisoned with
carbon deposition.
3.4.10.3.1

a

Fresh HZSM-5 Catalyst

b

Presence of channels

Figure 3.18

TEM images of HZSM-5 at 100,000X magnification

HZSM-5 catalysts are three-dimensional catalysts with uniformity of the
microporous channel system. The three-dimensional HZSM-5 framework is made up of
straight 10-ring, elliptical channels with pore dimensions of 5.3 x 5.6 Å running along the
[010] direction and sinusoidal 10-ring, elliptical channels with pore dimensions 5.1 x 5.5
Å running along [100] direction.94 It is this uniformity in the porous channel system and
its specific pore size that makes HZSM-5 a very active catalyst in many industrial
applications.
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The TEM characterization of fresh zeolites showed the presence of uniform
channels with highly organized porous structures. Figures 3.18a and 3.18b represent
TEM micrographs of different sections of fresh HZSM-5 catalyst taken at 100,000 X
magnifications; the inset in Figure 3.18a clearly shows the existence of porous channels
that run through the catalyst surface. The presence of the uniform channel system also
infers that the catalyst is crystalline in nature.
3.4.10.3.2

Fresh ZY catalyst

ZY has the faujasite structure, which is a face-centered cubic array of zeolitic
cuboctohedra linked between two opposite hexagonal faces by Si-O-Si bonds. ZY is a
highly porous material having so called ‘supercages’ of circles with diameter of 13 Å,
separated by 12-membered apertures having 7.4 Å diameter. 95 The pore size of ZY (7.4
Å) is much bigger than that of HZSM-5 (5.5 Å).

a

Figure 3.19

b

TEM image at a) 80,000X

b) TEM image at 100,000 X
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Figures 3.19a and 3.19b represent the TEM micrographs of ZY taken at 80,000X
and 100,000X magnifications, respectively. Since the density of the specimen was not
uniform, dark regions are seen in the TEM micrograph. The circled areas in Figure 3.19a
and 3.19b show the presence of porous structures. As evident from the micrographs, the
surface of ZY does not appear to be uniform as the HZSM-5 catalyst surface; this is a
general difference between the two catalysts. One more reason might be due to the
interaction of zeolite particles with the electron beam. It has been reported that the
twinning effect95 takes place in the faujasite material when it comes in contact with the
electron beam of a TEM scope.
3.4.10.3.3

Spent/Used Zeolites

b

a

Figure 3.20

a) TEM image at 50,000X

b) TEM image at 27,000X

The coking of HZSM-5 catalyst is a serious problem in thermo-catalytic processes
like catalytic pyrolysis. A TEM study on the zeolite catalysts used in pyrolysis vapor
cracking can provide evidence to quantify the extent of coking that has occurred on the
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catalyst surface. Coking results in the deposition of unreactive, stable carbon in the
catalyst reactive sites or on the surface of the catalyst or both. Thus, there is a possibility
of an increase in the density of the specimen upon the extensive formation of coke on the
catalyst surface. When the electron beam of the TEM scope hits the specimen, electrons
scatter at a wider angle, resulting in the passage of fewer electrons through the specimen;
this gives rise to more dark spots in the micrograph. Figures 3.20a and 3.20b represent
the TEM micrographs of the spent Z23 catalyst at 50,000X and 27,000X magnifications,
respectively. Images show that, although most of the used catalyst surface underwent
coking, is the coking was not uniform across the catalyst surface. The circled portions
show regions of the catalyst with relatively less coke formation. TEM micrographs of the
used ZY catalyst (Figures 3.21a and 3.21b) also show that the extent of coking was not
uniform all across the catalyst surface.

a

Figure 3.21

b

TEM images at a) 20,000X

b) TEM image at 100,000X
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3.5

Summary
Zeolites were successfully employed for the deoxygenation of pinewood pyrolysis

vapors. The in-situ conversion of pyrolytic vapors decreased the bio-oil yield while
increasing the gas yield. Among the seven catalysts, HZSM-5, due to the high density of
Brönsted acid sites, was most efficient in producing a deoxygenated liquid fuel rich in
aromatic hydrocarbons. The oxygen content was halved, while the acid values and
viscosities were significantly reduced. Deoxygenation of pyrolytic vapors mainly
occurred through decarbonylation, decarboxylation, and dehydration reactions. The
activity of catalysts towards the formation of aromatic hydrocarbons followed the order:
Z23=Z55>Z80>ZB>ZY>ZM>ZF. Catalyst properties such as pore size, pore structure,
and Brönsted acidity played a vital role in the end product selectivity. The catalyst
characterization studies showed that deposition of carbon residue was not uniform over
the catalyst surface and the catalyst can be regenerated completely at 700 °C.
The drawbacks of the current studies are the low liquid yields and the low
selectivities towards aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons. Further catalytic studies where
process variables such as weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) and temperature are
varied would provide more data, and therefore a better understanding for optimizing the
catalytic pyrolysis process.
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CHAPTER IV
IN-SITU CATALYTIC UPGRADING OF PINEWOOD PYROLYSIS VAPORS USING
BI-FUNCTIONAL CATALYSTS
4.1

Abstract
High quality liquid fuels were obtained by the in-situ catalytic treatment of

pinewood pyrolysis vapors. The integrated reactor system used was comprised of an
auger reactor for the pyrolysis of pine wood chips followed by a packed bed reactor
mounted vertically at the exit from the auger for catalytic upgrading. Studies were
conducted at 450 °C and a WHSV of 10-12 h-1. The catalysts used were HZSM-5, 10
wt% Fe-ZSM5, 10 wt% Ni-ZSM5, HY, 10 wt% Fe-Y, Co-Mo/γ-Al2O3 and Ni-Mo/γAl2O3. All experiments were conducted for a minimum of one hour at a biomass feed
rate of approximately 10 g/min. The liquid and gaseous products were analyzed using
GC-MS and GC-TCD-FID, respectively. Physical properties including water content,
acid value, pH and viscosity were measured and, elemental analysis of the upgraded biooils was determined. Fresh catalysts were characterized using BET, XRD,TPR, and
TEM; coke deposits on the used catalysts were characterized using TGA.
Low liquid yields and high gas yields resulted in all catalytic experiments,
regardless of operating conditions. All catalysts successfully deoxygenated the pyrolytic
vapors; however, product yields, product selectivity and the production of hydrocarbons
varied significantly with the catalyst composition. Metal promoted zeolites were more
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effective deoxygenation catalysts than the respective protonated zeolites, with iron and
nickel promoted HZSM-5 catalysts producing highest yields of phenolics and aromatic
hydrocarbons, respectively. The oxygen content and the acid value of the Fe and Ni
promoted HZSM-5 upgraded bio-oils were substantially lowered. TG analysis showed
that the metal promoted catalysts exhibited lesser amounts of coke deposition compared
to the unpromoted zeolites. These results indicate that bi-functional catalysts are better
deoxygenation catalysts compared to unpromoted acidic catalysts.
4.2

Introduction
Diminishing fossil fuel reserves, high crude oil prices, and strict environmental

policies to control/ reduce greenhouse gas emissions have combined to increase the
development of sustainable energy resources that are environmentally benign. Plant
biomass is an attractive energy resource considering its high abundance, renewability and
also due to it being greenhouse gas neutral. Extensive research has examined the
production of transportation fuels from plant biomass. Of the various thermochemical
biomass conversion technologies, fast pyrolysis has received wide attention due to its
efficiency in producing liquid fuels (bio-oils) possessing high energy density in yields as
high as 75%.1-4 Bio-oils, also called pyrolysis oils, are highly oxygenated (O/C ratio of
0.5) viscous liquids that contain numerous compounds belonging to a wide spectrum of
chemical families with a variety of functional groups. High acidity, poor thermal and
storage stability, immiscibility with petroleum fuels, and low heating value are the
drawbacks5, 6 that make bio-oils unfit for use as transportation fuels. Therefore, bio-oils
must be stabilized by deoxygenating the heavy oxygenated compounds to low molecular
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weight hydrocarbons, thereby producing a high-value end product suitable for the
petroleum industry.
Various upgrading techniques have been employed to convert bio-oils to a variety
of end products7, 8 including hydrogen,9-11 value-added chemicals like sugars,12 alkanes,10,
13

olefins,14 gasoline-range aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons,15 among others.

Catalytic processes such as aqueous phase reforming, 11, 13, 16, 17 hydrodeoxygenation, 18-21
and catalytic cracking22 are widely used upgrading processes. Aqueous phase reforming
is mainly used to convert the sugars and acids in the bio-oil aqueous fraction to hydrogen
and other oxygenates.9 The catalytic upgrading of bio-oils has mainly concentrated on
catalytic vapor cracking rather than hydrotreating because of low operational costs ( no
use of H2 and ambient reaction pressures). Moreover, a wide variety of inexpensive
cracking catalysts can be used for catalytic vapor cracking either for simple stabilization
of bio-oils or to obtain high quality fuel products.
Amorphous Si-Al and crystalline zeolite catalysts are the most widely employed
catalysts for either directly cracking the pyrolysis vapors22 or upgrading bio-oil.23-25
Recently, mesoporous aluminosilicate catalysts belonging to the MCM family (MCM41) have been tested in treating pyrolysis vapors.26-33 High phenolic yields were obtained
but the formation of polyaromatics (attributed to the mesoporous nature) and low
hydrothermal stability of catalysts were drawbacks.26, 27 Mesoporous MFI catalysts were
prepared by combining the properties of zeolites and catalysts in the MCM family to
obtain mesoporous catalysts with superior hydrothermal stability compared to MCM-41
catalysts. MFI zeolites, compared to MCM-41 and HZSM-5 catalysts, markedly
enhanced the deoxygenation of bio-oil while selectively producing monoaromatics,
including benzene, toluene, and xylene (BTXs), but resulted in poor organic fraction
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yields.34, 35 HZSM-5 catalyst, due to its Brönsted acidity and shape selective catalysis, is
reported to be the most effective catalyst. Low organic product yields and rapid
deactivation of the catalyst are the major setbacks. However, high catalyst to feed ratios
and high heating rates are reported to attenuate the catalyst deactivation while improving
organic product yields.36 Poor organic product yields (due to secondary cracking
reactions) and the deactivation of HZSM-5 catalysts can be attributed to their high
Brönsted acidity. The Brönsted acidity of the HZSM-5 catalysts can be attenuated,
without inhibiting the catalysts’ activity towards hydrocarbon reactions, by the addition
of transition metal ions to the catalysts. Addition of transition metal ions like Co,37 Mo,38,
39

Fe,40 Ni,40, 41 Ga,32, 37, 42 Re,43 etc. enhances the product yields (by decreasing the

number of Brönsted acid sites, and therefore, the secondary cracking reactions) and
selectivity towards hydrocarbons. Addition of metal ions to the acidic support give
catalysts bi-functional behavior, where the acidic support catalyzes the formation of
olefins through a carbonium/carbenium ion mechanism and the metal ion sites catalyze
the dehydrogenation, cyclization, and isomerization reactions of the olefins produced on
the acidic support. Recently, French and Czernik 40 obtained a maximum yield of 16
wt.% hydrocarbon products, including 3.5 wt.% toluene, using a Ni/HZSM-5 catalyst for
catalytic pyrolysis of biomass. Antonakou et al.28 and Nilsen et al.30observed that the
addition of metal ions like Cu, Fe, and Zn to MCM-41 catalysts result in significant
decrease in the formation of PAH’s while increasing the phenolic yields. Addition of Ga
to HZSM-5 was shown to significantly improve the selectivity towards the production of
aromatic hydrocarbons.32, 34
The present study focused on the use of nickel and iron nanoparticles supported
on zeolites, HZSM-5 and ZY, in upgrading pinewood pyrolytic vapors. The catalytic
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effects were compared to those obtained with unpromoted acid supports as well as to
conventional HDO catalysts, Ni-Mo/ γ-Al2O3 and Co-Mo/γ-Al2O3, in deoxygenating the
pyrolytic vapors.
4.3
4.3.1

Materials and Methods
Reactor Configuration
An auger reactor pipe, 7.6 cm in diameter and 102 cm in length, was employed

for the purpose of producing bio-oil vapor. The distance between the screws (i.e.,
between the augers) was approximately 3 inches. The auger speed was 11-12 RPM at the
desired auger pyrolysis temperature. The particle size of the pine sawdust used in the
pyrolysis was ~2-3 mm. According to the literature in studies where the same auger
reactor was employed,44 it takes approximately 45 sec for the initial feed to move to the
char exit point. The auger reactor employed for bio-oil production was divided into four
temperature zones, which facilitated the decomposition of different wood constituents
including cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, each decomposing in the appropriate
temperature range, thereby forming liquid, gaseous, and solid (char) products. The feed
first passed through a 4” heating (preheating) zone kept at ~200-220 °C, then entered two
pyrolysis zones, 10” and 8” in length, respectively, with temperatures in the range 450
°C, and finally reached an 8” zone kept at ~150-175 °C. The initial feed was converted to
char by the time it reached this last 8” fourth zone. Upon exit, the char was collected in a
collection pot through a 3” long insulated zone. The gases produced from biomass
pyrolysis then passed through a 1” diameter, 24” long packed bed reactor (PBR) mounted
vertically at the exit of the auger reactor. This packed bed reactor was enclosed in a threezone furnace. The first two zones were kept at the desired catalytic upgrading reaction
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temperature (425 °C) while the third zone was maintained at a temperature lower
temperature (lower by 50-75 °C) to initiate cooling of the pyrolysis vapors before they
reached the condensers.
4.3.2

Feedstock
Pine wood tree stems were debarked and then reduced to 19-32 mm sized paper

chips. The chips were ground to smaller particle sizes using a hammer mill and finally
sieved to the required particle size (2-3 mm) for the pyrolysis experiments. The pine
wood chips were oven dried at 105 °C overnight to approximately 8-10% moisture by
weight and stored in sealed plastic buckets prior to use in the experiments.
4.3.3

Catalysts Employed
Seven catalysts, including HZSM-5 (SiO2/Al2O3= 50; Z55), 10 wt. % Fe on

HZSM-5 (FZ55), 10 wt. % Ni on HZSM-5 (NZ55), Zeolite-Y (SiO2/Al2O3= 30; ZY), 10
wt. % Fe on ZY (FZY), Ni-Mo/ γ-Al2O3 (NM), and Co-Mo/γ-Al2O3 (CM) were used for
the in-situ treatment of pyrolysis vapors. The zeolite supports, HZSM-5 and ZY, were
commercially purchased from Zeolyst International. Ni-Mo/ γ-Al2O3 (NM), and CoMo/γ-Al2O3 (CM) were also commercially purchased.
4.3.3.1

Pelletization of HZSM-5 and ZY Catalysts
The ZSM5 (Si/Al = 50) catalysts in NH4+ form were purchased from Zeolyst

International. The ammonium form was calcined in an oven at 550 °C for 8 hrs. This
calcination step activated the ZSM5 by converting the ammonium form to the proton
form. The temperature was initially held at 120 °C for 4-5 hours to remove any residual
moisture from the catalyst. The temperature was then increased in 150 °C intervals to the
final temperature of 550 °C. The calcined catalyst was stored in a desiccator to avoid
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moisture absorption prior to use. The calcined catalyst was pelletized using a mechanical
press. Each batch of pellets contained 1-1.5 g of the calcined catalyst. The pressed
catalyst was later cut into smaller pieces.
4.3.3.2

Preparation of Metal Catalysts
10 wt. % Fe on HZSM-5 and 10 wt. % Fe on ZY catalysts were prepared by

physical mixing using a ball mill. Both catalysts were prepared in batches, and 7-8 g per
batch was the ideal weight to accommodate in the ball mill. To get 10 wt. % Fe in both
HZSM-5 and ZY catalysts, 0.9987 g Fe2O3 was mixed with 6.0013 g of calcined HZSM5 and ZY, respectively. Thus prepared iron catalysts were reduced at 700 °C using 10%
H2 in nitrogen at a flow rate of 75 ml/min. The nickel nanoparticle catalyst (<100 nm)
was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. A required amount of metallic nickel was physically
mixed with the HZSM-5 support using a ball mill. The commercially purchased Ni-Mo/
γ-Al2O3 (NM), and Co-Mo/γ-Al2O3 (CM) catalysts were reduced at 850 °C using 10% H2
in nitrogen at a flow rate of 75 ml/min. All catalysts were calcined at 500 °C prior to the
experiments.
4.3.4

Experimental Method
The fast pyrolysis of pine wood particles was carried out at 450-470 °C. The In-

situ catalytic upgrading experiments were performed at 450 °C maintaining ate WHSV of
12 h-1. The pyrolyzed bio-oil vapors were passed through a ceramic filter (30 g) bed to
remove the very fine char and inorganics before the vapors reached the catalyst bed. The
ceramic filter was followed by a catalyst bed (20 g). Then, another layer of ceramic filter
(20 g) was placed before the final catalyst bed (30 g) in the packed bed reactor. This
dilution of the catalyst with the ceramic filter material helps to mitigate issues with
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reactor plugging. All fixed bed catalytic experiments had the same amount of ceramic
filter (50 g) and catalyst loading (50 g). A flow of N2 gas controlled at 1L/min by a mass
flow controller was used to maintain an inert atmosphere and to facilitate bio-oil vapor
flow through the catalyst bed. A blank run, where the PBR was not loaded with any
catalyst, was performed to compare the thermal treatment of pyrolysis vapors with the
catalytic upgrading experiments.
The effluent pyrolysis vapors from the PBR were condensed by passing them
through a 5’ long stainless steel tube (½” I.D) enclosed by a jacket of coolant (50%
ethylene glycol solution maintained at -8 °C) before reaching a set of five glass
condensers (a round bottom flask followed by four impingers) kept in the constant
temperature bath having coolant maintained at -8 °C. To maximize the condensation of
upgraded pyrolysis vapors in the first condenser (the two-mouthed round bottom flask),
the exit of the round bottom flask was attached to two long condensers connected in
series (to provide more surface area for vapors to condense). The effluent leaving then
passed into the second condenser.
4.3.5
4.3.5.1

Characterization of Upgraded Pyrolysis Products
Gas Analysis
The analysis of the gas products was accomplished using a GC equipped with a

thermal conductivity detector (TCD) and a flame ionization detector (FID). The initial
temperature of the column was maintained at 35 °C, followed by 10 °C ramping to a final
temperature of 180 °C and held for 30 min.Gas samples of the non-condensable pyrolysis
vapors were collected using 0.5 L Tedlar® gas sampling bags. Gas sampling was
performed at different run times to check the effect of run-time on the catalyst activity.
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4.3.5.2

GC/MS Analysis
Analysis of the organic fractions of the upgraded bio-oil samples was

accomplished using a Hewlett Packard 5890series II gas chromatograph/5971 series A
mass spectrometer. The injector temperature was 270 °C. A 30 m x 0.32 mm internal
diameter x 0.25 µm ﬁlm thickness silica capillary column coated with 5%
phenylmethylpolysiloxane was used for the separation of bio-oil compounds. The initial
temperature of the column was set at 40 °C (4 min hold) followed by heating at 5 °C/min
to a ﬁnal temperature of 280 °C. The mass spectrometer employed a 70 eV electron
impact ionization mode, a source (detector) temperature of 250 °C and an interface
temperature of 270 °C.
Samples representative of upgraded bio- oil organic fractions (0.1 mg each) were
diluted with 10 ml of methanol. Only 1 ml of each solution was then transferred to the
autosampler vial and 10 µl of internal standard (4000 µg/ml concentration) was added.
Then 2.0 µl of this sample was injected into the GC to acquire the respective
chromatogram. Six isotopically labeled compounds (US 108N, Ultra Scientiﬁc),
including 1, 4-dichlorobenzene-d4, naphthalene-d8, acenapthene-d10, phenanthrene-d10,
chrysene-d12 and perylene-d12, were employed as internal standards to verify the
retention times and to quantitate the amounts of thirty known compounds from a
previously published list.44 The quantitation of some of the aromatic hydrocarbons and
alkanes produced from catalytic upgrading of pyrolysis vapors was carried out using a
series of saturated hydrocarbon standards (ASTM D2887 quantitative calibration
solution).
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4.3.5.3

Physical Analysis
The percent water, viscosity, density, pH and acid values of the upgraded bio-oils

organic fractions were measured. Karl Fisher titration (Cole-Parmer Model C-25800-10
titration apparatus) was carried out to measure the percentage water. A 200 5B
viscometer (Stony Brook Scientiﬁc) was employed to measure the viscosity and the pH
was measured using an expanded ion analyzer EA 920 using a sample comprised of 1 g
of the bio-oil fraction mixed with 50 ml of water. Density was calculated according to
ASTM standard D4052. The acid values were determined by titrating 1 g of the bio-oil
fraction dissolved in 50/50 v/v isopropanol/water solution with 0.1 N NaOH to a pH 8.5.
At pH 8.5, over 99.9% of the carboxylic acids (formic, acetic, propanoic, oleic) are
titrated. Less than 4% of phenols (pKa of 9.89 or higher) are converted to phenoxides.
The predominant phenolics in bio-oil are less acidic (methylated and methoxylated
phenols) and have pKa values greater than 9.89, decreasing the extent of over titration. A
pH of 8.5 is in the range where the clear to red color change of phenolphthalein begins to
occur during strong base titration. The acid values indicate the amount of NaOH (mg)
required to neutralize the acid content of 1 g of bio-oil.
4.4
4.4.1

Results and Discussion
Catalytic Effects on the Yields of Pyrolysis Products
Figure 4.1 shows the product distribution obtained from the catalytic pyrolysis

experiments. The presence of catalysts do not influence char production since it’s a
pyrolysis byproduct produced in the auger reactor. As evident in Figure 4.1, the amount
of char produced is uniform in all the experiments except during the thermal treatment. It
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may be due to the presence of slightly larger feed particles that led to a slight increase in
the weight percentage of the char produced.

Figure 4.1

Yield of pyrolysis products by phase

Figure 4.2

Liquid yield vs. oxygen content of oils
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Table 4.1

GC-MS Quantitative results of target compounds (µg/ml methanol)

Catalyst

Blank

Furfural
2-methyl, 2Cyclopenten-1-one
5-methyl-furfural
3-methyl, 2Cyclopentenone

166.2

Phenol
3-methyl,1,2Cyclopentane dione
2-methyl Phenol
3-methyl Phenol
Guaiacol
2,6-dimethyl Phenol
Levoglucosenone
2,4-dimethyl Phenol
3-ethyl Phenol
2,3-dimethyl Phenol
4-met,Guaiacol
1,2-Benzenediol
(Catechol)
3-methyl Catechol
4-ethyl Guaiacol
4- methyl Catechol
2,6-dimethoxy Phenol
Eugenol
4-propyl Guaiacol
Vanillin
cis- Isoeugenol
3,4-Dimethylbenzoic
acid
4-Ethyl resorcinol
Anhydrosugars
Acetovanillone
Oleic acid

NZ5
5

FZ55
82.85
105.0
7
163.9

3.26

30.3
62.7

Z55
168.
9
55.5
5
168

27.6

125

78.5

302

640

849.3

85.4
439
662
14.3
44.6
13.8
378
219
30.1
7.71

191
275
1.08
21.3
124
75.4
19.1
0.18

0.96

17.9
1.4

ZY

FZY

NM

CM

303.8
115.3
6
404.5

429.4
136.9
9
482.7

486.9
117.2
722.4

676.7
140.4
3
1331

0.79
138
2

167.2

241.1

125.5

187.8

479.1

699.1

566.0

557.5

32.48
1565
866.3
6.59
40.3
7.24
401
289
35.07
2.87

0.39
721
980
4.92
55.2
413.
1.5
50.4
10.4

111.2
384.0
631.4
16.49
54.98
35.85
384.8
299.9
41.29
10.59

100.6
495.3
841.1
9.05
58.7
1.68
447.9
425.4
45.52
1.4

88.64
1190
767.8
6.69
54.53
12.55
411.7
334.7
41.49
1.5

93.06
427.3
788.9
6.83
56.4
7.8
420.0
361.6
45.87
3.08

1102
354
8.58
1714
0.05
5.45
0.63
14
33.9

554.7
241.0
3.56
534.6

1443
450.1
12.37
2284
0.06
6.14
1.26
7.76
25.75

1701
413.2
7.1
2171

1484
392.8
7.85
1463

1536
396.1
6.52
1478

3.68
0.11
1.96
4.06

343
244
3.97
301
0.03
3.05
1.16
3.05
2.64

4.53
14.51
0.22
5.62

1.3
0.47
5.33
13.97

4.78
0.34
2.54
3.22

4.75
4.02
223
4.89
23.7

0.53
4.76
138.6
0.09
0.2

3.89
3.49
450
1.58
1.42

0.3
5.69
166.9
5.12
42.67

0.23
8.65
230
5.8
24.4

0.55
6.19
113.4
1.16
9.71

0.24
6.03
146.5
0.28
54.88
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0.57
0.19

All the catalysts resulted in improved yields of liquid product compared to the
thermal treatment of pyrolysis vapors, indicating that the thermal treatment causes severe
secondary cracking of the primary pyrolysis vapors, and thus, converts the volatile
compounds to non-condensable gases (NCGs). The liquid yields obtained using both the
unpromoted and metal-promoted HZSM-5 catalysts were lower than those for the ZY and
γ-Al2O3 supported catalysts. It is well known that HZSM-5 catalysts have high Brönsted
acidity, which favors the secondary cracking of pyrolysis vapors to low molecular weight
volatile compounds,39 and with increasing space time,46 to NCGs. The catalytic
experiments showed a significant increase in the formation of GC-MS quantifiable target
compounds (Table 4.1). This shows that the thermal treatment either substantially
reduces the formation of target compounds or converts the pyrolysis vapors to permanent
gases and thermal coke.
Between the unpromoted HZSM-5 and ZY catalysts, high surface area and low
acidity ZY catalysts (780 m2/g) produced higher liquid yields than the low surface area
Z55 catalysts (425 m2/g). This observation is in contrary to what Twaiq et al.33 observed
(increasing catalyst surface area decreased liquid yield) using MCM-41 catalysts for
cracking of palm oil. However, their study employed mesoporous catalysts and a
different feedstock (palm oil versus pinewood pyrolysis vapor). Their work also
demonstrated that the catalyst acidity plays a dominant role when compared to surface
area in determining liquid product yields. Increasing catalyst acidity lowers the liquid
product yield.29 Similar trends in the liquid yield, following the order, FZ55<HZSM5<NZ55<NM<CM< FZY< ZY, were observed in the present studies with the exception
of Fe promoted catalysts (FZ55 and FZY). Addition of metal ions to acid supports
decreases the Brönsted acid sites of the catalysts, and therefore favors higher liquid
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yield.39, 47 In the current studies, no significant increase in the liquid yield was noticed
with the metal zeolites. This could be attributed to the deoxygenation reactions leading to
the formation of aromatic hydrocarbons. Reactions catalyzed by metal zeolites produced
the most deoxygenated bio-oils (Figure 4.2). The deoxygenation of pyrolytic vapors was
favored through the elimination of CO2, CO and H2O. This results in a subsequent
reduction in the total liquid and organic fraction yields (~40% of the total liquid yields)
due to the transfer of carbon to gas phase products, the formation of water and the
formation of coke deposits on the catalyst surface. It is therefore expected, that as more
oxygen is removed from the liquid organic fraction, organic fraction yields will be
lowered.
To further study the influence of catalysts on the pyrolysis products, the species
detected by GC-MS in the upgraded bio-oil were categorized into hemicellulose-derived,
cellulose-derived and lignin-derived compounds. Furthermore, as the number of
compounds formed from lignin degradation is large, these compounds were further
classified based on the functional groups (guaiacols, eugenols and vanillins, diols, and
phenols).
4.4.2

Catalytic Effects on the Degradation of Hemicellulose and Cellulose
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the influence of catalyst type on the degradation of

cellulose and hemicellulose components in the biomass to low molecular weight
compounds. It should be noted that the anhydrosugars are fragmentation/
depolymerization products of pyrolysis reactions, whereas the lower molecular weight
furans and hydrocarbons are primarily formed due to the catalytic treatment of cellulose
and hemicellulose components in the pyrolysis vapors.
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Figure 4.3

Degradation of cellulose and hemicellulose

Figure 4.4

Conversion of anhydrosugars to furan compounds

The degradation/cracking of cellulose and hemicellulose to form furans and
cyclopentenones varied with catalyst composition but did not follow a particular trend.
The HZSM-5-based catalysts produced lower amounts of anhydrosugars and furan
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compounds compared to the remaining catalysts. This might be due to either to the
secondary cracking of the furan compounds to NCGs (CO, CO2) or to their conversion to
aromatic hydrocarbons as shown by Carlson et al. (2009).15 Zhu et al.,48 also showed the
formation of aromatic hydrocarbons by the catalytic pyrolysis of Xylan using a HZSM-5
catalyst. Of the metal promoted HZSM-5 catalysts, NZ55 upgraded bio-oils had the
highest amount of anhydrosugars and the least amount of furans and cyclopentenones.
Similar results were obtained by Lu et al.49 using NiO nanoparticles to upgrade poplar
wood pyrolytic vapors. The most effective catalysts in producing the furan compounds,
i.e., furfural and 2-methyl furfural, from anhydrosugars were the γ-alumina supported
NM and CM catalysts. Since the furan compounds have lower oxygen content than their
precursors (anhydrosugars), it can be concluded that the catalytic treatment deoxygenated
the pyrolytic vapors.
The hemicellulose and cellulose (C6H10O5)n components in the biomass are highly
oxygenated compounds and therefore have a low hydrogen index (given by the formula
(H/C)eff = (H-2O)/C, where C, H, and O are the number of moles of carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen in the feedstock). The deoxygenation/dehydration of compounds with low
hydrogen index results in severe catalyst coking.40 Previous studies also demonstrated
the formation of residual carbon as a byproduct from the pyrolysis of hemicellulose
(xylan),50 cellulose,51 and levoglucosan.52 Therefore, in the catalytic deoxygenation of
pyrolysis vapors, the hemicellulose and cellulose components of the biomass, in addition
to forming liquid and gas products, contribute significantly to the formation of thermal
and catalytic coke.
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4.4.3

Catalytic Effects on the Distribution of Compounds Formed by Cracking of
Lignin
The lignin polymer exhibits a complex chemical structure having various ether (α-

O-4, β-O-4) and C-C (phenyl-phenyl) linkages. The pyrolysis of biomass depolymerizes
lignin by the cleavage of such α- and β-ether linkages in the polymer structure. However,
the mode of cleavage (homolytic, heterolytic, β-scission, etc.) depends on the type of
ether (α or β), and the type of ring (phenolic or non-phenolic). Previous studies mainly
concentrated on the cleavage mechanisms of β-O-4 linkages due to their abundance in the
lignin polymer. It has been shown that the phenolic β-ether structure is more reactive
than the non-phenolic type. The presence of side chain hydroxyl groups has also been
shown to influence the cleavage of β-O-4 linkages; phenolics with –OH groups at Cα and
Cγ were shown to be much more reactive than the non-phenolic types. Also, the presence
of at least one –OH group in the side chain enhances the cleavage probability of the βether linkage. High guaiacol yields in the pyrolysis oil are also due to cleavage of the βether linkages.

Figure 4.5

Distribution of lignin degradation compounds in the upgraded oils
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The depolymerization of the lignin polymer by the aforementioned cleavage
mechanisms produces oxygenated monomers (phenolics) with various functional group
substituents (aldehyde, methoxy, etc.). The presence of catalysts cleaves/cracks such
oxygenated compounds to yield phenolics as well as aromatic & aliphatic hydrocarbons.
Figure 4.5 shows the effect of the catalyst composition on the cracking of the lignin
fraction in the biomass.
The thermal treatment of pyrolytic vapors eliminated most of the heavy guaiacols,
eugenols and vanillins but produced phenols. However, the amount of phenols produced
was substantially lower than that produced using the catalysts. The metal-promoted
catalysts, compared to the unpromoted catalysts, showed higher conversion of the heavy
compounds like guaiacols, eugenols, and vanillins to low molecular weight diols and
phenols. While both the ZY and FZY catalysts produced relatively high yields of diols
(~0.2g/g oil), the metal-promoted HZSM-5 catalysts and the γ-Al2O3 supported CM and
NM catalysts decreased the diol yields and favored the formation of phenols. The metalpromoted HZSM-5 catalysts, in particular, possessed far superior activity in the
conversion of diols. For example, the FZ55 and NZ55 upgraded bio-oils contained only
0.07 g and 0.04 g diols per gram of oil, respectively, while the other upgraded bio-oils
had at least 0.15 g. This is a significant finding for the metal-promoted HZSM-5
catalysts considering the refractory nature of the catechols. The iron- and nickelpromoted HZSM-5 catalysts were also highly selective in the formation of phenols with
yields of 0.2g/g oil and 0.17 g/ g oil, respectively. Overall, the yields of phenols followed
the order: FZ55 (0.2g) > NZ55 (0.174g) > NM (0.15g) > FZY (0.144g) > CM (0.125g) >
Z55 (0.112g) > ZY (0.107g). The product analysis indicated an increase in the phenolic
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yield with a concomitant decrease in the yield of diols. This implies that one of the main
routes for the formation of phenols is by the cracking of diols.
Since the formation of low molecular weight compounds follows the pathway: 53
lignin polymer → guaiacols, syringols, eugenols, vanillins→ diols, cresols→ phenols→
hydrocarbons→ low molecular weight compounds, a catalyst’s efficiency in
deoxygenating the pyrolytic vapors can be interpreted by its ability to produce high yields
of lighter compounds. In the present case, the catalyst that selectively produces high
yields of phenols while decreasing the oxygenated heavy compounds is concluded to be
the best deoxygenation catalyst. Hence, the results shown in Figure 4.5 lead to the
conclusion that the iron- and nickel-promoted HZSM-5 catalysts are the best
deoxygenation catalysts
4.4.4

Catalytic Effects on the Distribution of Guaiacols, Eugenols and Diols
As discussed in Section 4.4.3, addition of transition metal ions such Fe and Ni to

HZSM-5 significantly changed the product distribution of the upgraded bio-oil. Figures
4.6 to 4.8 show that the transition metal-promoted HZSM-5 catalysts performed better in
deoxygenating/upgrading the heavy oxygenates compared to the unpromoted catalysts
and the γ-Al2O3 supported catalysts. The activity of γ-Al2O3 supported CM and NM
catalysts could be compared to metal-promoted HZSM-5 catalysts in the conversion of
guaiacols, eugenols and vanillins, but failed to extend their activity in the conversion of
diols. This observation emphasizes that the acidic support plays a dominant role in the
cracking activity of bi-functional catalysts. With regard to ZY catalysts, both unpromoted
and Fe-promoted ZY performed similar with the exception that the presence of Fe
promoted alkylation of the oxygenated compounds. Using the FZY catalyst, one
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significant difference in the upgraded bio-oil is the decrease in the vanillin yield and an
enhancement in the formation of 4-propyl guaiacol.

Figure 4.6

Distribution of guaiacols in the upgraded oils

Figure 4.7

Distribution of eugenols and vanillins in the upgraded oils
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The yield of diols in the upgraded bio-oil was significantly higher than the other
three oxygenates mentioned previously. Considering the chemical structures of the
oxygenates, it is obvious that the cracking (demethylation of the methoxy group) of
guaiacols, eugenols and vanillins proceeds through the formation of diols.54 However, the
conversion of guaiacols, eugenols and vanillins to diols was relatively easier to
accomplish than the subsequent conversion of the diols to lighter compounds (based on
the GC-MS quantification results). Catechols (1,2-diols) were shown44 to be one of the
major constituents in the fast pyrolysis oil, and their conversion to phenols and low
molecular weight hydrocarbons requires intense reaction conditions. The transformation
mechanism of guaiacols to catechols or o-cresols is well-documented.55, 56 Formation of
catechols and o-cresols occur through two competitive reactions, i.e. an O-CH3 bond
homolysis pathway55 and a radical-induced rearrangement pathway starting from
guaiacyl phenoxy radicals, 56 respectively. The latter reaction was also shown to be a key
step in secondary char formation.57

Figure 4.8

Distribution of diols in the upgraded bio-oils
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Among the catalysts, only the iron- and nickel-promoted HZSM-5 catalysts
effectively lowered the yield of diols with simultaneous increase in the phenolic yield.
This observation implies that the presence of transition metal ions on an acidic support
like HZSM-5 lowers the activation energy required for the conversion of benzene diols.
Results also indicate that the conversion of oxygenates depends not only on the presence
of transition metal ions but also on the type of acidic support and the metal-support
interactions. For example, comparing the zeolite (HZSM-5 and ZY) supports promoted
with Fe, HZSM-5 was found to be much more effective than the ZY support. No change
in the conversion of benzene diols was observed when ZY was promoted with iron
particles. However, the HZSM-5 support when promoted with Fe or Ni, showed an
enhanced activity in the conversion of diols to phenols (Figures 4.8 and 4.9).
4.4.5

Catalytic Effects on the Distribution of Phenols
Phenols, due to their high potential as value-added chemicals, are products from

the biomass pyrolysis generating high interest. The formation of phenols may occur
through multiple pathways: 1.) thermal/pyrolytic cracking of the phenyl-phenyl bond of
the 4-hydroxyphenyl fraction of the lignin polymer;2.) hydrogenolysis/ cracking
reactions, mostly catalytic, involving the cleavage of the aromatic C-C and C-O bond in
vanillin or cleavage of the aromatic C-O bonds in the guaiacols to form phenols;58 3.) a
step-wise approach including the dehydration of vanillins to guaiacols, which further
hydrolyze to diols, followed by the acid-catalyzed dehydration of diols to phenols.25
Since the formation of phenols and other hydrocarbons involve a series of deoxygenation
reactions (like dehydration, decarbonylation, demethoxylation, isomerization, etc.), a
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higher amount of phenols in the upgraded bio-oils represents a greater ability of the
respective catalyst to crack/deoxygenate the heavier compounds.

Figure 4.9

Distribution of phenols in the upgraded bio-oils

The formation of phenols was more pronounced when bifunctional catalysts were
used, although their distribution varied with catalyst composition. HZSM-5 supported
catalysts, FZ55 and NZ55, were most effective followed by the FZY catalyst. Though the
γ-Al2O3 supported Ni-Mo and Co-Mo catalysts proved to be very effective HDO
catalysts,18, 19 their activity in deoxygenating the pine wood pyrolysis vapors was not as
effective as zeolite catalysts. HDO reactions involve the use of high partial pressures of
hydrogen whereas the present studies were performed at atmospheric pressure with
available hydrogen for the reactions produced in-situ. This implies that the conventional
HDO catalysts are not very effective when used at atmospheric pressure and without
hydrogen partial pressures.59 Meesuk et al. 59 also observed improved deoxygenation
activity of Co-Mo/ γ-Al2O3 was better in the presence of hydrogen. Hence, the present
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results provide evidence that the zeolites are superior catalysts, compared to conventional
HDO catalysts, in cracking pyrolytic vapors at atmospheric pressure. Overall, of the
metal-promoted catalysts, the Fe-HZSM-5 (FZ55) catalyst produced the highest phenolic
yield (0.20g/ g oil), followed by Ni-ZSM5 (NZ55) catalyst with 0.17 g phenol/g oil. The
superior activity of the Fe-promoted catalysts in producing high phenolic yields was also
reported by Antonakou et al.28 and Nilsen et al., 30 where they used mesoporous AlMCM-41 acidic supports. Phenols are the deoxygenation products of heavy oxygenated
guaiacol type compounds. The presence of high amounts of phenols in the FZ55 and
NZ55 upgraded bio-oils indicates that these catalysts are effective deoxygenation
catalysts and that upgraded bio-oils are high quality deoxygenated fuels.
4.4.6

Catalytic Effects on the Formation of Aromatic Hydrocarbons
The presence of aromatic hydrocarbons (HC’s) was observed in all upgraded bio-

oils; toluene and the xylenes were the most common among the formed aromatic
hydrocarbons. While all the catalysts deoxygenated the pyrolysis vapors to form the
hydrocarbons, the HZSM-5 upgraded bio-oils exhibited superior performance in both the
number and the amount of hydrocarbons formed. The addition of metal ions to HZSM-5
enhanced the production of aromatic hydrocarbons, whereas Fe-promoted ZY decreased
the aromatic hydrocarbon yield. This could possibly be due to the limited number of
strong Brönsted acid sites on the ZY catalyst, which implies that the Brönsted acid sites
on the acidic support are the primary active sites where the olefinic reactions occur. The
deoxygenated olefins thus formed on the Brönsted acid sites convert to aromatic
hydrocarbons through dehydrogenation, cyclization, alkylation/transalkylation,
isomerization reactions, etc. occurring over the metal sites on the catalyst.37, 38, 42, 43, 60
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Table 4.2

Qualitative report (GC peak area %) of the aromatic hydrocarbons in the oil
fractions of the upgraded oils

Hydrocarbon
Benzene
Toluene
Ethyl Benzene
m-Xylene/o-Xylene
p-Xylene
Benzene,1-ethyl-3methyl
Benzene,1-ethyl-4methyl
Benzene,1-ethyl-2methyl
Benzene, trimethyl
Benzene, 2-propenyl
Benzene, 2-butenyl
Benzene, 1-methyl-3propyl
1-Phenyl-1-butene
Styrene
Indane
Indene
1H-Indene, 1-methyl
Naphthalene
Naphthalene, 1-methyl
Naphthalene, 1-ethyl
Naphthalene, 1,6dimethyl
Naphthalene, 2,6dimethyl
Anthracene
Phenanthrene, 1-methyl
Total (GC peak area %)

Z55

FZ55

NZ55

ZY

FZY

3.17
0.87
4.65
1.62

4.24
1.43
6.2
1.98

7.41
1.07
9.84
2.25

1.21
0.29
1.01
0.59

1.6
0.31
0.8

NM
1.18
3.08

CM

2.6
1.25

1.07

2.74

1.11

1.62

1.55

2.4

0.16
0.78

1.79

1

2.56

2.42
0.11
0.51

3.45

1.18

2.41
0.19

0.24
1.23
0.62
1.35
1.01

1.6
2.65

3.25
0.95

2.81
0.99

1.4
1.41
1.21
4.52
4.75
1.01

0.45

0.54
0.49

1.3

0.56

1.13
2.81
0.4
0.32
25.46

1.82

2.73

30.96

0.48
42.63

1
0.97
0.89

1.63
0.98

0.95

2.57

0.47

7.63

4.92

19.51

1.09
9.17

Comparing the two zeolite supports, the Brönsted acidity of the HZSM-5 is higher
than ZY, and, therefore, results in higher yields of deoxygenated compounds. However,
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on the negative side, the high Brönsted acidity of HZSM-5 catalysts could also decrease
the organic fraction yield by promotion of secondary cracking reactions59 (higher gas
yield) and by the formation of coke precursors (polyaromatic hydrocarbons). Addition of
iron nanoparticles to the HZSM-5 catalyst could inhibit such side reactions in two ways:
1.) by limiting the number of Brönsted acid centers61 available for the secondary cracking
reactions to take place; 39 and 2.) by hydrogenating the coke precursors. The yields and
selectivity of thus formed hydrocarbons depends on the activity of the promoted metal
ions towards the hydrocarbon reactions.

Figure 4.10

GC peak area % of the aromatic hydrocarbons in the upgraded bio-oils

The order of catalyst activity for the production of aromatic hydrocarbons was
NZ55>> FZ55 > HZSM-5 > NM > CM > ZY > FZY. The results, as shown in Table 4.2
and Figure 4.10, indicate that Ni-HZSM-5 catalyst is the most effective catalyst for the
formation of aromatic hydrocarbons. Comparison of the γ-Al2O3 supported Ni-Mo and
Co-Mo catalysts indicate that the former performed better, with the yield of aromatic
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hydrocarbons (~19.5% of total GC peak area) second only to that of the HZSM-5
catalyst. This further confirms that Ni acts as an active metal site for effective production
of aromatic hydrocarbons. French and Czernik40 performed catalytic pyrolysis of biomass
using various catalysts and observed the highest aromatic hydrocarbon yields using NiHZSM-5 catalysts produced.
4.4.7
4.4.7.1

Catalytic Effects on the Physical Properties of the Upgraded Bio-oils
Elemental Composition
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the elemental composition and the C/H and O/C

ratios of the organic fractions of the upgraded bio-oils, respectively. Since the hydrogen
contents of all the upgraded bio-oils were close to one another (7-8%), the C/H ratio was
used to identify the oils retaining higher carbon content after losing oxygen through
catalysis. The O/C ratio was used to identify the oils possessing the least amounts of
oxygen and the highest amounts of carbon; this combination results in oils possessing the
highest heating values. The organic fraction of the thermal pyrolysis bio-oil was highly
oxygenated (~ 39%oxygen content) and possessed relatively low carbon content (~52%),
showing that the thermal treatment results in loss of carbon in the form of solid carbon
residue and permanent gases like CO. This conclusion was also supported by GC-MS
data that confirmed the elimination of the majority of the chemical compounds during
treatment. The oxygen content of the organic fraction was reduced with the use of the
catalytic materials. The bio-oils exhibiting the greatest degree of deoxygenation were
produced using metal promoted zeolite catalysts (NZ55 and FZ55).
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Figure 4.11

Elemental composition of the upgraded oils

Figure 4.12

C/H, O/C ratios of the upgraded oils

The deoxygenation of pyrolytic vapors occurred through the elimination of CO2,
CO and H2O. This resulted in a subsequent reduction of the total liquid and organic
fraction yields (~40% of the total liquid yields) due to the transfer of carbon to the gas
products, the formation of water and the formation of coke deposits on the catalyst
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surface. It is therefore expected, that as more oxygen is removed from the liquid organic
fraction, organic fraction yield will decrease. The metal-promoted HZSM-5 catalysts,
FZ55 (35.5%) and NZ55 (36%), that produced the most deoxygenated bio-oils gave rise
to lower liquid yields compared to the other catalysts. The NZ55 upgraded bio-oil had the
lowest O/C ratio and the highest C/H ratio, indicating that this bio-oil possessed the
highest heating value. The FZ55 upgraded bio-oil had the next lowest O/C value. These
data, along with GC-MS characterization results, prove that NZ55 and FZ55 catalysts are
the most effective deoxygenation catalysts. The high C/H value of FZY bio-oil are due to
their lower hydrogen content (7.26%) compared to upgraded bio-oils produced with any
other metal catalyst.
4.4.7.2

Water Content, Viscosity, Acid value, and pH
The oil fractions of the catalytically upgraded bio-oils had various amounts of

dissolved water, ranging from 10.5% (Z55) to 19% (FZ55). The upgraded bio-oil from
thermal treatment had the water content of 15.6 %, hinting that thermal treatment
promoted the secondary cracking (condensation reactions) of pyrolysis vapors, thereby
increasing the water content of the oil phase. An increase in acidity, and therefore
polarity, of the oil fraction could also favor the presence of bound water through
promotion of hydrogen bonding. From Figure 4.14, it is evident that the acid number and
the water content of the upgraded bio-oils are highly correlated with one another. This
phenomenon was observed for all upgraded bio-oils except FZ55 upgraded bio-oil. This
exception of FZ55 upgraded bio-oil may be due to improper separation of excess water
formed during deoxygenation of the FZ55 upgraded bio-oil (bio-oil undergoing the
second largest degree of deoxygenation – Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.13

Water contents and viscosities of upgraded bio-oils

Figure 4.14

Acid values and pH’s of the upgraded bio-oils

The unpromoted ZY and HZSM-5 upgraded bio-oils have the largest viscosities
among all upgraded bio-oils. The viscosity of the upgraded bio-oils decreased
significantly with the use of metal zeolite catalysts. The viscosity decreased when the
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heavy oxygenates in bio-oil were converted to low molecular weight hydrocarbons. The
FZ55 upgraded bio-oil has the lowest viscosity, in part also due to its high water content.
A similar correlation was noticed with the CM upgraded bio-oil. With regard to acid
values, the HZSM-5 catalysts performed better than the ZY and γ-Al2O3 supported
catalysts. Of all the catalysts, the FZ55 upgraded bio-oil has the lowest acid number
(19.13 mg NaOH/g oil) and highest pH (3.83), and hence, would be less corrosive when
used in a combustion engines. Using same active metal (Fe) and changing the acidic
support from HZSM-5 to ZY resulted in a dramatic increase in the acid value of the biooils from 19.13 to 49.64 mg NaOH/g oil. Thus, HZSM-5 is a very effective catalyst in the
conversion of acids. Previous studies performed on model compounds such as propionic
acid63 and acetic acid64 showed that the HZSM-5 catalyst could completely convert the
acids to lower oxygenates, hydrocarbons, and NCGs at temperatures above 400 °C. The
NM (though able to produce aromatic hydrocarbons) and CM catalysts could not
effectively decrease the acid value of the bio-oil, indicating that the γ-Al2O3 supports are
not effective in converting acids to low molecular weight compounds.
4.4.8

Analysis of Gas Products
The in-situ catalytic treatment of pyrolysis vapors resulted in significant

production of gases at the expense of liquid product. In general, fast pyrolysis of biomass
results in ~15% non-condensable gases.4, 65 This significant enhancement in the yields of
non-condensable gases is due to a collective set of reactions including secondary cracking
of the pyrolysis vapors, catalytic cracking, and increased residence time due to catalytic
conversion of pyrolysis vapors. Various studies have also shown that catalytic treatment
enhances the yields of non-condensable gas products. 25, 26, 34, 66, 67 In addition, the current
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experiments were carried out at a low WHSV of 12 h-1, which results in increased
production of non-condensable gases by secondary cracking of pyrolysis vapors. It is to
be noted that the 24” packed bed reactor (2/3 filled with catalyst) used in the current
studies was maintained at 400-450 °C, the temperature at which significant secondary
cracking occurs.

Figure 4.15

Gas product yields

The major components of the gas fraction were CO, CO2, CH4, and H2 along with
minor quantities of C2+ hydrocarbons. Since the detectors were not calibrated for the C2+
gaseous hydrocarbons, no quantitative results of hydrocarbons apart from methane are
presented. Results indicated that the deoxygenation of pyrolysis vapors occurred through
the elimination of CO and CO2.
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Figure 4.16

Compositions (mole%) of the gas samples

Compared to unpromoted catalysts, metal catalysts produced higher yields of
CO2. Deoxygenation of pyrolytic vapors in the form of CO2, instead of CO, gives high
carbon value to the bio-oils while eliminating oxygen. The gas analysis results showed
that, compared to HZSM-5 catalyst, the metal-promoted catalysts, FZ55, NZ55, FZY and
NM, produced slightly higher hydrogen yields and lower methane yields. The higher
Brönsted acidity of HZSM-5 favors cracking reactions, thereby producing low molecular
weight gases like CH4. With the introduction of metal sites, the strong acid sites will be
inhibited (along with the cracking reactions) and the dehydrogenation reactions will be
enhanced resulting in the formation of olefins. Consequently, cyclization and
dehydroaromatization would be promoted, and the selectivity for aromatics increased.3739, 43
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4.4.9

Catalyst Characterization

4.4.9.1

BET Surface Area
BET N2 adsorption surface area characterization was carried out on six different

catalysts. Results are shown in Table 4.3. Samples of 0.1-0.2 g were used for analysis.
Prior to surface area measurement, each sample was heated in an oven at 120-150 °C to
remove any moisture present on the catalyst. Outgassing was then performed on each
catalyst at 300 °C for 8-12 hours. The outgassing served to evacuate the catalyst pores
through removal of any low molecular weight organics that might be present. The mass
of the catalyst was recorded both before and after the outgassing procedure. BET
physisorption analysis (eleven point) was carried out under liquid nitrogen temperature
conditions. Addition of metal ions to the acidic support decreased the surface area of the
catalysts. This effect was attributed to the presence of metallic oxides in the interior of
the zeolites pores and channels.61
Table 4.3

BET surface area measurements

Catalyst
HZSM-5 (CBV5524)
ZY (Si/Al=30)
Fe2O3 Nanoparticles (NP)
10% Fe NP-ZSM-5
10% Fe NP-ZY
4.4.9.2

Surface area (m2/g)
425
780
241.26
307.34
607.10

X-Ray Diffraction
A Rigaku Ultima III X-ray diffraction system equipped with a 2.2kW long-fine

Focus X-ray tube was employed for the XRD analysis. The XRD system possesses a
measurement range from 3° to 154°. X-ray diffraction studies were carried out on
calcined and uncalcined samples of HZSM-5, ZY, 10% Fe on HZSM-5, and 10% Fe on
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ZY. XRD patterns were recorded for angles ranging from 5° to 70°. The XRD patterns
obtained were smoothed using software in order to get clear differentiated peaks (i.e.
noise reduction).

a

Figure 4.17

b

XRD patterns of a) HZSM-5 b) Fe-promoted HZSM-5 catalysts

a

Figure 4.18

XRD patterns of a) ZY

b

b) Fe-promoted ZY catalysts

The XRD patterns of both uncalcined HZSM-5 and ZY show that the catalysts are
crystalline in nature. Sharp peaks at 2θ=8-10, 2θ=23-26 for HZSM-5 and a high intensity
sharp peak at 2θ=6 for ZY confirmed that the catalysts are crystalline in nature (Figures
4.17a and 4.18a). Calcination of the HZSM-5 catalyst resulted in a strengthening of the
peak at a 2θ of approximately 22° (Figure 4.17a). No significant changes in the XRD
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pattern were observed after calcination of the ZY catalyst (Figure 4.18a). Addition of 10
wt% Fe to the HZSM-5 and ZY did not significantly alter the catalyst’s crystallinity. The
addition of 10% Fe to HZSM-5 or ZY did not show a pronounced increase in any
particular peak, as expected, since the Fe particles were nanosized, and thus, are too small
to significantly influence the XRD pattern.
4.4.9.3

Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPR)
TPR studies were carried out on calcined and uncalcined samples of 10% Fe on

HZSM-5, 10% Fe on ZY, Ni-Mo/γ-Al2O3 and Co-Mo/ γ-Al2O3. Prior to the reduction
studies, samples were heated under an inert helium gas atmosphere at 120 °C. Preheating
was performed using a heating ramp rate of 10 °C/min until the temperature reached 120
°C. The temperature was then programmed to decrease to ambient temperature. Once the
sample reached ambient temperature, temperature programmed reduction studies were
carried out using a flowing gas of 10% H2/balance Ar over the temperature range of
ambient temperature to 900 °C.

a

Figure 4.19

b

a) Calcined 10% Fe-HZSM-5 b) Calcined 10% Fe-ZY
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a

Figure 4.20

b

a) Uncalcined 10% Fe-HZSM-5 b) Uncalcined 10% Fe-ZY

TPR studies of calcined 10 wt% Fe on HZSM-5 (Figure 4.19 a) and 10 wt% Fe on
ZY(Figure 4.19b) revealed the existence of three distinct water formation peaks,
occurring at three distinct temperatures, indicating that the iron oxide existed in three
different oxidation states. These three oxidation states were attributed to Fe (III) as in
Fe2O3, Fe (II, III) as in Fe3O4, and Fe (II) as in FeO. The first peak (peak at 200 °C)
corresponded to the conversion of Fe2O3 to Fe3O4, while the second peak at 350 °C
corresponded to the transformation of Fe3O4 to FeO. The final peak, much larger than
the other two peaks, was at high temperature (600 °C) and corresponded to the formation
of metallic Fe from FeO. The large peak at 600 °C was attributed to the stability of the
Fe+2 (FeO) oxidation state; the conversion of Fe+2 (FeO) to Fe0 (metallic form) is difficult.
Moreover, the TPR graphs for uncalcined 10% Fe on HZSM-5 and 10% Fe on ZY
showed only two well-separated peaks at 200 and 350 °C, respectively (Figures 4.20a and
4.20b, respectively). From this significant change in the TPR graph upon calcination, it is
concluded that catalyst calcination results in strong interactions between the zeolite
support and iron oxide particles.
The TPR graphs of Ni-Mo/γ-Al2O3 and Co-Mo/ γ-Al2O3 are shown in Figures
4.21a and 4.21b, respectively. The TPR plot of Ni-Mo/γ-Al2O3 showed three distinctive
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peaks. The low temperature hydrogen adsorption peak seen at 375 °C was attributed to
reduction of octahedral Mo species and the high temperature peak around 700 °C
corresponds to reduction of tetrahedral Mo.68 Brito and Laine reported that the lower
temperature peak was due to reduction of multilayer MoO3 species and the higher
temperature peak was due to reduction of monolayer MoO3 species.69 However, the
reduction of MoO3 species takes place in two steps, MoO3 to MoO2 and from MoO2 to
Mo.68, 70 The high temperature peak is slightly sharper than the low temperature
adsorption peak, indicating strong metal-support interactions and the difficulty in
reducing the tetrahedral Mo species.70, 71 The intermediate hydrogen adsorption peak at
~550 °C corresponds to bulk reduction of the NiO phase.69, 72

a

Figure 4.21

a) Ni-Mo/γ-Al2O3

b

b) Co-Mo/ γ-Al2O3

The TPR profile of Co-Mo/ γ-Al2O3 also showed three hydrogen consumption
peaks, though not as distinctive as those observed with the Ni-Mo catalyst (overlapping
of low temperature peaks). The low temperature peak at 350 °C superimposes with an
intermediate temperature peak at 420 °C. The intermediate peak may correspond to the
interaction between Co and Mo species, probably due to the CoMoO4 phase.70, 73 It may
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also be due to a strong interaction between the metal and the support in Co-Mo catalyst.74
The TPR profiles of Ni-Mo and Co-Mo show that Co, compared with Ni, promoted the
easy reduction of Mo species by reducing the reduction temperature of Mo species by 40
°C. This observation was contrary to the previous studies.70, 74
4.4.9.4

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
TGA was performed on the used catalysts to determine the amount of residual

carbon deposited on the catalyst surface. A Shimadzu instrument TGA-50 was using to
perform the TG analysis. A required amount of catalyst was placed on an alumina pan
and a temperature program from room temperature to 1000 °C at a ramping rate of 5
°C/min was used. The runs were performed under a N2 flow of 30 mL/min. The
percentage weight loss of the used catalysts is shown in Figure 4.22.

Figure 4.22

TGA curves of the used catalysts

Thermogravimetric analysis of the used catalysts, shown in Figure4.22, provided
interesting results. Surface area, acidity, and the presence of metal ions on the catalysts
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influenced the coking reactions. ZY-based catalysts, particularly unpromoted ZY,
experienced maximum coking. The presence of large diameter pores (7.4 Å), which
favor the formation of poly aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH’s), and the large surface area
(780 m2/g) could be responsible for the high coking activity of ZY. Previous studies
demonstrated that rapid coking (deactivation) occurs in large-pore zeolites due to
minimal steric constraints, whereas medium-pore zeolites inhibit coking reactions and
slowly deactivate during hydrocarbon reactions.75, 76 Addition of iron nanoparticles to
ZY considerably decreased the coke deposition from 29.8% to 21.6%. Similar results
were noticed even with the HZSM-5 catalysts. The unpromoted HZSM-5 catalyst coked
more than the metal-promoted zeolites. While Z55 catalyst had 18.3% weight loss, NZ55
and FZ55 experienced weight losses of 16.7% and 14.83%, respectively. This difference
in coking activity between unpromoted and promoted catalysts was attributed to two
reasons: 1.) active metal sites promoting the redox transformation of heavy PAH’s to
smaller molecules; and 2.) limitation of Brönsted acid sites (lowered acidity of the
catalyst)61 available for coking reactions to take place. Triantafyllidis et al.31 also noticed
that increasing catalyst acidity favors coking reactions. The TGA data confirmed that the
metal catalysts, despite favoring hydrocarbon formation, did not coke as heavily as
unpromoted acid catalysts.
4.5

Summary
Pinewood pyrolytic vapors were deoxygenated using bi-functional catalysts.

Addition of transition metal ions to the acidic zeolites favored the product selectivity
towards aromatic hydrocarbons without decreasing the liquid yield. Ni/HZSM-5 (NZ55)
in particular, was the most effective deoxygenation catalyst (19% oxygen in the upgraded
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bio-oil) and has also produced high yields of aromatic hydrocarbons. The Fe/HZSM-5
was the second best deoxygenation catalyst among those tested with 21.1% oxygen in the
upgraded bio-oil. In addition, metal-promoted zeolites also decreased the formation of
coke compared to the unpromoted zeolites; this behavior is attributed to the lower
Brönsted acidity and the redox nature of the transition metal sites of the metal-promoted
catalysts. Conventional HDO catalysts, Ni-Mo/γ-Al2O3 and Co-Mo/ γ-Al2O3, did not
effectively deoxygenate the pyrolytic vapors, indicating that their activities are limited at
ambient pressure conditions and in the absence of high hydrogen pressures.

.
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CHAPTER V
IN-SITU CATALYTIC UPGRADING OF PINEWOOD PYROLYSIS VAPORS OVER
METAL OXIDE CATALYSTS
5.1

Abstract
In-situ catalytic upgrading of pine wood pyrolysis vapors was performed over

metal oxide catalysts, including sulfated zirconia (SO42--ZrO2), tungstated zirconia (WOxZrO2), zirconia-titania (ZrO2-TiO2), and titania (anatase/ and rutile) catalysts. The
experimental set-up consisted of an auger reactor for pyrolysis of pine wood chips and a
fixed bed reactor mounted vertically at the exit from the auger reactor for catalytic
upgrading experiments. Pyrolysis of wood chips was carried out at 450-470 °C, while the
catalytic upgrading experiments were performed at 425 °C, at a weight hourly space
velocity (WHSV) of 12 -14 h-1. The yields of liquid, solid (char) and gas phases varied
from 34.3-43.2%, 17.6-19%, and 46.9-36%, respectively. The chemical and physical
characterization of the upgraded bio-oils showed that the most effective catalyst for the
conversion of pinewood vapors to phenolics and aromatic hydrocarbons was the sulfated
zirconia catalyst at liquid yields of 37.5% . However, higher liquid yields were realized
using the titania-rutile (41%) and titania-anatase (43.2%) catalysts.
5.2

Introduction
The depletion of fossil fuel reserves and the increasing dependence on petroleum

fuels, accompanied by stringent environmental policies have focused research on the
development of fuels from renewable sources including lignocellulosic biomass and
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forest residues. Of the different thermochemical conversion technologies available, fast
pyrolysis of biomass is an economically feasible process to produce liquid fuels.1-3 Fast
pyrolysis is the thermal decomposition of biomass, in the temperature range of 400-600
°C at a very low residence time (~1-5 sec) in the absence of oxygen/air to produce liquid
(bio-oil), solid (char), and gaseous products.2, 3 Pyrolysis oil/bio-oil possesses a high
carbon value and has the potential to be used as an additive to gasoline and/or diesel as
well to replace fossil fuels; however, this will require substantial process development.
Bio-oils produced by fast pyrolysis are dark brown liquids comprised of numerous
chemical compounds belonging to a variety of chemical families and containing many
different functional groups.4, 5 The presence of oxygen content at relatively high
levels(~35-40%) in different functional groups makes bio-oil thermally unstable, highly
viscous, acidic (pH of 2-2.5), and results in a heating value approximately one half that of
the conventional fuels (~20 MJ/kg).6, 7 Therefore, bio-oils must undergo substantial
upgrading to reduce the oxygen content of the liquid fuel prior to its use in a wide variety
of applications including use as transportation fuel.
The upgrading (deoxygenation) of bio-oil can be performed using either catalytic
or non-catalytic pathways. The non-catalytic processes to improve bio-oil stability
including the physical methods, such as solvent addition,8, 9 emulsification,10 and hot gas
filtration, and super-critical treatment (in the presence of catalysts) of bio-oil,11-13 are
either not very successful or are not economically feasible. Addition of solvents such as
methanol to bio-oils increases their calorific value by increasing the H/C ratio and also
increases the storage stability by diluting the reactive functional groups.9 Catalytic
deoxygenation methods includes hydrotreating (HDO),14-16 cracking,17 and an integrated
process18 comprised of mild hydrotreating followed by cracking of hydrogenated oils.
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Though HDO of bio-oil produces a high quality liquid fuel, 15 the need for large amounts
of hydrogen at high pressure makes the process challenging and economically unfeasible.
On the other hand, catalytic cracking involves deoxygenation of bio-oil at atmospheric
pressure in the absence of hydrogen, and moreover, catalytic cracking can be performed
over a wide range of acidic and basic catalysts.17
The catalytic cracking experiments can be carried out either by the direct
treatment (in-situ/ primary upgrading; Single step process) 17, 19,20-22 of the pyrolysis
vapors or by condensing the pyrolysis vapor to bio-oil and then upgrading the condensed
bio-oil in a separate secondary unit23-26 (ex-situ/ secondary upgrading; two-step process).
In-situ catalytic treatment of pyrolysis vapor eliminates the costly steps of condensation
and re-evaporation of bio-oil required for ex-situ treatment. Moreover, in secondary
upgrading, poor thermal stability of bio-oils results in a loss of liquid yield to carbon
residue when the bio-oils are heated to the reaction temperature. Previous catalytic vapor
cracking studies were mostly performed using acid catalysts; primarily the Si/Al-based
crystalline zeolites. Among the zeolites, HZSM-5 was found to be the most effective
catalyst for the production of deoxygenated liquid fuel consisting of gasoline-range
aromatic hydrocarbons.21, 27 Their effective performance was attributed to the presence of
specific pore size and the 3-dimensional arrangement of pores.27, 28 However, poor
organic liquid yields and rapid catalyst coking have limited the use of zeolites. More
recently, mesoporous catalysts belonging to the M41S family including MCM-41 and
SBA-15 catalysts were used in upgrading pyrolysis vapors.29, 30 Though the MCM-41based catalysts produced high yields of phenols, the formation of polyaromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH’s) and rapid catalyst coking were also observed.
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Zirconium oxide, when promoted with sulfate ions, attains super acidic nature by
possessing increased Brönsted acidity to that observed with unpromoted zirconia.31, 32 At
high temperatures, sulfated zirconia catalysts exhibit low stability. Sulfated zirconia,
when promoted with tungsten, manganese or iron, shows improved stability while
maintaining its super acidity.31, 33 The ZrO2 support, when combined with other oxides
including Al2O3 and TiO2, exhibits higher Brönsted acidity due to charge imbalance.
However, the acidity-basicity of the mixed oxides can be altered by varying the amounts
of individual oxides.34, 35 The required ratios of ZrO2 and TiO2 reported in the literature to
attain maximum acidity are inconsistent. Lahousse et al.36 reported that a 23:77 ratio of
ZrO2 and TiO2 resulted in maximum Brönsted acidity of the mixed oxides; however, Das
et al.37 reported that the optimum concentration of zirconium in the ZrO2-TiO2 mixed
oxide was 60 mol% to obtain a highly acidic mixed oxide possessing high surface area.
Chareonlimkun et al.38 demonstrated that a molar ratio of Ti/Zr = 1 gave the mixed oxide
the greatest amounts and densities of both acidic and basic sites. TiO2-based materials
have been effectively used as catalysts, supports, additives and promoters, because of its
good mechanical properties, its chemical inertness and its low cost.39 Zirconia and titania
supports offer flexibility in catalyzing chemical reactions by providing acidity-basicity
properties. Though zirconia- and titania-based catalysts have been successfully employed
for isomerization and cracking reactions of alkanes40-42 and alkenes,43 data available on
the activity of sulfated zirconia,32, 44, 45 titania46 and zirconia-titania,46, 47 catalysts in
upgrading biomass pyrolysis vapors is limited.
The present work focusses on the in-situ upgrading of pine wood pyrolysis vapors
using two super-acid catalysts, sulfated zirconia and tungstated zirconia, a mixed oxide
catalyst (zirconia-titania), and two titania (rutile and anatase) catalysts. Here after these
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catalysts will be referred as SO42--ZrO2, WOx-ZrO2, ZrO2-TiO2, TiO2 (R), and TiO2 (A)
respectively.
5.3
5.3.1

Materials and Methods
Reactor Configuration
An auger reactor pipe (7.6 cm in diameter and 102 cm in length) was employed

for the purpose of producing bio-oil vapor. The distance between the screws (i.e.,
between the augers) was approximately 3 inches. The auger speed was 11-12 RPM at the
desired auger pyrolysis temperature. The particle size of the pine sawdust used in the
pyrolysis was ~2-3 mm. According to the literature4 in which the same auger reactor was
employed, it takes approximately 45 sec for the initial feed to move to the char exit point.
The auger reactor employed for bio-oil production had four temperature zones, which
facilitated the decomposition of different wood constituents including cellulose,
hemicellulose and lignin in the appropriate temperature range, thereby forming liquid,
gaseous, and solid (char) products. The feed first passed through a 4” heating
(preheating) zone kept at ~200-220 °C, then entered two pyrolysis zones, 10” and 8” in
length, respectively, with temperatures in the range 450-460 °C, and finally reaches an 8”
zone maintained at ~150-175 °C. The feed was converted to char by the time it reached
the 8” fourth zone. Upon exit, the char was collected in a collection pot through a 3” long
insulated zone. The gases produced from biomass pyrolysis then passed through a 1”
diameter, 24” long packed bed reactor (PBR) mounted vertically at the exit of the auger
reactor. This packed bed reactor was enclosed in a three zone furnace. The first two zones
were kept at the desired catalytic upgrading reaction temperatures (425 °C) whereas the
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third zone was maintained at a temperature lower by 50-75 °C than the first two zones.
This third zone is where pyrolysis vapors begin to cool prior to reaching the condensers.
5.3.2

Feedstock
Pine wood tree stems were debarked and then reduced to 19-32 mm sized chips.

The chips were ground to smaller sized particles using a hammer mill and finally sieved
to obtain requisite amounts of the desired particle size (2-3 mm) for the pyrolysis
experiments. The pine wood chips were oven dried at 105 °C overnight to about 8-10%
moisture content and stored in sealed plastic buckets prior to use in experiments.
5.3.3

Catalysts Employed
Five commercial catalysts, including two super acid catalysts, sulfated zirconia

(SO42--ZrO2) and tungstated zirconia (WOx-ZrO2) , a mixed oxide zirconia-titania catalyst
(ZrO2-TiO2), and two titania (TiO2 anatase and TiO2 rutile) catalysts were used for insitu upgrading of pyrolysis vapors. All catalysts were used as purchased.
5.3.4

Experimental Procedure
The fast pyrolysis of pine wood particles was carried out at 450-470 °C. The in-

situ catalytic upgrading experiments were performed at 425 °C maintaining the WHSV of
12-14 h-1. The pyrolyzed bio-oil vapors then passed through a bed of ceramic filter (30
g) to remove the very fine char and inorganics before reaching the catalyst bed. The
ceramic filter was followed by catalyst bed (20 g). Then, another bed of ceramic filter (20
g) was placed before the final bed of catalyst (30 g) in the packed bed reactor. This
dilution of the catalyst with the ceramic filter material helped to mitigate issues with
reactor plugging. All fixed bed catalytic experiments used the same amount of ceramic
filter (50 g) and catalyst loading (50 g). A flow of N2 gas controlled at 1L/min by a mass
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flow controller was used to maintain an inert atmosphere and to facilitate bio-oil vapor
flow through the catalyst bed. A blank run, where the packed bed reactor (PBR) was not
loaded with any catalyst, was performed to obtain base line data for the thermal treatment
of pyrolysis vapors for comparison with results from the catalytic upgrading experiments.
The pyrolysis vapors leaving the PBR were condensed by passing them through a
5’ long stainless steel tube (½” I.D) enclosed by a coolant jacket through which circulated
a 50% ethylene glycol solution maintained at -8 °C. The effluent then passed into a set of
five glass condensers (a round bottom flask followed by four impingers) kept in the
constant temperature bath having coolant maintained at -8 °C. To maximize the
condensation of upgraded pyrolysis vapors in the first condenser (the two-mouthed round
bottom flask), the exit of the round bottom flask was attached to two long condensers
connected in series (to provide more surface area for vapor condensation) before exiting
into the second condenser.
5.3.5
5.3.5.1

Characterization of Upgraded Pyrolysis Products
Gas Analysis
The analysis of the gas products was carried out by using a GC equipped with a

thermal conductivity detector (TCD) and a flame ionization detector (FID). The initial
temperature of the column was maintained at 35 °C, followed by 10 °C ramp to a final
temperature of 180 °C and held for 30 min. Gas samples of the non-condensable
pyrolysis vapors were collected using 0.5 L Tedlar® gas sampling bags. Gas sampling
was done at 30 and 60 min run times for SO42--ZrO2 and WOx-ZrO2 catalytic
experiments, and at 20, 40, and 60 minutes for ZrO2-TiO2, TiO2 (R), and TiO2 (A)
experiments.
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5.3.5.2

GC/MS Analysis
Analysis of organic fractions of the upgraded bio-oil samples was carried out on a

Hewlett Packard 5890 series II gas chromatograph/5971 series A mass spectrometer. The
injector temperature was 270 °C. A 30 m x 0.32 mm internal diameter x 0.25 µm ﬁlm
thickness silica capillary column coated with 5% phenylmethylpolysiloxane was used for
the separation of bio-oil compounds. The initial temperature of the column was set at 40
°C (4 min hold) followed by heating at 5 °C/min to a ﬁnal temperature of 280 °C. The
mass spectrometer employed a 70 eV electron impact ionization mode, a source
(detector) temperature of 250 °C and an interface temperature of 270 °C.
Samples representative of the oil fractions in the amount of 0.1 mg were each
diluted with 10 ml of methanol. Only 1 ml of each solution was then transferred to the
autosampler vial and 10 µl of internal standard (4000 µg/ml concentration) were added.
2.0 µl of this sample was injected into the GC to obtain the respective chromatogram. Six
isotopically labeled compounds (US 108N, Ultra Scientiﬁc), including 1, 4dichlorobenzene-d4, naphthalene-d8, acenapthene-d10, phenanthrene-d10, chrysene-d12 and
perylene-d12, were employed as internal standards to verify the retention times and
quantitate the amounts of thirty known compounds from a previously published list.4 The
quantitation of some of the aromatic hydrocarbons and alkanes produced from catalytic
upgrading of pyrolysis vapors was carried out using a series of saturated hydrocarbon
standards (ASTM D2887 quantitative calibration solution).
5.3.5.3

Physical Analysis
The percent water, viscosity, density, pH and acid values of the organic fractions

of the upgraded bio-oils were determined. Karl Fisher titration (Cole-Parmer Model C25800-10 titration apparatus) was carried out to measure the water percentage. Viscosity
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was measured using a 200 5B viscometer (Stony Brook Scientiﬁc) while pH was
measured using an expanded ion analyzer EA 920 on 1 g of bio-oil fractions mixed with
50 ml of water. Density was calculated according to ASTM standard D4052. The acid
values were determined by titrating 1 g of the bio-oil aqueous and organic fractions
dissolved in 50/50 v/v isopropanol/water with 0.1 N NaOH to a pH 8.5. At pH 8.5 greater
than 99.9% of the carboxylic acids (formic, acetic, propanoic, oleic) are titrated. Less
than 4% of phenols (pKa of 9.89 or higher) are converted to phenoxides. The
predominant phenolics in bio-oil are less acidic (methylated and methoxylated phenols)
and have pKa values greater than 9.89, decreasing the extent of over-titration. A pH of
8.5 is in the range where the clear to red color change of phenolphthalein begins to occur
during strong base titration.
5.4
5.4.1

Results and Discussion
Catalytic Effects on the Yields of Pyrolysis Products
The presence of catalysts influences the yields of liquid and gas products in two

primary ways: 1.) by cracking the volatile compounds to permanent gases, thereby
increasing the gas yield or by polymerizing the products to coke; and 2.) by
depolymerizing/cracking the non-volatile oligomers to volatile monomers, increasing the
yield of liquid product. The presence of a catalyst does not influence the char formation
since char is a byproduct of the pyrolysis carried out in the auger reactor.
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Figure 5.1

Influence of catalysts on the distribution of pyrolysis products

As shown in Figure 5.1, all catalysts showed increased yield of liquid product
compared to that produced by the thermal treatment (blank) of pyrolysis vapors. Thus,
thermal treatment causes secondary cracking of the primary pyrolysis vapors to volatile
compounds and then to non-condensable gases. The catalytic experiments also showed
significant increase in the formation of compounds that could be quantified with the
existing GC-MS method (Figures 5.2 to 5.4). This implies that thermal treatment either
reduces the formation of target compounds or converts the pyrolysis vapors to permanent
gases. Among the catalysts, the liquid yield decreased with increasing catalyst acidity;
TiO2 (43.2%) and ZrO2-TiO2 (36.4%) catalysts yielded the most liquid product and the
least liquid product, respectively. One exception was the SO42--ZrO2 catalyst, which gave
slightly higher liquid yield (37.5%) compared to WOx-ZrO2 (36.4%), though the former
catalyst is more acidic. This might be due to the due to higher exotherm noticed in the
pyrolysis zone (470 °C in WOx-ZrO2 experiment compared to 460 °C in SO42--ZrO2
experiment), which resulted in increased cracking of the pyrolysis vapors. The amount of
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char formed was equivalent (17-18%) in all experiments, which shows that the pyrolysis
of the feedstock (at T=450-470 °C) was consistent and uniform for all experiments.
5.4.2

Catalytic Effects on the Distribution of Hemicellulose and Cellulose Derived
Compounds
Decomposition, depolymerization, and isomerization reactions of hemicellulose

and cellulose result in the formation of anhydrosugars such as levoglucosan,
levoglucosenone, and their degradation compounds such as furans, cyclopentenones, noncondensable gases, and char. The qualitative and quantitative yields of hemicellulosederived and cellulose-derived compounds were higher in all the catalytic experiments
compared to the non-catalytic (thermal) treatment of the pyrolysis vapors (Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2

Distribution of cellulose and hemicellulose degradation products

Among the catalytic experiments, levoglucosan and levoglucosenone were the
dominant products identified over the less acidic TiO2 catalysts (indicating that the TiO2based catalysts did not favor the conversion of anhydrosugars formed during fast
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pyrolysis to lower molecular weight compounds) while the conversion of these
anhydrosugars to furfural and cyclopentenone derivatives was favored with SO42--ZrO2,
WOx-ZrO2 and ZrO2-TiO2 catalysts. The distribution of furfural and cyclopentenone
compounds varied, with no trend readily identified.

Figure 5.3

Conversion of anhydrosugars to furan compounds

The anhydrosugars and their derivatives are formed during bio-oil formation from
pine wood pyrolysis via depolymerization, ring scission and dehydration reactions of
both hemicellulose and cellulose components of biomass such as glucose and other
monosaccharides. Hemicellulose, due to its non-crystalline nature, starts degrading at a
lower temperature than cellulose and contributes to the formation of the majority of the
non-condensable gases like H2, CO, CO2 and CH4. Most of the acetic acid in the
pyrolysis oil is formed due to the cleavage of side chain acetyl groups of hemicellulose.
Furan compounds such as furfural, 5-hydroxymethyl furfural (HMF) are also reported to
be formed from hemicelluloses.44, 48-50 Levoglucosan is the primary pyrolysis product
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formed by the fast pyrolysis thermal decomposition of cellulose.51, 52 Levoglucosan
undergoes conversion to levoglucosenone at high (pyrolysis) temperatures by
dehydration. Furan derivatives form by ring scission and reclosure, while char and noncondensable gases (NCG’s) form by secondary cracking reactions.53, 54
Among the tested catalysts, as shown in Figure5.3, the less acidic TiO2 catalysts,
especially the less active rutile phase, gave rise to higher yields of anhydrosugars from
bio-oil vapor treating. The promoted zirconia catalysts, SO42--ZrO2, WOx-ZrO2 and the
mixed oxide ZrO2-TiO2 catalyst converted significant amounts of anhydrosugars to lower
molecular weight furan compounds, furfural and 5-methyl-furfural. Though lower yields
of furan derivatives (furfural and HMF) could be observed at normal pyrolysis conditions
due to dehydration reactions of carbohydrates, substantial production of furan derivatives
requires more acidic conditions and elevated reaction temperatures.55, 56 Therefore, such
high anhydrosugar conversion by SO42--ZrO2 and WOx-ZrO2 catalysts can be attributed
to their superacidic nature, which results in cracking of anhydrosugars (levoglucosan and
levoglucosenone) to furan derivatives (furfural and 5-methyl furfural), gaseous
compounds, and coke. Previous studies57, 58 showed that cellulose decomposition also
results in the formation of 5-hydroxymethyl furfural (HMF). But the current experiments
showed no formation of HMF. HMF is thermally unstable (having a reactive
hydroxymethyl group), and could be readily converted to lighter furans and NCG’s at
higher acidic conditions and elevated temperatures.59, 60 The lower amount of
anhydrosugars in the superacid catalyzed experiments may also be due to their
conversion to residual coke and non-condensable gases.
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5.4.3

Catalytic Effects on the Distribution of Compounds Formed by Cracking of
Lignin
Lignin, when subjected to thermal and catalytic treatments of its vapors,

decomposes mainly into 4-hydroxyphenyl, guaiacyl (4-hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl), and
syringyl (4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxyphenyl) fractions.61These fractions then undergo
further conversion to phenols, diols and guaiacols as a function of treatment variables
(catalytic activity, temperature, etc.). Though the formation of monomeric compounds
begin during pyrolysis, their distribution and further breakdown to lighter compounds
strongly depend on the catalysts employed during catalytic upgrading of the bio-oil
vapors in the in-situ process in the packed bed reactor.

Figure 5.4

Distribution of lignin breakdown compounds

In-situ catalytic treatment of pyrolysis vapors significantly modified the chemical
composition of lignin-derived compounds. As with hemicellulose and cellulose
breakdown, thermal treatment of pyrolysis vapors significantly decreased or eliminated
many liquid lignin-derived compounds, resulting in the formation of low molecular
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weight compounds/gaseous products and coke (Figure 5.4). Although aromatic
hydrocarbons were formed, complete elimination of most of the useful phenolics and
hydrocarbon precursors like guaiacols and catechols (diols) demonstrates that thermal
treatment without catalysts is not an effective pathway to upgrade bio-oil pyrolysis
vapors to useful chemicals. On the other hand, the distribution of lignin-derived
compounds varied with different catalysts.

Figure 5.5

Formation of various lignin monomers from the pyrolysis of lignin

As expected, the upgraded bio-oils produced by the less acidic TiO2 catalysts
possessed higher amounts of heavier compounds than did bio-oils upgraded using SO42-ZrO2 and WOx-ZrO2 catalysts. The ZrO2-TiO2 catalysts exhibited activities in between
those of the superacid catalysts (SO42--ZrO2 and WOx-ZrO2) and of the TiO2 catalysts.
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Phenols were the dominant products in the experiments catalyzed by the highly acidic
catalysts (SO42--ZrO2, WOx-ZrO2 and ZrO2-TiO2) while the phenolic precursors
(catechols and guaiacols) were dominant in the TiO2-catalyzed pyrolysis vapor products.
The formation of compounds follows the trend: lignin polymer → guaiacols, eugenols,
vanillins → diols → phenols → hydrocarbons →low molecular weight compounds. The
catalyst cracking efficacy can be interpreted by the formation of the highest amounts of
lighter compounds. The formation of different functional group compounds from lignin
polymer is shown in Figure5.5.62
5.4.4

Catalytic Effects on the Distribution of Guaiacols, Eugenols and Diols
The distributions of guaiacols, eugenols and vanillins, and diols in the upgraded

bio-oils are shown in figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8, respectively.

Figure 5.6

Distribution of guaiacols in the upgraded bio-oils

Among the zirconia-based catalysts, the SO42--ZrO2 catalyst significantly
decreased the formation of heavy compounds such as guaiacols, eugenols and diols and
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increased the amount of phenols. WOx-ZrO2 and ZrO2-TiO2 catalysts formed more
guaiacols, eugenols and phenols compared to the TiO2 catalysts but fewer diols. The
decrease in diols production in the WOx-ZrO2 and ZrO2-TiO2-catalyzed reactions can be
either due to their precursors (guaiacols and eugenols) not reacting to form diols or due to
the conversion of diols to phenols or both. There were significant amounts of phenols in
both WOx-ZrO2 and ZrO2-TiO2-catalyzed upgraded oils).

Figure 5.7

Distribution of eugenols and vanillins in the upgraded bio-oils

The less acidic TiO2-based catalysts converted significant amounts of the heavier
guaiacols and eugenols to diols, but could not further breakdown the diols to phenols or
to other hydrocarbons. Of the two TiO2 catalysts, TiO2 (A) and TiO2 (R), the less active
rutile phase could convert the guaiacols and eugenols but not the diols. The anatase phase
of the TiO2 catalyst showed higher activity for the conversion of diols. This observation
provides enough evidence that the TiO2 catalysts exhibit worse performance as cracking
catalysts compared to sulfated and tungstated ZrO2 catalysts. The promotion of ZrO2
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supports with sulfate and tungsten oxide provides super acidic nature to the catalysts that
favors the cracking of heavier guaiacols, eugenols, and diols to lower molecular weight
phenols.

Figure 5.8

Distribution of diols in the upgraded bio-oils

The formation of methylated guaiacols like 4-propyl, 4-ethyl, and 4-methyl
guaiacols was pronounced on WOx-ZrO2 and ZrO2-TiO2 catalysts. The TiO2 catalysts did
not give rise to production of a large amount of alkylated guaiacols due to the efficiency
of these catalysts in converting guaiacols and eugenols to diols. With respect to diols, all
catalysts employed gave rise to the formation of greater amounts of alkylated diols
compared to diols. This result indicates that alkylation of diols (i.e., the formation of a CC bond) is more favorable than the cleavage of C-OH (phenyl-OH) bond to form phenols
or hydrocarbons.
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5.4.5

Catalytic Effects on the Distribution of Phenols and Hydrocarbons
Phenols are of particular interest due to the potential applications of phenol and its

derivatives. The formation of phenols can occur due to the breakdown of the 4hydroxyphenyl fraction of the lignin polymer as well as the breakdown of the guaiacols,
eugenols, vanillins, and diols. Increased amounts of phenols in the upgraded bio-oil
fraction indicate a greater ability of the respective catalyst to crack the heavier
compounds. Thermal treatment resulted in a significant reduction in the amount of
phenols compared to when catalytic treatment was employed. At a pyrolysis temperature
of 450- 470 °C and a packed bed reactor temperature of 425 °C, the phenols can be either
converted to hydrocarbons or converted to solid carbon residue, but cannot be converted
to permanent gases. Thus, thermal treatment converted the majority of the lignin
compounds including phenols to solid carbon residue and, to a very low degree, to
hydrocarbons and low molecular weight compounds.

Figure 5.9

Distribution of phenols in the upgraded bio-oils
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Among the catalysts examined, the greatest amounts of phenols were formed
using WOx-ZrO2 catalysts; phenol formation in the other catalysts followed the order:
SO42--ZrO2 = TiO2 (R) > ZrO2-TiO2 > TiO2 (A). Though more phenols were formed
using catalyst WOx-ZrO2, the SO42--ZrO2 catalyst resulted in the formation of significant
amounts of hydrocarbons (HC’s), both qualitatively (# HC’s=7) and quantitatively. The
formation of HC’s, following the order SO42--ZrO2 >> TiO2 (R) > WOx-ZrO2 > ZrO2TiO2 > TiO2 (A), by SO42--ZrO2 catalysts implies that it possesses greater cracking
activity compared to the other catalysts tested. The GC-MS analysis of the oil fraction of
the upgraded bio-oils revealed the presence of seven different phenolic compounds
(shown in Figure5.9). The zirconia-based SO42--ZrO2 and WOx-ZrO2 catalysts produced
more phenols than the TiO2-based catalysts. This finding is supported by the evidence
that the bio-oils formed by TiO2-catalyzed reactions contain greater concentrations of
diols (phenol precursors) compared to the SO42--ZrO2 and WOx-ZrO2 catalyzed bio-oils.

Figure 5.10

Influence of catalysts on the formation aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons
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The presence of aromatic hydrocarbons (HC’s), as shown in Figure5.10, was
observed in all upgraded bio-oils. Among the aromatic hydrocarbons, toluene and xylene
were the common compounds in all upgraded bio-oils; only the upgraded bio-oils from
SO42--ZrO2 and TiO2 (A) contained aliphatic HC’s including 3-methyl-1-butyne, 1,5hexadiene, and 4-octyne at very low levels. While all the catalysts deoxygenated the
pyrolysis vapors to form hydrocarbons, the bio-oils formed by SO42--ZrO2-catalyzed
reactions showed clear dominance in the number (#8) and in the amount of hydrocarbons
formed. Next to the SO42--ZrO2 catalyst, TiO2 (A) catalyst formed the second greatest
number of hydrocarbons (#5). The WOx-ZrO2, ZrO2-TiO2 and TiO2 (R) catalysts formed
approximately the same amount of hydrocarbons. In a separate study carried out by Lu et
al.,46 where ZrO2-TiO2, TiO2 (A), and TiO2 (R) catalysts were employed, experiments
using the ZrO2-TiO2 catalyst gave rise to the greatest amount of hydrocarbons (13.1% of
the total peak area). Their results were obtained through microscale py-GC/MS
experiments that used 0.5 mg of poplar wood and 1 mg catalyst. The results of the
current studies are based on a much larger scale and therefore, these results cannot truly
be compared to those observed by Lu et al.46 Since the presence of hydrocarbons
increases the heating values of oils, it can be concluded that all upgraded bio-oils
possessed higher heating value compared to raw pyrolysis oil.
5.4.6
5.4.6.1

Catalytic Effects on the Physical Properties of the Upgraded Bio-oils
Elemental Composition
Figures 5.11, 5.12 show the elemental compositions and C/H, O/C ratios of the

organic fractions of the upgraded bio-oils. Since the hydrogen contents of all the
upgraded bio-oils were similar to one another (7.05-7.36%), the C/H ratio was used to
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identify those oils containing higher carbon content after catalytic deoxygenation. The
O/C ratio identifies those oils containing the lowest amounts of oxygen and the highest
amounts of carbon; these oils will possess the highest heating values.

Figure 5.11

Elemental composition of the upgraded bio-oils

Figure 5.12

C/H and O/C ratios of the upgraded bio-oils
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Of all the catalysts, the SO42--ZrO2 catalyst was the most effective in decreasing
the oxygen content of the pyrolysis vapor. Raw bio-oil has an oxygen content close to
40%, whereas the SO42--ZrO2-upgraded bio-oil, despite having 11% dissolved water, had
only 26% oxygen content (O/C=0.4) while possessing 66% carbon. These data, along
with GC-MS analysis characterization results, show that the SO42--ZrO2 catalyst was
most effective in upgrading the pyrolysis vapor to deoxygenated liquid fuel. The catalyst
next in ability to decrease the oxygen content was the WOx-ZrO2 catalyst (27.01%),
followed by the ZrO2-TiO2, TiO2 (A), and TiO2 (R) catalyst with 31.5, 32.9, and 35.4%
oxygen content in the upgraded bio-oils, respectively. The upgraded oil from thermal
treatment of pyrolysis vapors had the lowest amount of carbon (52%) and the highest
amount of oxygen (39%), showing that thermal treatment resulted in loss of carbon in the
form of solid carbon residue and permanent gases like CO. This conclusion is also
supported by two other observations: 1.) GC-MS data showing the elimination of the
majority of chemical compounds; and 2.) the loss of carbon in the form of CO2 would
have resulted in decreased amounts of oxygen in the upgraded bio-oil.
5.4.6.2

Water Content, Density, Acid value, and pH
The organic fractions of the bio-oils upgraded using catalysts have varied

amounts of dissolved water ranging from 10.9 to 13.2 %. Since the difference in the
amount of dissolved water present in catalytically upgraded bio-oils is small (2%), no
definite conclusions regarding the impact of catalyst type on % water can be made. The
upgraded bio-oil from thermal treatment had the highest water content( 15.6 %), showing
that thermal treatment decreased the oil content by promoting secondary cracking
(condensation reactions) of the oil fraction.
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Figure 5.13

Water contents and densities of the bio-oils

A close similarity was observed for the densities of upgraded bio-oils (Figure
5.13). The oil with lowest density was obtained using thermal treatment of pyrolysis
vapors (1.01 g/cc oil); this result was expected as thermal treatment eliminated/converted
the heavy compounds present in the bio-oil liquid fraction to non-condensable gases (gas
phase) or carbon residue (solid phase). With catalysts, the densities of the upgraded biooils obtained using SO42--ZrO2 and WOx-ZrO2 catalysts were quite similar, i.e., 1.097 and
1.092 g/cc, respectively. The ZrO2-TiO2, TiO2 (R), and TiO2 (A) upgraded bio-oils were
slightly denser with densities of 1.126, 1.129, and 1.117 g/cc, respectively. The density of
these oils did not differ greatly, primarily because of compounds present in the heavy
fractions (guaiacols in WOx-ZrO2 and ZrO2-TiO2 catalytically upgraded bio-oils and diols
in TiO2 catalytically upgraded bio-oils) as well as the low water content of the oils.
As evident from Figure 5.14, the acid values of the catalytically upgraded bio-oils
are significantly different from each other and especially different from the blank
(thermal) run (30). The bio-oils upgraded using promoted zirconia catalysts had the
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lowest acid values (44 for SO42--ZrO2 and 49 for WOx-ZrO2) whereas the bio-oils
upgraded by TiO2 (R) and TiO2 (A) had larger acid values of 63 and 64.5, respectively.

Figure 5.14
5.4.7

Acid values and pH’s of the upgraded bio-oils

Distribution of Gas Products
The in-situ treatment of pyrolysis vapors with catalysts resulted in significant

production of gases (up to 43% using ZrO2-TiO2 catalyst) at the expense of liquid
product. In general, fast pyrolysis of biomass results in ~15% non-condensable gases.63,
64

This significant enhancement in the yield of non-condensable gases was due to a

combination of different reactions including secondary cracking of the pyrolysis vapors,
catalytic cracking as well as increased residence time due to catalytic conversion of
pyrolysis vapors. Various studies have shown that catalytic treatment enhances the yields
of non-condensable gas products.29, 65, 66 Additionally, the current experiments were
carried out at a low WHSV (12 h-1), which resulted in increased production of noncondensable gases by secondary cracking of pyrolysis vapors. It should also be noted that
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the 24” PBR reactor (2/3rd filled with catalyst) was maintained at 425 °C, the temperature
at which significant secondary cracking occurs.

Figure 5.15

Gas product yields

Figure 5.16

Compositions (mole%) of the gas samples
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In order to study the effect of run time on the evolution of non-condensable gases
and the catalyst activity, the gas phase was sampled periodically (at 30 and 60 min for
SO42--ZrO2 and WOx-ZrO2 catalyzed experiments and at 20, 40 and 60 min for ZrO2TiO2, TiO2 (R), and TiO2 (A)-catalyzed experiments). These samples were analyzed
using a GC equipped with FID and TCD detectors. The major components of the gas
fraction were CO, CO2, CH4, and H2 along with minor quantities of C2+ hydrocarbons.
Since the detectors were not calibrated for the C2+ gaseous hydrocarbons, no quantitative
results of the hydrocarbons excepting methane are presented.
As shown in the Figures 5.15 and 5.16, the primary deoxygenation pathway for
pyrolysis vapors is through the elimination of oxygen in the form of carbon monoxide
(CO). Though CO formed the major fraction of the total non-condensable gases, gas
samples from the SO42--ZrO2-catalyzed experiments showed the greatest amounts of CO.
This observation is also supported by the presence of the least amount of anhydrosugars
and cyclopentenones in the upgraded bio-oil from the SO42--ZrO2-catalyzed experiment.
In case of TZ-30 and ZT-20 gas samples, CO concentrations decreased while CO2 and H2
concentrations increased, indicating that water-gas shift (WGS) reactions might have
occurred. With regard to the effect of run-time on the evolution of non-condensable
gases, the concentration of hydrogen in the gas fraction decreased with increasing run
time. With all catalysts except the SO42--ZrO2 catalyst, as the run time increased,
concentrations of CO2 decreased and CO increased. This result may, in fact, be due to the
deposition of carbon residue in the catalyst pores, which inhibits the formation of the
larger CO2 molecules. The minor differences in the gas compositions of the samples
collected at different run times does not provide sufficient information to identify trends
associated with use of different catalysts and their activity.
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5.4.8

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
TGA was performed on the used catalysts to determine the amount of residual

carbon on the catalyst surface. A Shimadzu TGA-50 instrument was used to perform the
TG analysis. A required amount of catalyst was placed on an alumina pan and a
temperature program from room temperature to 1000 °C at a ramp rate of 5 °C/min was
used. The runs were performed under a N2 flow of 30 mL/min. The amount of residual
carbon on the catalyst was quantified by calculating the difference between the initial and
final weights (total weight loss) of the catalyst sample. For the SO42--ZrO2 and WOx-ZrO2
catalysts, the TGA of fresh catalysts was also performed to determine the effect of
temperature on the evolution of promoted species.

Figure 5.17

TGA curves of the fresh and used catalysts

As shown in Figure 5.17, the weight loss by decomposition of the residual
compounds from the catalysts’ surface occurred between 300-425 °C for all the catalysts,
except for the TiO2 (R) catalyst. For the TiO2 (R) catalyst, the weight loss took place over
a higher temperature range (400-450 °C). The greatest weight loss was observed for the
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TiO2 (A) catalyst, whereas for the SO42--ZrO2 catalyst, weight loss was observed at two
distinct temperatures (300 and 750 °C).The weight loss noticed with fresh SO42--ZrO2
and WOx-ZrO2 catalysts at 50-125 °C was due to the evaporation of atmospheric
moisture from the catalyst surface. The tailing of the water curve, especially in the case
of the SO42--ZrO2 catalyst, indicate that most of the water exists as adsorbate on the
catalyst surface; however, some water does exist in the deeper pores within the catalyst
solid. The high temperature weight loss in the case of the SO42--ZrO2 catalyst was
attributed to the decomposition of the sulfate ions releasing sulfur oxides and also due to
the phase transformation (tetragonal to monoclinic). It is interesting to note that the high
temperature weight loss of the used SO42--ZrO2 catalyst occurs at a higher temperature
(750 °C) than that of the fresh SO42--ZrO2 catalyst (600-625 °C). This shift in temperature
is attributed to the increased interaction of sulfur oxides with the zirconia support due to
the catalysts’ exposure to the chemical species present in the pyrolysis vapors at high
temperatures.
5.5

Summary
Metal oxide catalysts were successfully employed to deoxygenate pyrolysis

vapors that, when condensed, yielded upgraded bio-oils. Sulfated zirconia, due to its
super acidity, effectively reduced the oxygen content and increased the amount of low
molecular weight hydrocarbons present in the upgraded bio-oil. Additionally, SO42--ZrO2
was effective in reducing the acid value of the bio-oil. While zirconia-based SO42--ZrO2,
WOx-ZrO2 and ZrO2-TiO2 catalysts enhanced the amount of phenols in the upgraded biooils, titania catalysts produced more bio-oils. Among all upgraded bio-oils, titania-rutile
catalyst upgraded bio-oil had the greatest amounts of anhydrosugars, indicating that this
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catalyst could not crack the anhydrosugars (produced during pine wood fast pyrolysis) to
lower molecular weight compounds such as furans. Thus, this catalyst may find
applications in the selective production of sugars. Promoted zirconia catalysts produced
bio-oils with high C/H and low O/C values.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
6.1

Effect of Process Variables in Upgrading the Pinewood Pyrolysis Vapors
The catalyst screening studies indicated that, among Si/Al, γ-Alumina, HZSM-5

and Zeolite-Y catalysts, HZSM-5 is a superior deoxygenation catalyst with its upgraded
bio-oil having lowest acid number, and high amounts of phenols. At 550 °C and a WHSV
of 25 h-1, only the HZSM-5 upgraded bio-oil contained aromatic hydrocarbons. However,
the yields of hydrocarbons were poor. Therefore, the HZSM-5 catalyst was further used
for by varying the process variables such as WHSV and temperature. Three different
space velocities (6, 12, and 25 h-1) and three different temperatures (370, 400, and 450
°C) were tested. Deoxygenation of pyrolytic vapors increased significantly with
decreasing space velocities, but at the expense of liquid product yields. In order to
improve the liquid yields, low reaction temperatures were tested using the best performed
WHSV (6 h-1). At a WHSV of 6 h-1, decreasing the reaction temperature from 450 to 370
°C increased the liquid yields from 24.2 to 29. 8%. The aromatic hydrocarbon yields
increased with decreasing temperature from 450 to 400 °C (due to less secondary
cracking reactions) but decreased with further decrease in temperature to 370 °C. The
reaction conditions of 400 °C and 6 h-1 WHSV were found optimum to obtain high
aromatic compound yields using HZSM-5 catalyst. Moderate space velocities (12 h-1) are
favorable for better liquid product yields (35-40%) without affecting deoxygenation
reactions, but forms lower amounts of aromatic hydrocarbons at WHSV of 12 h-1.
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Deactivation/coking of catalysts increased with residence time of pyrolytic vapors on the
catalyst surface. However, the catalysts can be completely regenerated at 650 °C by
calcination.
Though low WHSV’s (6 h-1) produced higher aromatic hydrocarbon yields than
medium WHSV’s (12 h-1), the liquid yields were substantially poorer (25%). In order to
improve the liquid yields while producing hydrocarbons, further studies (6.2) were
performed using a WHSV of 12 h-1 and a reaction temperature of 425-450 °C.
6.2

Use of Zeolites in Upgrading the Pinewood Pyrolysis Vapors
Seven different zeolites, including HZSM-5 catalysts with three different

SiO2/Al2O3 ratios (23/Z23, 50/Z55, and 280/Z80), Y (ZY), beta (ZB), mordenite (ZM),
and ferrierite (ZF), were tested for the Deoxygenation of pinewood pyrolysis vapors. The
in-situ cracking of pyrolytic vapors resulted in high gas yields and low bio-oil yields.
Among the seven zeolites, HZSM-5, due to the high density of Brönsted acid sites, was
most effective in producing liquid fuel rich in aromatic hydrocarbons. The oxygen
content of the bio-oil obtained using Z23 catalyst was half the amount of initial feed. The
acid values and viscosities were also significantly reduced. Deoxygenation of pyrolytic
vapors mainly occurred through decarbonylation, decarboxylation, and dehydration
reactions. The activity of catalysts in the formation of aromatic hydrocarbons followed
the order Z23=Z55>Z80>ZB>ZY>ZM>ZF. Catalyst properties such as pore size, pore
structure, and Brönsted acidity play a vital role in the end product selectivity. The catalyst
characterization studies showed that the deposition of carbon residue is not uniform all
through the catalyst surface. TGA studies showed that the zeolite catalysts can be
regenerated completely at 700 °C.
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The drawbacks of the current studies are the low liquid yields (35-40%) and the
low selectivity towards aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons. High Brönsted acidity of the
zeolite catalysts is essential for cracking the pyrolysis vapors and producing
hydrocarbons, but results in low liquid yields. So, to attenuate the Brönsted acidity
without having an adverse impact on the hydrocarbon yields, addition of transition metal
ions such as iron or nickel to zeolite supports seems a promising idea. Further studies
were performed using iron and nickel promoted HZSM-5 (SiO2/Al2O3=50) catalysts, iron
promoted ZY, and conventional HDO catalysts such as Co-Mo/ γ-Al2O3 and Ni-Mo/ γAl2O3.
6.3

Use of Bi-functional Catalysts in Upgrading the Pinewood Pyrolysis Vapors
Addition of transition metal ions such as iron (Fe) and nickel (Ni) to the acidic

zeolites favored the aromatic hydrocarbons product selectivity without decreasing the
liquid yields. Ni/HZSM-5 (NZ55) in particular, was the most effective deoxygenating
catalyst (19% oxygen in the upgraded bio-oil vs. 38% in the untreated bio-oil) and has
also produced high yields of aromatic hydrocarbons. Fe/HZSM-5 (FZ55) was the second
best deoxygenation catalyst, among the tested catalysts, with 21.09% oxygen in the
upgraded bio-oil. Between the iron-promoted HZSM-5 (FZ55) and ZY (FZY) catalysts,
FZ55 was more effective for deoxygenating the pyrolysis vapors as well as producing
hydrocarbons. This proves that Brönsted acidity and catalyst pore structure are very
important factors for deoxygenation reactions and the formation of hydrocarbons.
Metal-promoted zeolites also decreased the coking reactions compared to the
unpromoted zeolites; lower Brönsted acidity and the redox nature of the transition metal
sites are attributed to be the reasons. Conventional HDO catalysts, Ni-Mo/γ-Al2O3 and
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Co-Mo/γ-Al2O3 did not effectively deoxygenate the pyrolytic vapors, indicating that their
activities are limited at ambient pressure conditions and in the absence of high hydrogen
feeds.
The pyrolysis vapor cracking studies were predominantly performed using SiO2Al2O3-based zeolites or MCM family catalysts. Zirconia (ZrO2)-based super acid
catalysts such as sulfated and tungstated ZrO2 have been effectively used for cracking
and isomerization reactions but are less studied for treating biomass pyrolysis vapors.
Therefore, the further studies are based on zirconia and titania (TiO2)-based catalysts.
6.4

Use of Metal Oxide Catalysts in Upgrading the Pinewood Pyrolysis Vapors
Five different metal oxide catalysts, including the two super acid catalysts,

sulfated Zirconia (SO42--ZrO2) and tungstated Zirconia (WOx-ZrO2), a mixed oxide
catalyst (ZrO2-TiO2), and two Titania (Rutile and Anatase) based catalysts, were used for
in-situ upgrading studies. Sulfated Zirconia, due to its super acidity, performed better
among all the tested catalysts. The SO42--ZrO2 upgraded bio-oil had the least amount of
oxygen content (26%) of all the upgraded bio-oils. In addition, SO42--ZrO2 could also
effectively reduce the acid value of the bio-oil (44 mg NaOH/ g oil). Promoted zirconia
catalysts produced bio-oils with high C/H and low O/C values. Zirconia-based SO42-ZrO2, WOx-ZrO2 and ZrO2-TiO2 catalysts enhanced the amount of phenols in the
upgraded bio-oils; titania catalysts produced more higher bio-oil yields. Titania-rutile
catalyst was least effective in deoxygenating the pyrolysis vapors but it was associated
with high anhydrosugar yields. Therefore, it can be used for the selective production of
sugars.
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6.5

Overall Conclusions
Numerous catalysts were tested for upgrading the pinewood pyrolysis vapors. It

was found that zeolite Brönsted acidity and pore structure are essential factors for
effective cracking of pyrolysis vapors. But the zeolite cracking lowers liquid product
yields by promoting the secondary cracking reactions. Promoting zeolites with transition
metal ions enhanced the catalysts’ activities towards the formation of hydrocarbons and
also attenuated zeolite Brönsted acidity. Therefore, metal ions inhibit secondary cracking
reactions. In the current research, iron- and nickel-promoted HZSM-5 catalysts were
found most effective in upgrading the pyrolysis vapors to liquid fuel. Moderate
temperatures (400-450 °C) and low space velocities are highly favored for effective
deoxygenation of pyrolysis vapors. Rapid quenching of the deoxygenated pyrolysis
vapors is very important to eliminate the secondary cracking reactions and, therefore, for
producing high liquid yields.
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